In the name of who, is the beneficent, the merciful
Read in the name of thy Lord who creates,
Creates man from a clot,
Read and thy Lord is most Generous,
Who taught by the pen,
Taught man what he knew not,
Nay, man is surely in ordinate,
Because he looks upon himself as self-sufficient
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SUMMARY
In aquaculture, there are always concerns about how much genetic diversity has been
lost when stock are first brought into culture and as a consequence of how they are
managed by animal breeders in the hatchery and during growout. Determining the
effective population size (EPS) is a critical first step to estimating the potential impact
that inbreeding may have on any cultured population.

Protecting populations in each generation against the negative effects of inbreeding and
maintaining high genetic diversity levels to obtain maximum retention of large effective
population sizes is a major concern and a critical issue for effective long-term
broodstock management.

Stock enhancement programs and the release of hatchery-reared juveniles to the wild
continue to be a topic of significant interest to fishery biologists and managers. While
the focus of many studies has been directed at developing technology for production of
juveniles, in hatcheries there is interest in a more multidisciplinary approach. This
approach has been applied to studies of population dynamics, applied genetics of wild
and hatchery/released stocks and their incorporation into appropriate fisheries
management practices in certain regions of the world particularly in certain salmonid
species in North America. To develop a broodstock of high genetic quality for a
hatchery, sufficient numbers of individuals that reflect the highest amount of genetic
variability available, should be sourced.
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Recently, interest has grown in Australia in stock enhancement particularly for
recreational fishing purposes and culture of the large marine, euryhaline species,
mulloway (A. japonicus). Stock enhancement involves release of fry produced in a
hatchery into natural environments or artificial impoundments. In both situations,
significant interaction of cultured fry with natural mulloway populations will be
inevitable.

While many of the biological and ecological characteristics of mulloway have been
investigated in southern Africa (Wallace 1975; Wallace and Schleyer, 1979; Smale
1984, 1985; Smale and Bruton 1985; Beckley 1986, 1990), to date, there has been little
attention paid to this species in Australian waters and nothing known about the genetic
structure of wild and cultured populations.

The main objective of the current project was to undertake a detailed assessment of the
stock structure of wild populations and the stocks used in hatcheries in Australia. The
study focused on NSW the major site where the developing culture industry is based.
The goals were to provide fundamental data on the levels and patterns of genetic
diversity in wild and cultured mulloway stocks using molecular genetic markers
(mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA microsatellites).

A total of 362 individuals (wild and cultured) were sampled from across Australia and a
single population was sourced from collaborators in South Africa. Samples were
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analysed for mtDNA ATPase sequence variation and variation at 15 microsatellite loci
(with specific primer sets designed and developed for the study).

Analysis of mtDNA sequence data across southern Australia indicated extensive
dispersal, but was absent between Australia and South Africa. The data showed clear
divergence between all Australian and all South African A. japonicus samples. The two
divergent clades contained discrete sets of unique, divergent haplotype groups that had
an estimated minimum sequence divergence of 5.7%. This corresponds with
approximately 4 Myr’s isolation from a common ancestor between the Australia and
South Africa clades based on molecular calibration.

The extensive distributions and high frequencies of the most common haplotype (1) in
clade 1 across southern Australia confirmed that broad scale gene flow has probably
linked mulloway populations across the southern coast of Australia, at least historically.
The inferred pattern of gene flow from eastern to Western Australia in A. japonicus did
not correspond however, with present day ocean currents in this region. Currents in fact,
flow in the reverse direction from west to east (from Western Australia to Victoria and
north to south on the east coast). Thus effective dispersal is unlikely to be mediated
directly by larval drift in currents but may be mediated by juvenile and adult life history
stages moving against major wind and ocean currents.

Periodical changes in the directions of major ocean currents associated with sea level
changes during the Pleistocene could have affected patterns of A. japonicus dispersal
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across the southern coast of Australia. Ongoing gene flow may have facilitated both
connectivity and the rapid spread of common haplotypes among locations. Therefore,
ongoing high levels of gene flow may have ensured near panmixia across the southern
coast, while still permitting some rare haplotypes to develop more restricted
distributions. Mulloway are absent from Tasmania suggesting that the water
temperature is probably too cold there for the species. Thus when Tasmania was
connected to Australia during recent Pleistocene glacial periods, the land bridge may
have isolated eastern and western ancestral A. japonicus populations, or more likely, the
ancestral mulloway population evolved either in the east or the west and then spread
from a restricted distribution when temperatures increased and Bass Strait was formed
providing a dispersal pathway to other regions.

The mtDNA data suggest that all Australian wild A. japonicus populations constitute a
single population for management purposes. Results presented in this project suggest
that historically, mulloway populations may have expanded around the southern coast
of Australia and produced a single, panmictic modern natural distribution. In contrast,
absence of any shared haplotypes between Australian and South African populations
indicate that mulloway in Australia and kob in South Africa constitute independent
evolutionary units. Genetic divergence of Australian and South African A. japonicus
populations may have resulted from periods of population partitioning associated with
pre-Pleistocene sea level changes. Australia and Africa were geographically closer
together around 4 Myr’s bp, but the two continents have not been connected since
independent separation from Gondwanaland (occurred over 70 million years bp).
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Analysis of microsatellite variation produced a slight difference in the patterns of
population structure evident between the two kinds of genetic markers after AMOVA
had assigned genetic diversity among the different spatial sampling scales. Genetic
separation between the two major mulloway clades in Australia and South Africa
derived from an old division (~ 4 Myr’s bp.) but obviously would not extend back to the
time when the two continents were joined.

Results show clearly that the set of microsatellite markers developed and screened here
provide an appropriate tool for investigating the population structure and genealogical
relationships in this commercially important species with respect to the species’
biogeography and demography. Considering the relative high level of allelic diversity
observed, the number of loci available and the relatively low number of null alleles
observed, the 15 loci developed and screened will be useful for examining the genetic
structure of wild and cultured mulloway populations. Utility for parentage analysis,
monitoring inbreeding, selective breeding and estimating Ne are all important
hatchery/aquaculture applications. The data showed that the marker set contain
sufficient genetic diversity to be applied to broodstock management, fine-scale
population analysis and for wild stock management purposes. The markers also show
potential for use in wild and cultured stock applications in kob in South Africa.
As the mulloway culture industry expands and wild stock enhancement will be used to
replenish depleted wild populations in some parts of the natural distribution in
Australia, the application of these markers for the genetic management of culture stocks
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needs to be examined, as well as their utility in improving the productivity of hatchery
operations.

To this end, microsatellite variation of three cohorts of fry produced from the same set
of broodstock parents over three successive nights in a hatchery was analysed and
showed significant differences in allele frequencies compared with a wild control
population. Results revealed that some common alleles became rare and some rare
alleles became more common in different instances in the hatchery cohorts. Considering
that wild stocks adapt to local environmental conditions over many generations, large
changes in microsatellite allele frequencies in the hatchery are also likely to reflect
random changes in alleles at coding gene regions. Over time this can negatively impact
on the fitness of culture stocks (e.g. loss of genetic variation, decreased ability to adapt
to local conditions) and stocks used to enhance wild populations.

Genetic differentiation was also relatively large among sibling cohorts produced in the
hatchery from the same parents, demonstrating the large impact that genetic drift can
have on hatchery populations. The estimated number of effective breeders in each
cohort varied and was in each instance, below the absolute potential broodstock number
available. As a result, the data produced in this study highlight the need for future
genetic monitoring of mulloway hatchery production to ensure that the number of
individual broodstock that contribute to each cohort remains high and does not
compromise stock quality over generations. Implementation of this approach can ensure
that valuable genetic diversity will not be lost from the system and compromise the
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relative productivity of either cultured lines or wild populations where stock
enhancement has been practiced.
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General Introduction

CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1. GLOBAL CAPTURE FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE

Aquaculture has grown rapidly in importance as demand for fish products has increased
according to the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO, 2006). Most wild capture
fisheries have reached capacity or are now showing dramatic declines due to
overfishing, habitat destruction and/or pollution. Under current global conditions,
significant increases in outputs from capture fisheries are therefore not anticipated.
Declining availability of wild fish combined with human population growth and
increasing demand for high quality protein has resulted in a dramatic shortfall in supply.
The decline therefore, will have to be made up in the future from sustainable
aquaculture.
Almost half the fish consumed worldwide is now sourced from aquaculture rather than
from the wild. Aquaculture now provides ~ 43% of seafood for human consumption
compared with only 9% in 1980. Globally, consumer demand for fish continues to
increase, especially in developing nations. Based on FAO reports, an additional 40
million tonnes of aquatic food will be required by 2030 but this amount would however,
only maintain current levels of consumption and not account for the predicted human
population growth and associated rising demand for seafood.
Of the nearly 600 wild fish species monitored by the UN, around 52% are ranked as
fully exploited while 25% are considered to be overexploited, depleted or are
recovering from depletion. While the best option for meeting future global demand for
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fish is developing aquaculture, the world aquaculture industry may not be able to
expand sufficiently to meet future requirements (FAO, 2006).
Rising demand for fish production from aquaculture has led to growing pressure to
develop more efficient production systems. Major improvements have already been
achieved through stock enhancement programs, improved hatchery management, better
nutrition and disease diagnosis, and genetic improvement of production traits.

A common theme across these developments is applied genetics, an approach that has
been employed both actively and passively to meet many production challenges. As
current global demand increases and wild stocks are overexploited, better management
tools will be needed to increase aquaculture production in the future. Applied genetics
has become an increasingly important component of the ‘management toolbox’ and,
when applied efficiently, has high potential to enhance aquaculture production,
efficiency and sustainability.

1.2. GENETIC DIVERSITY IN POPULATIONS

Population decline and associated loss of genetic diversity in aquatic organisms is of
increasing concern, worldwide. In marine and freshwater environments in recent times,
many species have suffered from dramatic and sometimes irreversible declines in their
genetic resources and in particular, lists of threatened or endangered aquatic species
are dominated by freshwater/marine fishes worldwide. Among marine fishes, those
having relatively low fecundity and slow growth rates are most vulnerable to fishing
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pressure. Reports on declines in population levels of genetic diversity due to over
exploitation of aquatic species were first made in the 1970s, and pre-dated the
development of direct methods for monitoring genetic variation. At the time, evidence
for genetic erosion in fish stocks was obtained by monitoring life history
characteristics, including; relative growth rates, disease resistance and size or age at
maturity (Falconer, 1981). Both genetic and environmental factors can influence these
types of traits in fish and other organisms and it is often difficult to separate the
impacts of genetic from non-genetic factors on natural populations. This is because a
complex relationship commonly exists between genetic components of life history
traits and non-genetic responses of these traits to population density changes and
environmental factors (Feral, 2002). Therefore, it is essential to clarify and identify the
major factors that may be responsible for changes in fish stocks over time, while also
monitoring the levels and distribution of genetic diversity in space and time. In
addition, in aquaculture it is also important to evaluate the impacts that hatchery
practices may have on genetic variation in target species.

Mutation, genetic drift, selection and gene flow are some of the major factors that can
influence the magnitude of intra and inter-specific genetic differentiation (Feral, 2002).
Mutations produce novel genetic diversity within populations, while other
evolutionary forces influence retention or loss of genetic variation that is originally
introduced by mutation. Selection, gene flow and genetic drift, are three significant
evolutionary forces that can influence frequencies of new mutations (alleles) in
populations that originate by mutation (Hartl and Clark, 1989; Weir, 1990; Avis, 1994;
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Slatkin et al, 1995). Hence, both adaptive and non-adaptive factors can influence the
extent of genetic differentiation that can develop among individuals and among
populations.
Based on evolutionary theory, if individual reproductive output varies among
individuals due to genetic factors, ultimately the variant with the highest output should
dominate in a population (Frankham, 1995). If this continues, all other genotypes will
decline in frequency and may go to extinction. Therefore, variation must be replaced to
permit maintenance of ongoing evolutionary potential and this is a serious issue for
long-term population persistence. Rates of mutation accumulation, are often
exceedingly slow however, and are not the only reason why populations and
individuals may diverge over time. Genetic drift is an important evolutionary
mechanism that can erode genetic diversity in populations over time. In some
populations, genetic drift can impact on a population over relatively short time frames
while sometimes, effects may occur over a longer time frames.

Individual survival and relative reproductive success is affected by natural selection.
This means that, genetic traits that confer an adaptive advantage on individuals are
often more successful and hence will increase in frequency and are therefore more
likely to be transferred to the next generation at higher rates. As a consequence, only a
subset of all the mature individuals in a population is likely to contribute most of the
progeny to the next generation. Hence, in each generation some alleles are likely to
increase in frequency, while others may decline or disappear.

Changes in gene

frequency can also occur by genetic drift. The greatest effect of genetic drift is evident
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however, in small populations. Thus, while all mature individuals in a population in
theory, can contribute genes to the next generation, some will not, or do so
differentially, and so the effective population size is often much lower than the
absolute adult census size (Effective population size, Ne) (Frankham, 1995). It is
therefore important to note that a balance exists between the outcomes of mutation
producing new genetic variation on the one hand and the consequences of selection
and genetic drift that reduce and sort among existing genetic variation, on the other
hand. However, some types of selection maintain genetic variation (frequency
dependent selection, overdominance and balanced selection).

Gene flow, a third important evolutionary factor, can affect levels and patterns of
genetic variation when differential movements of individuals from their original place
of birth to other environments move alleles about in space and time. Dispersal in
populations therefore, has the ability to homogenize gene pools and to counteract
population differentiation. When breeding occurs between migrants and individuals
from local populations, gene frequencies may change and become more homogenous
because different genotypes combine. As an example, locally co-adapted gene
complexes in Atlantic salmon are often assumed to be an influential source of genetic
variation (Hindar et al, 1991). This means that a branch of a stream in a divided
watershed may be home to a genetically unique population. Thus, mixing of stocks can
break apart co-adapted gene complexes and lead potentially, to “outbreeding
depression” (Hindar et al, 1991).
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Therefore mutation, genetic drift, selection and dispersal are the evolutionary
processes that most influence the levels and patterns of genetic diversity in natural
populations. Of these important factors, genetic drift, selection and gene flow are
considered the most significant at least over short evolutionary time frames.

1.3. POPULATION GENETIC STRUCTURE: HISTORICAL AND
CONTEMPORARY PROCESSES
The genetic structure of a species can be defined as the distribution and geographical
partitioning of genetic diversity within and among extant populations (Bohonak,
1999). Studying gene flow in terms of the scope of the magnitude, and spatial scale,
over which populations are genetically different, is essential for establishing a link
between the ecology and evolution of a species. Levels of gene flow therefore, can
affect the potential for differentiation and also influence local population persistence
(Avise et al, 1987). A species’ natural dispersal potential in combination with
factors such as geographical, ecological and geological barriers to movement, will
influence the extent of gene flow possible among populations. As such, levels and
patterns of dispersal are not necessarily repeated across a species’ distribution.
Populations may be essentially panmictic in one region with associated high levels
of gene flow while isolated in other regions where gene flow is limited (e.g. as seen
in coconut crab populations) (Lavery et al, 1995).

To understand the microevolutionary forces that shape a species’ history, the
interaction of gene flow with other evolutionary factors notably, genetic drift,
6
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mutation and natural selection that influence temporal or spatial population structure
must be quantified (Bohonak, 1999).
1.4. CONSERVATION BIOLOGY AND GENETICS

Understanding the genetic and ecological relationships among intra-specific
populations is important for managing natural systems effectively and allows
appropriate conservation strategies to be developed for threatened species.
Management strategies were initially aimed at protecting declining populations and
natural habitats from environmental and demographic changes. Because of this, it
was once believed that environmental and demographic factors have a greater
impact on the probability of population extinction and that changes in gene
frequencies were less important (Lande 1988). Studies have indicated however, that
genetic changes in small populations can influence the probability of population
survival (Saccheri et al, 1998).
Genetic variation is a fundamental attribute for future organismal diversity because
it provides potential for a species to react to future environmental challenges
(Saccheri et al, 1998; Frankham, 1995). In addition, genetic diversity plays an
important role in maintaining high levels of fitness and allows populations to adapt
to new environments (Frankham, 1995; Mitton and Grant, 1984). In small, relatively
isolated populations, susceptibility to disease and associated declines in fitness
associated with increased homozygosity are often a consequence of loss of genetic
diversity and small effective population size. Therefore loss of genetic variation can
increase the risk of population extinction (Eldridge et al, 1999). As a result, one
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important conservation strategy is to maintain adequate genetic variation overtime to
increase the chance of long-term population persistence. Genetic markers have been
used widely in conservation genetic studies in recent times to address a variety of
issues including; loss of genetic diversity, inbreeding effects, assessment of
population structure and the resolution of phylogenetic relationships (Eldridge et al,
1999).

Various fundamental attributes of genetic markers such as a wide range of
availability, different modes of inheritance and rate of evolution, selective neutrality
and their ability to be used at the population and species level, allow many questions
relevant to the biology and ecology of species to be resolved. Ultimately, combining
genetic data and information on population demographics can allow scientists to
develop effective management strategies for the conservation of threatened species
or populations at risk.

1.5. EFFECTIVE POPULATION SIZE AND BROODSTOCK
MANAGEMENT

Understanding the genetic factors that influence stock quality over time is the
fundamental basis for efficient and productive aquaculture. In turn, this requires
genetic resources to be managed efficiently to maintain stock quality overtime.
Because farmers want to maintain the quality of their farmed populations, factors
that can erode their genetic attributes should be considered.
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deleterious effects of inbreeding and genetic drift that alter gene frequencies in
random or maladaptive ways should be avoided.

Effective population size, (EPS) is a critical factor that can affect levels of genetic
variation in cultured populations (Frankham, 1996). Effective population size (or
EPS) is the size of an ideal population that would lose heterozygosity at a rate equal
to that of the observed population. Low, effective population size can reduce genetic
diversity due to the impacts of genetic drift and inbreeding (Frankham, 1996). In the
last decade, the issue of EPS has become of increasing concern in genetic
assessments of natural populations and also in many cultured populations. While
EPS was ignored for a long time, where it has been examined rigorously, the genetic
effective size of many cultured aquatic stocks, have often been found to be
significantly lower than the actual breeding population size (Eknath and Doyle,
1985). Determining the EPS of a population is a critical first step for estimating the
potential impact that inbreeding may have on a cultured population. In natural
populations, inbreeding results from a high frequency of mating of related
individuals (share genes by common descent). EPS was largely not considered in
aquaculture for many decades simply because many fish breeders learned their skills
from working first with terrestrial farmed animals. Fecundity, in most if not all,
terrestrial farmed animals is low and so relative contributions that breeders make to
the next generation are quite easy to estimate. In contrast, females of many aquatic
species, in theory, can produce thousands (if not millions) of offspring per
individual and males can potentially fertilize many females. While relative survival
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of offspring in the wild can be different among individuals or families, this may not
be the case in aquaculture environments and fish hatcheries, so EPS can be impacted
greatly with consequent effects on levels of inbreeding. The greater the differences
among families the lower the Ne will be. This can be at first better controlled in
hatchery conditions than in the wild. Therefore, inbreeding at hatchery could be
controlled by equalling family contributions either by crossing a single female with
a male, or reducing the number of broods per tank at mass spawning species.

In small populations, with very small EPS’s, recessive deleterious alleles can move
towards fixation very rapidly due to inbreeding. This is due, in part, to the
consequences of random genetic drift that can reduce allelic variation significantly
in each generation. As the population becomes more homozygous, the probability
that alleles of low fitness will be fixed, will increase. The smaller the EPS, the faster
will be the rate of heterozygosity decline and this decline occurs because a single
allele increases in frequency and moves to fixation. Furthermore, there may be a
proportional loss in mean fitness in small populations as accumulation of rare
recessive lethal and sub lethal mutations at loci over time can result in inbreeding
depression (Simmons and Crow, 1977).

Artificial breeding studies have demonstrated that, in small populations, frequent
mating between close relatives often leads to rapid declines in survival, body size
and eventually low fecundity that can lead to population extinction (Falconer, 1981).
Consequently, the larger the EPS, the greater will be the probability that proportions
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of lethal and recessive mutations will decline and hence, reduce the potential for
inbreeding depression to develop. In general terms, protecting populations in each
generation against negative effects of inbreeding and maintaining high genetic
diversity levels to obtain maximum retention of large effective population sizes is a
major concern and critical issue in effective long-term broodstock management.
1.6. INBREEDING / OUTBREEDING IMPACTS ON POPULATIONS

The degree of inbreeding present in a population will depend on relative levels of
genetic diversity in the original stock and the EPS over subsequent generations
(Falconer, 1989). While a number of experimental studies have demonstrated the
potentially deleterious effects of inbreeding in various fish species, a major focus
has been on salmonids (Aulstad and Kittelsen, 1971; Kinkaid, 1995; Gjerde et al,
1983; Su et al, 1996).

Inbreeding depression occurs in populations for a number of reasons. Increasing the
frequency of deleterious alleles, decreasing the frequency of allelic variation at
individual loci and reducing heterotic outcomes are considered the main casual
factors that lead to inbreeding depression (Dunham et al, 1987). Genetic drift in
small populations can change the frequency of alleles rapidly. Inbreeding depression
in turn can reduce levels of growth and survival rates, cause declines in fecundity
and bodyweight and compromise disease resistance to specific pathogens and
parasites (Dunham et al, 1987). Thus, the prevention of inbreeding depression
should be a major focus for broodstock management in aquaculture. Inbreeding can
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be a natural consequence however, of the way stocks are managed in culture. For
example, the act of selecting specific traits in culture will by itself increase the
probability of inbreeding and hence the probability of inbreeding depression.
Alternatively, introducing unrelated individuals from wild populations into a culture
program can counteract inbreeding rates.

Preventing production losses that result from inbreeding can be as important, as
increasing productivity by genetic enhancement techniques for many species. For
many aquatic species, a limited number of breeders (e.g. a pair) can produce
millions of fry (e.g. Indian and Chinese carps). Thus, only a few broodstock may be
required to supply all of the growers’ demands for fry because of high fecundity
(Rajts et al, 2002). As a consequence, species with these attributes can rapidly
become inbred in culture. Detrimental effects of inbreeding are well studied and can
cause reductions of 30% or more in reproduction, growth, survival and disease
resistance per generation (Kincaid, 1995). Thus, the larger the numerical size of the
broodstock population (taking into consideration EPS), the lower the chance that
deleterious effects of inbreeding will become evident and the better will be the
capacity for strategic management of genetic diversity and retention of allelic
diversity and heterozygosity in breeding populations (Notter, 1999).

Crossing of genetically discrete stocks is an alternative strategy sometimes
employed in culture to optimize stock diversity. Crossing genetically divergent
individuals and thus combining divergent traits can sometimes produce heterosis or
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hybrid vigour (Feral, 2002). One of the major options for improving desirable
attributes in commercially important species is to cross stocks sourced from
different areas to achieve heterosis due to the recombination of different genomes.
This practice has been very successful particularly in plant agriculture (Vanraden
and Sanders, 2001). Generating heterosis has also been successful for several
aquaculture species e.g. crosses between different strains/species of carp or catfish
to produce better growth rates and higher disease resistance (Hindar et al, 1991). In
fact, several trials undertaken on cultured species have shown that interspecific
hybridisation can enhance productivity significantly. A significant concern with
interspecific hybridisation however, is escape or release of cultured aquatic
organisms to the wild, where they may become significant pests (Hindar et al,
1991). In this way, mixing divergent strains for release to the wild or accidental
release, can damage unique wild gene pools, and may result in loss of coadapted
gene complexes as a result of outbreeding depression. Poor performance in culture
stocks can result therefore, from genetic factors that either increase or decrease
genetic diversity during breeding.

1.7. APPLIED GENETICS IN AQUACULTURE
1.7.1 Choice of a suitable molecular marker

Molecular genetic markers have been applied successfully for many years to study
the population structure of a diverse array of species and to describe patterns of
genetic variation (Avise, 1994). Among the diverse range of molecular markers now
13
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available, mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), in particular, has been one of the most
widely employed to describe broad scale historical population genetic structure
(Neigel, 1997). MtDNA is a haploid and maternally inherited molecule that is highly
informative for describing historical processes that have influenced population
structure. Each individual receives one copy of its maternal mtDNA during
replication of DNA. Therefore in comparison with nuclear genes; mtDNA exhibits
only one quarter the effective population size of equivalent nuclear DNA markers.
MtDNA genes show a wide range of mutation rates and the molecule is considered
an adaptable and flexible marker. The relatively high mutation rate of mtDNA
(Schwartz et al, 2002), specifically in the Control region or D-loop and to a lesser
extent, the Cytochrome oxidase subunits commonly produces high-variation in these
gene regions (Avise et al, 1987 and Shitara et al, 1998). This has made mtDNA an
excellent candidate marker for genetic stock assessment.

MtDNA markers have been used for both broad and fine spatial scale population
studies to provide great insights into interactions among local, intra-specific
populations. Consequently, mtDNA sequence data and phylogenies have been
particularly valuable for exploring evolutionary process and demographic events in
the history of many species (e.g. Waser 1991; Viard et al, 1996; Favre 1997;
Ruzzante et al, 2000). In contrast, microsatellites are nuclear markers with high
levels of allelic variation that have been used in many genetic studies to assess
genetic diversity within and among populations. These short DNA stretches of 1-6
tandem repeats occur widely across the genome of most species. The ability to
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combine high levels of variation with co-dominant inheritance is a major advantage
of microsatellites over some other types of genetic marker used in population
genetic studies. Due to high mutation rates, microsatellites (or SSR’s) often possess
a large number of alleles per locus and very high levels of heterozygosity compared
with other nuclear loci such as allozyme markers (Spencer and Feldmac, 1999).
These advantages make microsatellites a valuable marker for examining fine scale
population structure and also for assessing the extent of contemporary gene flow
among populations.

When historical and contemporary patterns of genetic variation and population
genetic structure need to be assessed, mtDNA and microsatellites have been
combined successfully in many studies. In addition, combining the results of the two
types of molecular marker can provide greater insights into a species’ evolutionary
history. Where incongruent patterns between markers have been found, this has
allowed greater understanding of important evolutionary processes such as the
influence of sex-biased dispersal, adaptation and introgressive hybridisation
(Monsen and Blouin, 2003).
Neutral markers can provide very important information on genetic structure, gene
flow, population bottlenecks, etc., which is relevant both to understand natural
evolutionary processes as well as to get information for fisheries management or
capturing genetic diversity useful for aquaculture. However, they can hardly provide
data on adaptive variation.
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Application of DNA markers to farmed aquatic stocks can also be beneficial as well
as in studies of wild populations as they are useful for identifying novel alleles,
screening inbreeding levels, assessing parentage and for selecting broodstock (Davis
and DeNise, 1998).
1.7.2. Stock Enhancement Programs

Stock enhancement programs and release of hatchery-reared juveniles to the wild
continues to be a topic of significant interest to fishery biologists and managers.
Although, in many studies the focus has been directed at developing technology for
production of juveniles in hatcheries, there is interest in a more multidisciplinary
approach incorporating both ecological and genetic data, leading to better
management of wild and cultured fish stocks.

When the genetic diversity of hatchery-reared juveniles is low, the efficiency of wild
stock enhancement programs may be reduced. Viability of juveniles, basically
depends on; their ability to reach an appropriate age and size to recruit successfully
into wild fish stocks and/or their fitness to survive and participate in subsequent wild
spawning events. There are many factors that contribute to the relative quality of
hatchery-reared individuals, including their ability to survive, recruit and compete in
the wild. The impact of culture environment and nutrition in the hatchery are now
well studied in many species or at least widely recognised as critical factors
influencing survivorship (Vay et al, 2007). Broodstock selection also represents a
critical stage in any stock enhancement program. Therefore, recognising the impacts
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that population bottlenecks as a result of small effective population size and/or
unbalanced parental and family contributions can make, are critical issues when
attempting to optimise offspring quality. To develop a high quality broodstock for a
hatchery, sufficient numbers of individuals that reflect the highest amount of genetic
variability available, should be included.

1.7.3. Captive breeding and hatcheries

While high juvenile mortality rates are common in fishes in the wild, efforts have
been ongoing to increase rates of juvenile survival in hatcheries. For example, the
number of eggs spawned per female in salmonid species ranges from several
hundreds to thousands in freshwater and anadromous species, respectively (Johnson,
2002). High mortality rates are common in wild juvenile salmonids with
approximately 95% mortality occurring commonly within the first two years
(Johnson, 2002). In hatcheries, however, individual reproductive output is high
because of natural high fecundity and low mortality from predation and poor
nutrition.
As technologies have become available to optimise larval and juvenile survival in
hatcheries, it is now possible to generate very large juvenile cohorts from
contributions of only a very few parents. While potentially this can save fish
breeders significant costs, indirectly it creates a potential problem as the rate of
inbreeding is likely to increase.
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Stocks used for breeding purposes should possess the highest genetic diversity
possible so that broodstocks and their fry have high levels of genetic variation for
desired traits. Therefore, populations with a large amount of genetic variation, high
fecundity, rapid growth and high survival are stocks favoured by fish breeders
(Wilkins, 1981; Kinghorn, 1983).

The ability to quantify genetic variability within and among cultured populations
provides a basic tool for achieving long term sustainable culture systems. Targeting
neutral markers to assess genetic diversity in cultured stocks is now not technically
difficult and can be a cost effective approach for identifying genetic variability
within and among selected stocks for breeding purposes.

1.7.4. Theoretical Impacts of Hatchery Production
There has been an increased awareness that the distribution of exploited species will
depend on both quantitative aspects of reproduction and qualitative change (changes
in genetic diversity). It is critical therefore to incorporate management strategies that
minimise genetic change over generations (passive selection) and/or drift that
influence productivity and population persistence detrimentally (Ryman and Utter,
1987; Carvallo, 1993; Hallerman, 2003; Hutchinson et al, 2003). This goal is also
important in stock enhancement, because long term sustainable exploitation will
depend on maintaining a population’s capacity for evolution in the wild and such
evolution requires maintenance of genetic variation (Reisenbichler, 1997).
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Theoretically there is a positive relationship between high genetic diversity and
ability to adapt to natural and human-made changes in the environment (Waples et
al, 1990; Ryman et al, 1995). Reductions in genetic diversity can be one of the
major risks in any wild stock supplementation program and the consequences of
reduced genetic variation can be that fitness declines and extinction probabilities
increase (Frankham, 2005). Loss of within-population genetic diversity mostly
arises from genetic drift as a result of using fry from a limited number of breeding
individuals, or from a population where closely related individuals (inbred) are
combined (Frankham, 2005).

Apart from using an appropriate number of broodstock, the mating system employed
in the hatchery is also important (Miller and Kapuscinski, 2003). For example, a
breeder that employed 6 males and 100 females as breeders will roughly lose as
much genetic variation in the fry due to genetic drift as one that uses 10 males and
10 females. Therefore, good practice will involve incorporating species-specific
knowledge on mating patterns and sex-specific behaviour to optimise genetic
variation in the fry cohort (this has to be matched to species-specific mating
systems, i.e. some species will not mate as pairs). The appropriate number of
individuals used as a broodstock should be based on genetic and demographic
factors. If individuals produced in the hatchery released to the wild are genetically
similar to the wild stock and have high reproductive success, the wild population
may increase rapidly. On the other hand, if the released offspring are not genetically
similar to wild individuals, then the wild gene pool could be swamped by
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individuals with divergent genotypes, and may result in reduced fitness (outbreeding
depression). Such genetic fluctuations can influence population persistence and
sustainability in changing natural environments.
Thus, many factors need to be taken into account when conserving genetic resources
in wild and cultured populations. Important issues that must be considered include
factors that affect the distribution and levels of genetic diversity, but more
importantly, factors that increase the level of genetic variability in ecologically
significant traits. Genetic factors including: gene flow, effective population size
fluctuations (different number of breeding individuals), and extent of local
adaptation will together impact the levels and patterns of genetic diversity that are
maintained in the wild. Therefore, while stock enhancement is aimed at improving
returnable biomass and establishing self-sustaining populations, programs should
also seek to prevent artificial changes to natural genetic resources.

There have been many studies that have investigated the genetic management of
broodstock for stock enhancement (reviewed by Taniguchi, 2004). Together they
recognize that the target of conserving genetic resources will require minimizing the
risk of producing hatchery stocks that are highly inbred because when such
populations are released, individuals may interact genetically with wild populations
and compromise levels of diversity in wild stocks.
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1.7.5. Genetic management

To design an effective stock enhancement program, there are some key stages where
loss of genetic variation needs to be considered. Stages include; collection
(selection) of broodstock, design of mating set-up and rearing, and impact of release
of offspring into the natural environment (wild). There are a variety of potential
genetic risks that are inherent in such programs (Busack and Currens, 1995).
Therefore adaptive management is required to generate realistic and reproducible
estimates of the genetic risks on impacted populations. Adaptive management
necessitates precise design and execution of management actions, together with
regular screening of progress toward the project aims. It is essential, therefore, that
any hatchery program incorporates systematic assessment of actions and, more
importantly, implementation of adaptive changes based on results drawn from such
evaluations.

1.8. HISTORY OF THE AQUACULTURE OF KEY SPECIES IN
AUSTRALIA
The development of the modern Australian aquaculture industry was initiated on
salmonid species (Ward et al, 1994). While salmonids are not native to Australia, a
few exotic salmonid species were introduced to Australia in the recent past. These
include, brown trout (Salmo trutta), rainbow trout (Onchorrhynchus mykiss), Atlantic
salmon (S. salar) and chinook salmon (O. tschawytscha) (Gooley, 2000).
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Atlantic salmon were first introduced into New South Wales from Canada in the
mid-

1960s. Natural reproduction of this species was not successful initially

however, due to high water temperatures in NSW. Eggs were then exported from
NSW to Western Australia, Tasmania, South Australia and Victoria where fish
spawned successfully in cooler climates. Tasmania and South Australia have since
developed productive Atlantic salmon culture industries (PIRSA 2002; Aquatas
2001).

Rainbow trout were introduced from the west coast of America and since their
original introduction and release, wild populations have bred successfully.
Development of salmonid culture in Australia essentially signified a move towards
implementation of modern aquaculture practices here. This led later to native
species being trialed and developed in culture. A number of native species that have
been developed successfully in culture include Barramundi (Lates calcarifer),
silverperch (Bidyanus bidyanus) and murray cod (Maccullochella peelli peelli). In
addition, high culture potential has been identified for some temperate marine fish
including

snapper

(Pagrus

auratus),

mulloway

(Argyrosomus

japonicus),

blackbream (Acanthopagrus australis) and yellowtail kingfish (Trachurus
novaezelandiae). Native freshwater species including silverperch have also being
trialed in inland salt waters in some states (Fielder and Allan, 1998). Yellow
kingfish is a native species that has seen a significant increase in commercial
aquaculture in South Australia, while commercial culture of snapper has been
initiated in NSW and elsewhere. Commercial culture of mulloway is now being
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trialed by researchers in several places in New South Wales. In fact, snapper and
mulloway have been recognised as species with high potential for aquaculture in
southern Australia (NSW Fisheries, 2000). Based on NSW Fisheries reports (2001
02), 24.2 tones of cultured snapper were produced in a trial phase and this
production level has expanded during the commercial production stage (NSW
Fisheries, 2003).

Some investigators consider that some marine fish including snapper and mulloway
may also have potential for culture in inland saline waters in outback Australia
(Fielder and Allan, 1997). Currently, increasing levels of saline ground water and
rising river salinities are significant challenges for Australian agriculture, so finding
sustainable uses for what is otherwise a waste or environmental problem is an
important issue in many inland regions. To maintain arable land, saline ground
waters can be pumped to the surface to lower the natural water table and this
management option is practiced in some areas in Western Australia, South Australia,
New South Wales and Victoria. According to the resulting water parameters, the
saline ponds that result from pumping saline groundwater to the surface may be
suitable for culture of some marine fish species. In areas like NSW, because of a
restriction on the number of marine sites that can be used for cage culture, inland
saline aquaculture is seen as an attractive alternative to production of some
important marine species (Fielder and Allan, 1997).
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1.9. MULLOWAY (Argyrosomus japonicus)
Mulloway is a catadromous, euryhaline and continental coastal species that belongs to
the family Scianidae. This is one of the most resilient native fish families in terms of
physiology, morphology, behaviour and life history. Other common names for the
species include `Jewfish`, or `school Jew`, `butterfish` or `river kingfish` while small
mulloway are often also referred to as` soapies `.

This figure is not available online.
Please consult the hardcopy thesis
available from the QUT Library

Plate 1. Picture of mulloway (Kailola et al, 1993)
Mulloway are morphologically similar to two exotic species; the white sea bass
(Gynoscion nobilis) and red drum (Scianops ocellatus) that are cultured in large
numbers in North America and where their wild genetic stock structures are well
known (McEachron et al, 1995).
Mulloway are grey or silvery blue in colour with a large black blotch sometimes
present at the upper end of the pectoral fin base. The fins are brown or grey. They have
a long dorsal fin that is notched posterior to the spines and a terminal mouth with 6
distinct pores on the chin. The caudal fin shape is rounded or sigmoid (See plate 1).
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Figure 1.1 A. japonicus natural distribution in Australia

Mulloway are native to the marine waters of central, southern mainland Australia from
Bundaberg and the Burnett River in central Queensland across the south of Australia to
North West Cape in Western Australia (Fig 1.1). Although the species is abundant in
western Victoria they have rarely been observed in the region between Melbourne and
the southern part of New South Wales. The species uses temperate water conditions
and does not occur in northern Australia. The current taxonomy however, includes
northern hemisphere populations (China, Korea and Japan) with the southern
hemisphere populations of A. japonicus.
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Figure1.2. World distribution of A. japonicus
Given their restriction to temperate waters, most likely there are northern and southern
hemisphere sibling species (yellow and red stars in Figure 1.2). Unfortunately, no
samples of northern hemisphere `A. japonicus` were available to test this hypothesis in
the current study. In northern Australia, mulloway are replaced by a related tropical
species known as black jew (Protonibia diacanthus) (yellow stars in Figure 1.2).
Mulloway also occur in South Africa (where they are known as `kob`) and Madagascar
and range from Cape Point to southern Mozambique in this region (Smith and
Heemstra, 1986) (Fig 1.2).

Generally, mulloway habitat includes coastal environments, rivers and estuaries along
rocky shores, oceanic coastlines and embayments out to the middle (central)
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continental shelf. Adult fish have mostly been observed near estuaries or around
coastal reefs or around rocky beaches. Large numbers are often reported to aggregate
around the mouths of large rivers and embayments including the Coorong-Murray
River mouth in South Australia, particularly after high summer rainfall (‘freshes’). A
wide range of salinity tolerance has been reported for this species, particularly in
juveniles, where individuals are sometimes caught by recreational fishermen in near
freshwater (Battaglene and Bell, 1991; Gray and McDonal, 1993).

Life history traits of mulloway and spawning time are reported to be different in
individuals from different geographical areas. In South Australia, for example,
mulloway in spawning condition are caught by recreational fishermen between late
October to February in coastal marine waters nears the surf zone (Hall, 1986). In other
areas, fish in breeding condition have been found outside this period. Mulloway larvae
have yet to be formerly described, but at about 10 cm in length they apparently
develop at sea for a few months before migrating into estuaries (Hall, 1986). In most
New South Wales rivers individuals less than 5 cm in length have been observed
inside the major river channels. One to two year old juveniles are most abundant from
February to September in New South Wales estuaries. Moreover, young adults are
widespread in the lower reaches of rivers and embayment between September and
October in this area. Hatchery production of this species has suggested that wild stocks
spawn offshore around late summer and early autumn in NSW (Hall, 1986).
Generally, juveniles of this species grow very quickly and the best growing period is
from January to March. Length increases of approximately 2 cm per week have been
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reported for young mulloway in hatcheries. The species can live for around 30 years
and grow up to over 2 meters in length. The largest individual reported in Australia
weighed 43 kg, but individuals up to 71 kg have been recorded in South Africa
(Trewavas, 1977). Mulloway are believed to take 6 years to reach sexual maturation at
about 75 cm in length (Hall, 1986). Juvenile mulloway are generally solitary, but can
also sometimes form schools. Tagging studies in New South Wales have demonstrated
that individuals will travel over hundreds of kilometers between estuaries (NSW
Fisheries, 2000), for example moving north to south from large rivers such as the
Richmond and Clarence Rivers. In South Australia, mulloway are reported to move
from the Coorong during autumn and return to inshore coastal waters in the following
summer (Hall, 1986). Tagging data on mulloway from South Africa has shown that
juvenile dusky kob (mulloway) apparently depend on estuaries and only move long
distances sparingly (Trewavas, 1977). A large number of adults apparently move in
spawning migrations to KwaZulu-Natal from August to November, although spawning
has also been reported from the southeastern Cape between October and January.
While the species appears flexible in spawning behavior in South Africa, stocks are
also known to be declining in South Africa due to over-harvesting in some areas
(http://www.up.ac.za/academic/genetics/staff/Bloomer/Research/marine.htm).
Information about the current status of wild mulloway stocks is limited in Victoria,
Queensland and Western Australia. Potential for natural spawning by mulloway in the
wild has apparently been affected in recent times by declines in the flow rates of the
Murray River in South Australia (Fielder et al, 1999). In New South Wales, large
numbers of small mulloway are regularly caught by commercial trawlers. The extent
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of commercial fishing of mulloway has raised concerns that wild stocks may be
declining in parts of the natural range in Australia and in some places, managers
consider conservation will be required (Fielder et al, 1999).

Commercial catches of mulloway from New South Wales are reported to have suffered
dramatic declines over the past 15 years from around 120 tonnes in 1993/4 to 40
tonnes in 1999/01 in ocean waters and from about 47 to 29 tonnes from estuarine
waters, respectively (Fielder et al, 1999). Significant concerns are held therefore, for
the status of wild stocks. Very little biological, genetic or fisheries data are available
however, for wild mulloway that could assist in developing better strategies for
managing wild stocks of this species (Gary and McDonall, 1993) and currently,
virtually nothing is known, about mulloway population genetics.

Some preliminary genetic stock assessment was conducted (using mtDNA ATPase
genes) on small population samples of mulloway from a few geographical areas and
this work described 2 subpopulations of mulloway in Australia (Dixon, 1988). One
stock was identified in Western Australia from near Carnarvon in the North West to
Mandurah just south of Perth. The other subpopulation occurs from New South Wales
to South Australia. In addition, genetic differences were suggested to exist between
mulloway populations from Western Australia, the Coorong (South Australia), Great
Australian Bight (South Australia) and New South Wales, indicating the potential for
some finer scale population sub-structuring (Dixon, 1988). In contrast, another
investigation of mitochondrial DNA variation in wild stocks suggested that only a
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single panmictic population of mulloway existed, that extended from Sydney down the
east coast and across to the south-west coast of South Australia (Dixon, 1990). All
studies have been limited in scope however, and the technologies used are now
antiquated and have been replaced by much more comprehensive and sensitive
methodologies.

1.10. MULLOWAY AQUACULTURE IN AUSTRALIA
Several species of the Sciaenidae family have been widely considered as having high
aquaculture potential because they are euryhaline, widely distributed, highly fecund
and

fast growing and possesses good feed conversion ratios (FCR’s). In 2002, FAO

reported that approximately 2220 tonnes of sciaenid fish species were produced in
aquaculture worldwide. Today, sciaenids are reared globally both for humanconsumption and for enhancement of wild fish stocks. Red drum (Scianops ocellatus),
a North American species closely related to mulloway, is produced in many hatcheries
in Texas to enhance wild stocks, and in particular to improve recreational fisheries
(McEachron et al, 1995). Despite a large number of studies that have assessed the
aquaculture potential of Sciaenid species around the world (e.g. Arnold et al, 1988,
Chamberlain et al, 1990), the developing aquaculture industry for mulloway in
Australia only dates back a decade (Gooley et al, 2000). Commercial aquaculture
production of mulloway in Australia reported in 1997/98 was 6.8 tonnes, while only 1
tonne was produced in 1998/99 (O’Sullivan & Roberts 2000, O’Sullivan & Dobson,
2001). A high degree of similarity exists for ontogenetic development of mulloway
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and other closely related species in this family including S. ocellatus and A. nobilis.
Hence, these similarities have been helpful for developing new hatchery techniques for
mulloway.

Recently, there has been growing interest in stock enhancement of mulloway in
Australia, particularly for recreational fishing purposes. This involves release of fry
produced in a hatchery into natural environments or artificial impoundments. In both
cases significant interaction with natural mulloway populations is inevitable. In 1992
for the first time, mulloway were cultured and bred successfully at the Port Stephens
Research Centre (New South Wales) using intensive and extensive fertilised pond
techniques. This technology has been developed subsequently and commercial
hatcheries have been developed to produce large numbers of mulloway fingerlings in
New South Wales since 2001/02 (Fielder et al, 1999).

Culture technologies for mulloway including controlled propagation from broodstocks
in hatcheries were developed for this species by NSW Fisheries staff at Port Stephens
Research Centre (Fielder et al, 1999). While the foundations for wild stock
enhancement and aquaculture are in place, understanding the scale (if any) of natural
stock structure is still a major requirement before widespread translocations of
hatchery reared stocks and wild stock enhancement is considered or practiced. Doupe
and Lymbery (2000) suggested that broodstock used for fishery enhancement
programs should be sourced from the same evolutionary significant unit as the
recipient population, so as not to contaminate wild populations with ‘hatchery genes’.
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Thus, establishing if multiple natural stocks exist, is the foundation for identifying the
scale at which hatcheries should be based for any new aquaculture industry where
juveniles have potential to impact on wild stocks.
In the Clarence River in New South Wales, wild mulloway can reach up to 25 cm and
then 60 cm by the end of the first and second year of life, respectively. Studies have
shown that mulloway can tolerate a wide range of salinities and water temperatures in
ponds, tanks and recirculating systems and brackish water is also suitable for farming.

Currently, marine fish propagation is increasing in New South Wales and capacity
exists for considerable expansion in both the short and medium term. On the other
hand, further expansion of fish farming in NSW is limited by restrictions on
availability of suitable coastal sites in this area. As a result, inland saline groundwater
fish farming is a new industry being trialed that has the potential to address restrictions
on available coastal culture sites (NSW Fisheries, 2000).

1.11. STUDY AIMS AND HYPOTHESES
While many of the biological and ecological characteristics of mulloway have been
investigated in southern Africa (Wallace 1975; Wallace and Schleyer, 1979; Smale
1984, 1985; Smale and Bruton 1985; Beckley 1986, 1990), to date, little attention has
been paid to the species in Australian waters except for limited analysis of wild
population stock structure described earlier (Penn 1977; Potter et al, 1983; Loneragan
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et al, 1987), southern Australia (Hall, 1986) and southeastern Australia (Thomson,
1959 and Anon, 1981).
The main objective of the current project was to undertake a detailed assessment of
stock structure of wild populations and the stocks used in hatcheries. The study was
focused on NSW where the major developing culture industry is based. The aim was to
document the levels and patterns of genetic diversity using molecular genetic markers
(mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA microsatellites).

Existing knowledge on the biogeography and ecology of A. japonicus is largely
restricted to basic biological information for this species from South Africa. Little is
known about the population genetic structure of mulloway, natural levels of genetic
diversity or the extent of interactions among populations across the species’ natural
range. There is also little or no information about natural movement patterns
(dispersal) across the southern coast of Australia.
As stocks have declined, there is a need for urgent specific conservation management
plans for this species and also to provide a new genetic-based assessment of the
efficacy of current hatchery practices. Given the rapid rate of apparent decline in
mulloway populations in southern Australia due to over exploitation of the species, it
is expected that management plans will be needed for A. japonicus in the future to
conserve remaining genetic diversity.

Sampling for the current study was conducted hierarchically. Samples of wild stocks
were collected by collaborators in NSW Fisheries from selected areas. Major river
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drainages were targeted in coastal areas of NSW where mulloway are still relatively
common. Samples were taken from the lower estuaries of each major river. Also
populations from additional sites within rivers were sampled to address potential for
variation among rivers. The next level of the hierarchy was to assess regional variation
among samples from NSW, South Australia and across to Western Australia. Finally,
variation was assessed at the largest spatial scale; Australia versus South Africa. The
life history of a species can directly affect the extent of its population genetic
subdivision that in turn is influenced by potential for dispersal in past and present
habitats. In marine environments in theory, the greatest potential for dispersal occurs
in species with long-lived larval stages. On the other hand, the larger the geographical
distances among populations the more likely it is that populations will be divergent
(Waples 1987; Doherty, et al, 1995). Development of divergent subpopulations can be
enhanced in some geographical areas such as estuaries and embayments due to
sheltering which prevents or limits mixing of adjacent populations (Watt, 1991).
Subpopulations may not be completely isolated over large areas however, but may be
connected by some gene flow as a `neighborhood` (Wright, 1969). Thus, to evaluate
levels and patterns of genetic variation and to assess range of dispersal potential,
genetic diversity should be assayed in populations over a variety of spatial scales.
Spawning of mulloway is known to occur during the summer months between January
and March around Sydney while in the Hawkesbury River, the highest density of
juveniles occurs between February to May and this situation is similar to the peak of
abundance in Botany Bay (Anon, 1981). In contrast, the greatest abundance of
juveniles in South Africa occurs between October and February in estuaries and
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coastal areas (Wallace 1975; Smale, 1985). It has been hypothesised therefore that two
juvenile cohort’s may recruit to estuaries in Australia each year at a minimum. In
South Africa, spawning occurs all through the year but the greatest abundance of
juveniles occurs between July to December as water temperature regimes are similar
(Wallace, 1975; Smale, 1985).
To investigate the phylogeography and spatial structure of wild mulloway populations,
mtDNA sequences of fish sampled from 15 populations across Australia and a single
population from South Africa were assayed.
Genetic data were used to address the following specific questions;
1. Are mulloway genetically homogenous across their natural distribution in southern
Australia and between Australia and South Africa?
2. If not, at what spatial / ecological scale are populations structured?
3. What is the extent of natural gene flow among wild populations?
4. What is the extent of genetic diversity in hatchery stocks of mulloway in NSW
relative to that present in wild populations?
5. What are the effects of current hatchery practices on genetic variation in hatchery
stocks in NSW?
In this thesis, the various research questions above were addressed as follows;
1a. Wild stock structure of Argyrosomus japonicus was assessed (Chapter 3).
1b. The significance of any divergence detected among eastern Australian wild
populations was evaluated relative to divergence at larger geographic scales (east
versus west Australia versus South Africa) (Chapter 3).
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2. Genetic diversity in wild stocks was assessed using nDNA markers (microsatellites)
developed for the purpose (Chapter 4).
3. Effective population size of mulloway in hatcheries was assayed using a molecular
approach (Chapter 5).
4. The relative contribution that individual broodstock make to juvenile cohorts in
spawning events in hatcheries was evaluated (Chapter 5).
5. Recommendations for maintaining high levels of genetic diversity in hatchery stock
and hatchery juveniles were developed (Chapter 6).
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CHAPTER 2: GENERAL METHODS
General laboratory methods and data analyses relevant to all chapters are provided here.
Methods and analyses relevant to specific research questions are described in the
relevant chapters.

2.1. SAMPLING DESIGN

Sampling for the research questions addressed in chapter 3 was conducted in an
hierarchical fashion. At the smallest spatial scale (within NSW), wild populations were
collected by collaborators at NSW Fisheries from selected areas with major river
drainages targeted in coastal areas of NSW where mulloway are still common. Samples
were taken commonly from the lower estuaries of sampled rivers. Populations were also
sourced from additional sites within rivers and bays to address potential for presence of
stocks at finer ecological/spatial scales. The next level of the hierarchy was to assess
variation regionally (across southern Australia) among samples from NSW, South
Australia and Western Australia. Finally, variation was assessed at the largest
geographical spatial scale (continental); Australia versus South Africa. Samples of a
South African population of mulloway were provided by Dr. Arrie Klopper (University
of Pretoria, South Africa) (See table 3.1 for specific details of sampling locations).
Tissues from mulloway individuals, collected from various NSW locations were
preserved in 70% ethanol and transported to the Molecular Ecology Laboratory in the
School of Natural Resource Sciences (QUT) for later genetic analysis. Samples of
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southern and western Australian mulloway populations were provided by collaborators
in those areas (see acknowledgements for details of collectors).
A total of 330 individuals were collected from sampled sites by means of line fishing.
This sampling method has the capability to obtain a non-biased representation of wild
populations. An additional 220 samples (finclips) were obtained from broodstock and
hatchery cohorts produced by NSW Fisheries Division of NSW, DPI and Fishery at Port
Stephens Research Centre in order to address research questions in chapters 4 and 5.
Samples from the 13 broodstocks needed to generate the 3 cohorts were also taken.
Specimens of mulloway used in this research were collected between 2003-2006 around
the southern coast of Australia. Specimens of kob (mulloway) used as an outgroup or
reference for Australian populations were sampled from South Africa by our
collaborators there. Sampling sites were located mostly in estuaries, coastal areas and
major river drainages across the natural distribution.

2.2. LABORATORY METHODS

Genetic analysis of mulloway populations were undertaken using both mtDNA and
microsatellite markers. Mulloway are considered to have high potential for dispersal
(good swimming ability) and if populations are structured geographically, then a
mtDNA gene with relatively high variation would probably be required to detect any
structure that may be present. Hence, we selected fast evolving mtDNA sequences to
assess differentiation within and among mulloway populations from geographically
distant areas. Three mtDNA gene fragments namely; D-loop, Cytochrome Oxidase III
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(COIII) and ATP synthases subunit 6 and 8 (ATPase) were trialed initially to identify a
fragment that possessed an appropriate level of variation for screening diversity and
also for detecting significant differentiation (if it was present).

Analysis of mtDNA markers allows maternal gene flow in wild stocks to be assessed
and the phylogenetic relationships among populations to be determined. The study also
attempted to assess whether male vs female dispersal patterns varied by considering
potential differences in patterns of differentiation between mtDNA and nuclear markers
(microsatellites) in both sexes in the same populations.
No specific microsatellite loci were available for A. japonicus at the start of the project.
Therefore a genomic library was developed for this species in the QUT Molecular
Ecology Laboratory and screened for di-, tri- and tetra- nucleotide repeats. Primer sets
were designed and optimised on a GelScan 2000 automated genotyping system
(Corbet). Fifteen, polymorphic microsatellite primer sets were designed for the target
species to screen variation (For details see Table 2.2).

Genetic markers with high levels of allelic variation provide the highest utility for
aquaculture applications Firstly, because they allow to estimate detection of deleterious
effects of inbreeding and for inferring past bottleneck conditions. Secondly, they are
useful for screening variation in species with low levels of genetic diversity and for use
in pedigree analysis in breeding or stock improvement programs. The combination of a
mtDNA marker (a marker lacking recombination with a high mutation rate) and a range
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of microsatellites markers (which exhibit high levels of heterozygosity and extensive
allelic variation) made them appropriate for the research questions examined here.
Methodologies to obtain and develop mtDNA and microsatellite markers from samples
are detailed below. All general methods including DNA extraction, PCR amplification
and DNA sequencing were essentially the same for different classes of molecular
genetic markers. Where specific conditions or methodologies were used for different
markers, details are provided in the appropriate sections.

2.2.1. DNA Extraction

In this study, two DNA extraction protocols were employed depending on the size and
condition of the specimen, to obtain DNA from tissue samples. For the majority of
mulloway samples, DNA was extracted using a standard Phenol/Chloroform extraction
method (Sambrook et al, 1989). 500 mg of tissue (white muscle or finclip) were first
placed in 1ml GTE buffer (Glycien-Tris-EDTA) to remove excess ethanol for
approximately 30 minutes. Samples were then homogenised in 500 μL of DNA
extraction buffer (20mM Tris PH 8.0, 10mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) and 10 μL of
Proteinase K (20 mg/ml). Samples were then incubated overnight at 55°C on a hot plate
to digest and lyse cell membranes. After incubating, 250 μL of phenol/chloroform was
added to each sample and the sample centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 5 minutes to separate
supernatant from the sediment. The supernatant was then pipetted off and placed in new
tube and the phenol/chloroform treatment with centrifugation repeated up to three times.
Proteins and lipids were removed via sequential extractions of supernatant. 100% cold
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ethanol equivalent to twice the volume of supernatant was then added and the sample
stored at -4°c in freezer for up to 2 hours or overnight. Samples were then centrifuged at
13000 rpm for 5 minutes. The top phase was discarded and the DNA pellets washed
with 70% cold ethanol and spun at 13000 rpm for 5 minutes to concentrate the DNA.
Residual ethanol was then removed and pellets were dried and resuspended in 25-50 μL
(depending on the size of the pellets) 0.1M Tris HCl buffer (pH 8.0). DNA extracts
were visualised by loading 3 μL of loading dye (Bromo phenol Blue/water) with 3 μL
of DNA template on to a 1% TAE agarose gel. Gel electrophoresis was then carried out
for 30 minutes at 120v. DNA was visualised using ethidium bromide staining and UV
transillumination. The average quantity of DNA achieved using this method was
approximately 200 ng/μL per sample.

The second DNA extraction method used involved a Chelex resin method (Walsh et al,
1991). Chelex 100 is a medium for sample extraction of DNA for PCR-based typing
from forensic material. It is an agent for separating organic products from nucleic acids.
In this method, a small amount of tissue (1-3 cm) was first washed in 1ml of STE for
one hour. Tissues were then placed in 100μL of 10% Chelex-TE solution and 10μL of
20mg/ml Proteinase K was added to each tube. Tubes were then placed on a heating
block or in a water bath set at 55°C for three hours or until tissues had dissolved.
Following this, tubes were heated at 95°C-100°C for 15 minutes. Tissue samples were
spun at 13000rpm for 5 minutes. At the end of this stage, the supernatant was removed
and transferred to a new tube (ensuring no chelex beads were present), and chelex beads
discarded.
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2.2.2. PCR amplification of mtDNA products

One mitochondrial DNA gene fragment was targeted for this study. Approximately 950
base pairs were amplified using the primers COIII.2H (5`< GTT AGT GGT CAK GGG
CTT GGR TC > 3`) and ATP8.2L (5` < AAA GCR TYR GCC TTT TAA GC >3`)
(Bermingham et al, 1997). ATPase gene regions have been well characterised in fish
species in particular and have been used for phylogenetic analysis (Bermingham et al,
1997 and Hurwood et al, 1998). Internal primers were designed in the current study to
amplify a 480 base pair fragment of the ATPase gene. This primer set (22F & 22R)
(Table 2.1) was used for all samples.
MtDNA PCR reaction condition were as follows: 100-200 ng of DNA, 0.2 U Taq DNA
polymerase (Biotech), 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 1mM MgCl 2 and 0.5 µM of each primer, in
10× reaction buffer (670 mM of Tris-HCl, 166mM of [NH4]2 SO4, 4.5% Triton X-100,
2mg/mL gelatine; Biotech) up to 20 µL total reaction volume using autoclaved distilled
H2O. The PCR cycling profile was 5 minutes at 95° C, 30 cycles of 30s at 95°C, 30 sec
at 52°C and extension at 72° C for 30 sec, followed by 10 minutes extension at 72°C. In
order to check the success of PCR reactions, PCR products were electrophoresed in a
1% TAE-agarose gel at the ratio of 3µl PCR product: 3µl loading dye for approximately
30 minutes at 100v. A Hind III size marker was included on each row
Table 2.1 Designed primer sequences of mtDNA in mulloway, (Ta) annealing
temperature, (bp) Length in base pairs and reference source
Primer
22F
22R

Nucleotide Bases (5’-3’)
5’GGCTTGCCATCATAGTAA3’
5’CAGCGGTTGGTTGGTTTCG3’
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Ta
54
53

bp
18
19

Reference
This study
This study
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2.2.3. Temperature Gradient Gel Electrophoresis of mtDNA (TGGE)
Temperature Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (TGGE) was used in this study to screen
mtDNA haplotype variation. TGGE provides efficient and informative data sets and
permits screening of large numbers of individuals to define explicit identification of
haplotypes (Campbell et al, 1995).

The use of heteroduplex analysis in conjunction with TGGE has allowed researchers to
identify most, if not all, divergent haplotypes (that differ by only a single nucleotide)
present in a population (Campbell et al, 1995). This cost effective method also avoids
the need to sequence every individual in the study population. Thus, one or two
representative individuals for each unique DNA haplotype identified by gel phenotype
is sufficient for sequencing.

The TGGE method is based on the fact that double stranded DNA will unwind while
being electrophoresed through an acrylamide gel that is exposed to a linear temperature
gradient (Po et al, 1987). The temperature for helical unwinding is determined by
nucleotide base components across the DNA fragment (Wartell et al, 1990). When the
specific melting point of a sequence is reached, denaturation begins and will slow the
mobility of the DNA fragment. At this stage mutations in individual sequences produce
different migration patterns as different mutations will change the precise melting point.
In theory, DNA duplexes that differ by a single mutation can be identified using TGGE
(Wartell et al, 1990). Some experimental studies have shown however, that different
haplotypes can sometimes not be distinguished (Campbell et al, 1995).
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2.2.3.1 Heteroduplex Analysis
Use of heteroduplex analysis in conjunction with TGGE can assist with discriminating
different haplotypes that do not separate during TGGE (Campbell et al, 1995).
Heteroduplexes or artificial hybrid duplexes are formed during the process of
denaturing and renaturing of wild type and mutant PCR products. Within a hybrid
heteroduplex, any base pair mismatches, will effectively lower the melting profile of the
fragment. Heteroduplexes, therefore, reveal reduced thermal stability compared with the
original homoduplexes. Heteroduplex analysis involves mixing the PCR products from
two individuals and then subjecting them to brief denaturation /renaturation cycles at
95°C and 50°C, respectively. Two kinds of products are generated in this reaction;
homoduplex (fragment strands of one individual join with each other without any
mismatched bases) and heteroduplex (fragment strands of two individuals join with
high possibility of mismatched base pairs and unmatched segments). Mismatched
strands usually possess lower melting points of different mobility compared with
homoduplex bands. Therefore, homoduplex and heteroduplex bands will migrate to
different positions in the gel. These differences reflect different underlying DNA
sequences (haplotypes). The observed thermal phenotypes are recorded for the relative
mobilities of homoduplex and heteroduplex migration. Therefore, heteroduplexing each
sample with a single reference wild type enhances TGGE screening for variant PCR
products.
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2.2.3.2 Perpendicular TGGE
The ability of TGGE to determine different melting properties in various DNA
fragments depends on the presence of a reversible melting point within the length of the
examined fragment (Wartell et al, 1990). Perpendicular TGGE is required to determine
the thermal melting profile for the targeted DNA fragment. The technique involves
mixing approximately 500 ng of a single PCR product with 20 µL of 10×ME buffered
dye (200mM MOPS, 10mM EDTA, 0.05% bromophenol blue and xylene cyanol, pH
8.0), and adding distilled H2O to make a total volume of 200 µL. This mixture was
loaded into a well spanning across the length of a 5% polyacrylamide gel (21.6 g Urea,
2.25 mL 40% glycerol, 7.5 mL 30% acrylamide: bis, 0.9 mLs 50×ME buffer, 14.8 ml
ddH2O, 136 µL 10% Ammonium persulphate, 75µL TEMED (N,N,N’N’
tetramethylethylenediamine)). The gel was cast onto Pagebond, FMC (polyethylene gel
support film) and left in a horizontal position for 60 minutes. While the gel was still
attached to the support film, it was transferred onto the temperature plate containing a
2ml layer of 0.1% Triton. Buffer tanks containing 1 X ME buffer and bridges were
linked to the gel by electrode wicks. DNA samples were loaded on the gel and the gel
was then covered with a thin Perspex sheet to enhance contact of the wicks and prevent
dehydration. Electrophoresis was carried out in a horizontal Diagen TGGE system with
the temperature gradient maintained using two temperature regulated water baths.

Electrophoresis was conducted for 30 minutes at 300 volts at room temperature in order
to migrate samples away from the wells in the absence of a thermal gradient. A
temperature gradient of 20°C-60°C with the direction, perpendicular to the
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electrophoretic migration, was then equilibrated. The sample was run for a further 60
minutes in the presence of the gradient.

DNA was visualised using a silver staining procedure. To prepare for staining, DNA
was first fixed within the gel by soaking in 0.5% acetic acid +10% ethanol for 3 minutes
(2 times). Approximately 0.1% AgNO3 was used to stain the DNA for 10 minutes
following a quick wash in distilled water to remove any stain excess. To develop the
intensity of the stain for visualisation, a solution of 1.5% NaOH, 0.01% NaBH4 and
0.015% formaldehyde was applied for around 20 minutes. An extra 30 minutes soak in
0.75% Na2CO3 was then allowed to ensure stain fixation.

2.2.3.3 Parallel TGGE
Perpendicular TGGE confirmed the presence of a reversible melting region for the
target DNA fragment. From this information an optimal temperature gradient and run
time for parallel TGGE was estimated. The migration rate of DNA (approximately 1.46
cm/hour) and other information necessary for parallel TGGE were then calculated. The
optimal conditions for parallel TGGE was a run of 4 hours and 30 minutes at 300V
using a temperature gradient of 20°C to 55°C. Following this, 28 individuals could be
screened simultaneously relative to a single reference individual in each parallel gel.
Prior to parallel TGGE, samples of 20 ng of PCR product from each of a reference
individual and sample were combined for screening in 3 µL of 8M Urea, 0.6 µL of
10×ME buffer and dye. The PCR products were mixed and placed in a Thermocycler
for 5 minutes at 95°C to denature, followed by 15 minutes renaturation at 50°C, and
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then 10 minutes at room temperature. The process of denaturation/renaturation formed
the complexes of homo/heteroduplex DNA between the sample DNA and the reference.
Following electrophoresis and silver staining, relative banding patterns of each
phenotype was scored. Where possible, at least two individuals of each unique
haplotype were selected for sequencing. This was used to confirm that visual scoring of
identical phenotypes on the gel corresponded with identical DNA sequence.

2.2.4. DNA Sequencing

Each unique haplotype was sequenced in both directions to define genetic variation and
mutational differences among mulloway samples. PCR products of each haplotype were
purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN Inc), according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was carried out using a sequencing reaction kit
(Perkin Elmer). Approximately 95 ng of purified template DNA was combined with 3.2
pmol of sequencing primer, 4 µL BigDye terminator and ddH2O to make the reaction up
to 20μl. Sequencing was conducted using a thermocycler with the following profile: 30
cycles of 30 seconds at 94°C, 15 seconds at 50°C, 4 minutes at 60°C and 4 minutes at
4°C until ready to purify. Sequencing products were then precipitated and pelleted
according to the manufacturer’s specifications and samples vacuum dried for 20
minutes. Dried pellets were sent for sequencing on an ABI 377 automated sequencer at
the AGRF University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.
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2.2.5. Checks against nuclear insertion

Studies have shown that mtDNA sequences can sometimes translocate to the nuclear
genome (nuclear insertion) (Sorenson and Fleischer, 1996). Therefore for any analysis
of mtDNA, sequence data need to be checked to identify any possible inclusion of
nuclear insertion homologes within the dataset. For this reason, ten samples were
selected at random in order to check for nuclear insertion. The sequences of ten
haplotypes were assessed. Signature indications of translocation were checked,
including; nucleotide positions with multiple peaks, stop codons in incorrect locations,
presence of inserted/deleted nucleotides and unexpected coding shifts along the gene
fragment.

2.2.6. Microsatellite genomic library construction

The restriction enzyme, DpnII, was used to digest approximately 10 µg of A. japonicus
genomic DNA for 3 h. Digested genomic DNA was then separated in a 1.5% TAE
agarose gel. The section of gel corresponding to 300-700 bp in size range removed and
purified and then ligated into an equal volume of plasmid vector pUC18. (AmershamPharmacia). Plasmids were digested with BamHI and phosphorylated in order to match
the overhanging ends with those resulting from the DpnII digest. Recombinant plasmids
were then heatshocked into competent Escherichia coli cells (Strain JM109, Promega)
and incubated at 37 C for 1 h. Cells were then placed on agar plates (agar plates
containing

LB-ampicilin/XGAL/IPTG)

and

incubated

overnight

at

37°C.

Approximately 2500 recombinant colonies were obtained from the plates and incubated
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on new LB-ampicillin agar plates overnight in a grid formation and kept at 4°C.
Recombinant colonies were then transferred from the plates onto filter membranes
(Hybond-N, Amersham). From this transfer, DNA was cross-linked with the membrane.
Denatured DNA was probed with oligonucleotide repeats [(ACC)8, (AAC)8, (AAG)8,
(AGC)8, (ACG)8(ACT)8, (CA) 15, (AG) 12] and end labelled with [sigmaγ 32p] dATP
(Perkin-Elmer). At this stage and before cross-linking, single stranded DNA was
exposed to X-ray film for 12h, and the DNA was hybridised with the probes.

2.2.7. Developing microsatellite primer sets for A. japonicus

98 positive colones were hybridised with probed repeats. Colonies, containing
appropriate repeats were identified and selected from the stored agar plates and then
cultured at 37°C overnight. An alkaline-lysis miniprep was used to extract plasmid
DNA from each culture. M13 Plasmid DNA was then sequenced using Big Dye
terminators (Perkin-Elmer) with forward and reverse primers (Amersham Pharmacia)
on an ABI 3730 DNA auto sequencer at the Australian Genome Research Facility,
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.

Thirty-six clones were identified as having microsatellite arrays. Of the 36 original
candidate clones, twenty-one were recognised as having appropriate flanking regions
for primer design. Primers were designed using the web-based software package OLIGO
and Primer3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3) and conditions optimised using
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DNA from 29 individuals. PCR amplification was positive for 15 of the primer pairs
(Table 2.2).

PCR reaction conditions were as follows: 100-200 ng of DNA, 0.2 U Taq DNA
polymerase (Biotech), 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 1mM MgCl2, and 0.5 µM of each primer
(Hex labeled Forward primer), in 10× reaction buffer (670 mM of Tris-HCl, 166mM of
[NH4]2 SO4, 4.5% Triton X-100, 2mg/mL gelatine; Biotech), made up to 20 µL total
reaction volume using autoclaved distilled H2O. The PCR cycling profile used was 5
minutes at 95 °C, 30 cycles of 30s at 95°C, 30 sec at annealing temperature (Table 2.2)
and extension at 72 °C for 30 sec, followed by 10 minutes extension at 72°C. Amplified
PCR product was mixed with loading buffer in a ratio of 1:1, placed on a 95°C hotplate
for 3 minutes and samples cooled on ice for 3 minutes. Standard size markers (TAMRA,
Genescan-350) and denatured PCR products were detected electrophoretically on 5%
acrylamide gels using a Gelscan 2000 rig (Corbett Research), according to
manufacturer’s instructions. ONE-DSCAN software (Scanalytics) was used to analyse
product sizes.
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Table 2.2 15 polymorphic microsatellite loci isolated from mulloway, (bp, base pair; Ta, annealing temperature). Size range, allele
number, observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosity in 29 mulloway individuals
Locus

Repeat

UBA3

(AC)18

UBA5

(CT)16

UBA6

(CA)13

UBA40

(CA)17

UBA42

(TGC)21

UBA44

(GT)32

UBA46

(GT)20

UBA49

(AC)12

UBA50

(GT)26

UBA53

(CA)14

UBA54

(AC)17

UBA91

(CT)13

UBA851

(AG)14

UBA853

(GA)24

UBA854

(TG)23

Primer Sequences(5’-3’)
F:CGCAGAGCAGACAGAAACAGAC
R:CACCCCCTCTCCACCCTC
F:CACAGACAACATTCATCAGGAT
R:CAAGCCTCCAGGTTTATTCT
F:GTCAGCAGCACACGTAATCAC
R:TATTGAAAGCTGCCATGAGTTG
F:GACTTTTCTCATCTCATCTAAATTTCC
R:TCAAACCCTGGACCTTCTTG
F:TGCCAGCAGACAGCATTATC
R:GCTCGCAGGTCTTGAGATTG
F:CACCTGACATGTATCTTCCACA
R:GCTTCTCTGGCAGTTTCACC
F:GTCAAGCAGCAGCAGACAAG
R:TGCTGCTCCACACTTTCATC
F:GGCTAGTCGTGGAACTCGTC
R:CCAGGCTAATGGAAACCTCA
F:TCTTGCACAGTGTCCTCTGG
R:TCCAGCCTCACACTGGAGAAGT
F:GGCTCCTCACCTCCTTTTGT
R:GCCTCACGACTTTCCAGTGT
F:GACAGACGCCTTTTCTTTGC
R:CGCGGACTTTTCAACAAGAT
F:TACAAGCCTCGAACCAAAACAA
R:CCGCCTCCCACACTTAGC
F:AGAAAGCAGGTATACTCCAAAC
R:GGACAGAGGAGAAAGAGAAGT
F:CCAATGCTCAAGTTACAGGAA
R:ATGAAAACCAAAAAGACAGGAG
F:GAAACAAAAGACGACACGAGAT
R:CAGAGTGACACCACAGGAGA
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Size
range(bp)
168-178

Ta C

No.alleles

Ho

He

57.8

6

0.71

0.78

153-157

52

3

0.48

0.61

169-189

54

10

0.37

0.86

167-183

55

6

0.93

0.64

161-211

55

16

0.88

0.91

210-245

53

15

1

0.89

158-170

54

6

1

0.75

235-263

58.7

8

0.77

0.68

161-217

58.7

18

1

0.90

172-220

54

10

0.97

0.80

199-229

54

9

0.86

0.81

215-239

54

3

0.17

0.27

226-252

54

9

0.77

0.72

190-208

52

9

1

0.84

171-217

54

13

0.91

0.76
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2.3. DATA ANALYSIS
2.3.1. MtDNA Analysis
2.3.1.1 MtDNA Variation
Sequence datasets were edited using the Chromas program. Edited sequences were then
aligned using BioEdit (Hall, 1999). Finally, all alignments were assessed and verified
manually.
In order to investigate mtDNA variation within populations, haplotype diversity (h) was
estimated using ARLEQUIN population genetic software version 3.1 (Schneider et al,
2006). This analysis calculates the possibility of randomly drawing two different
haplotypes from a single sample. The parameter θ (θ = 2Nμ which is analogous to
expected heterozygosity for a population at mutation-drift equilibrium) was estimated in
three ways. θk is tested from the infinite-allele equilibrium relationship (Ewens, 1972)
between the expected number of alleles (k), sample size (n) and θ (estimated from π). θπ
is calculated from the mean number of pairwise differences (nucleotide diversity) where
the estimate of π = θ (Tajima, 1983). θ was also estimated from the number of
segregating (variable) sites (S) in the sample where θS is equal to:
S/(a1)
where a1 =

Σ (1/i) for i = 1 to n-1.

2.3.1.2 Tests for Neutrality
Conformity of DNA sequence evolution to neutral expectation was tested in two ways
using DNASP (version 4; Rozas and Rozas, 1999) to ensure that mitochondrial
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sequences had not been affected by natural selection (either directional or stablising) or
any other process that may cause the population to deviate from mutation-drift
equilibrium (eg. population size instability over time, genetic hitchhiking or
introgression (Tajima, 1996)).
These tests are based on comparisons of independent estimates of the parameter θ (θ =
4Nμ for diploid data and 2Nμ for haploid data; where N is equal to the sample size and

μ is the mutation rate for the particular DNA fragment. This measure of genetic
diversity (θ) reflects a population at equilibrium between the increase in genetic
variation arising through mutation at a rate of μ and the rate of genetic variation being
lost from the population due to the effect of genetic drift, a function of population size,
N. The two tests performed were Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989) and Fu’s Fs (Fu, 1997).

Tajima’s test of selective neutrality
This test is based on the infinite site model with no recombination, and is suitable for
short sequences of DNA. Tajima’s D test compares two estimators of the mutation
parameter θ (i.e. 2Nμ), θπ estimated from the measure of nucleotide diversity (π) which
is the number of pairwise differences among all sequences, and θS estimated from the
number of segregating (variable) sites in the sequence..Under neutral expectations,
these two values should be the same. The test statistic D is described as:
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D=

θ π - θS

√ Var (θπ - θS)

The significance of the D statistic is calculated by generating random samples based on
a hypothesis of selective neutrality and population equilibrium, using a coalescent
simulation algorithm adapted from Hudson (1990). The P value of the D statistic is then
estimated as the proportion of simulated D statistics less than or equal to the observed
value.
Fu’s FS test of selective neutrality
This test also depends on estimating θ using two methods, θπ (described above) and θk
(where θ is estimated from the infinite-allele equilibrium relationship (Ewens 1972)
between the sample size (n), the number of haplotypes (k) detected in the sample and
the estimate of θπ (Fu 1997). The test investigates the probability of detecting more than
k haplotypes in a sample of size n (Fu, 1997). Fu defines the FS statistic as the logit of
S`

Fs = ln

( 1 S'- S' )

where S' is the probability of estimating an equal or larger value for k than the number
of haplotypes observed, given the the value of θ estimated by π.

2.3.2. Microsatellite Analysis
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Firstly, microsatellite data were tested for the potential existence of null alleles (alleles
that fail to amplify during PCR due to mutations at the priming site) and for genotyping
errors (eg. incorrectly scoring stutter bands or large allele dropout) using the program
MICROCHECKER (van Oosterhout, 2004). Tests for linkage disequilibrium (Slatkin

1994) among all pairs of loci were also undertaken in ARLEQUIN in order to verify that
all loci are providing an independent assessment of genetic diversity and possible
population structure. Correction for multiple comparisons was accomplished by using
the Bonferonni correction method (Rice 1989).
2.3.2.1 Microsatellite Variation
Levels of nDNA variation at microsatellite loci were estimated as: the number of alleles
per locus (N), observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosity values and allelic
richness (R) within populations. These analyses were performed in GENEPOP version
3.1d (Raymond and Rousset, 2006), ARLEQUIN (Schneider et al, 2006) and FSTAT
(Goudet, 1995).
2.3.2.2 Deviations from Neutral Expectations
While neutrality tests for microsatellite data are not common as they are with mtDNA
sequence data, insight into deviations from neutral expectations can be gained from the
evaluation of deviations from expected Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE).
Deviations caused by heterozygote deficiencies (maybe disruptive selection or high
levels of inbreeding) or excesses (maybe balancing selection) were estimated for
individual microsatellite loci for all sample sites. Analyses for deviations from HWE
due to inbreeding were further investigated by estimating the inbreeding co-efficient
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(FIS) within populations. FIS ranges between 1 and -1 with negative values suggesting
heterozygote excess and positive values indicating heterozygote deficiency. In order to
examine the probability values for HWE tests, exact tests based on a Markov chain
method (Guo and Thompson, 1992) were computed in GENEPOP 3.1d. De-memorization
number, number of batches and number of iterations per batch were set at 1000 and a
Bonferroni correction was applied for multiple comparisons (Rice, 1989).

2.3.3. Tests for genetic differentiation and population structure
2.3.3.1 Identifying population structure using mtDNA
To assess genetic differentiation among all locations, two analogues of Wright’s (1951,
1965) fixation index, FST, were conducted for mtDNA data in ARLEQUIN. Both
parameters involve an analysis of variance approach with the first being equivalent to
Weir and Cockerham’s θ (1984) (not to be confused with θ=4Nμ as a measure of
genetic variation discussed previously), and the second using the analysis of molecular
variance (AMOVA) approach of Excoffier et al. (1992) that not only incorporates
haplotypic frequency differences among sites but also takes into account the degree of
sequence divergence among haplotypes to estimate Φ statistics. Significance of θ
(which will be referred to as FST) and ΦST values were determined using a nonparametric permutation process where individuals were randomly sorted among
populations with 100 permutations. Population differentiation was also tested using an
exact test (Raymond and Rousset, 1995) that identifies significant haplotypic frequency
heterogeneity among samples.
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Specific hypotheses regarding population structure were also investigated using a
hierarchical AMOVA approach. While methods estimating FST analogues mentioned
previously are essentially identifying the component of genetic variation that exists
among samples, hierarchical AMOVA is partitioning genetic variation among samples
within groups (ΦSC) and among groups of samples (ΦCT), with the expectation that if
there was a valid reason for particular groupings (i.e. little or no structure), ΦCT >> ΦSC.
For example, samples may be grouped depending on whether they were collected from
rivers or offshore to test whether there are two ecologically separated stocks as seen in
another coastal species (i.e. Pagrus auratus) (Nahas et al, 2003). Specific hypotheses
are outlined in relevant data chapters.
2.3.3.2 Identifying population structure using microsatellites
Two FST analogues were also used to determine whether microsatellite data revealed
population structure. The first method (FST) is simply based on allelic frequency
differences among locations and invokes the Infinite Alleles Model (IAM), while the
other test RST (Slatkin, 1995) also incorporates mutational information so that the
degree of divergence (under the Stepwise Mutation Model (SMM)) among alleles can
be determined through a mean squared differences in allele repeat number (i.e. allele
size).
For microsatellite data, FST and RST estimates can differ. This is because microsatellites
are considered to evolve, in the main, by accumulation of stepwise mutations, not by
random changes in allele length. Hence, those microsatellite loci that evolve in a
stepwise mutation mode have a greater tendency for allelic homoplasy. Therefore,
estimating genetic distances by conventional F-statistics may be confounded. Both FST
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and RST incorporate the mutational bias inherent under a stepwise mutation mode.
Average sum-squared differences in allele size therefore, can be measured from a
sample as a substitute for the average time to coalescence among alleles within the
individual. In this study, the two statistics were applied to the microsatellite data to
ensure that estimates of genetic differentiation among populations were available under
different mutational models.
Random permutation (10,000 replicates) was used to test the significance of paired
multi-locus fixation estimates that were then adjusted for multiple comparisons by
sequential Bonferroni correction (Rice, 1989). Exact permutation tests were used to
examine single locus pairwise comparisons for significant departures from allelic
homogeneity. GENEPOP software was used to estimate and analyse all exact tests. All
options run by GENEPOP for exact tests including de-memorization number, number of
batches and number of iterations per batch were kept on maximum default values to
improve the accuracy of the exact probability estimates. Analysis of Molecular
Variance (AMOVA) was also undertaken as described in the previous section.
2.3.4. MtDNA phylogenetic relationships and demographic history
2.3.4.1 Phylogenetic reconstruction

MtDNA sequence alignments were carried out in BioEdit (Hall, 1999) and MEGA
version 3 (Kumar et al, 2005) to identify the location of all variable sites relative to a
comparable consensus sequence. Degeneracy of variable sites within amino acid codons
was also examined. The ratio of synonymous (silent) to non-synonymous (amino acidchanging) mutations was assessed to identify possible mutations that had accumulated
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among protein coding mtDNA genes within all sequences. The majority of mutations at
mtDNA protein coding genes within intraspecific datasets are expected to be
synonymous (Kocher, 1989).
In order to establish the phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes, a neighbour
joining tree (Saitou and Nei, 1987) with bootstrapping was constructed. To obtain the
percentage support for nodes within the tree topology, bootstrap resampling of
nucleotide sites was conducted among haplotypes with 10,000 replicates. This method
provides structured topological relationships. To construct the phylogenetic tree, genetic
distance estimates were calculated in MEGA to produce a pairwise matrix. Genetic
distance estimates were computed using the Jukes-Cantor method. This method
assumes the frequency of nucleotide substitution occurs equally at any nucleotide site
and that, at each site, a nucleotide changes to one of the three remaining nucleotides
with a probability of alpha per unit time. Standard errors of sequence divergence were
estimated using 10,000 bootstrap replications.
The absolute number of mutational differences or the percentage between all putative
haplotypes was analysed within MEGA. For minimum spanning trees, joined haplotypes
were displayed by the least number of mutational differences as nodes in a network and
include all haplotypes as a single network. Ambiguous connections in the network are
caused by nucleotide homoplasy among haplotypes. Where this occurs, there are two
choices for connecting haplotypes; a link between a rare and a frequent haplotype is
more likely than a link between two rare haplotypes, or links between haplotypes from
the same geographical location are more likely than links between individuals from
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different localities because individuals at a single site are more likely to share a
common ancestry.
Apart from visualising haplotype relationships, networks demonstrate the coalescent
history that is present among haplotypes relative to their geographical location and
temporal proximity.

2.3.4.2 Demographic history
A mismatch distribution (Rogers and Harpending, 1995) in ARLEQUIN 3.1 was used to
investigate evidence for historical population expansion events, if present. The
mismatch distribution refers to the distribution of the observed number of base pair
differences between pairs of haplotypes. This distribution in samples drawn from a
population at demographic equilibrium (i.e. mutation/drift equilibrium) is usually
multimodal, but in populations with a recent demographic expansion, it is usually
unimodal (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991) following a Poisson distribution. This is because
a rapid increase in population size greatly reduces the effects of drift, and therefore
many more new mutants are likely to remain in the population than would be expected
under equilibrium conditions. Consequently, most pairwise comparisons result in few
bp differences.
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2.3.5. Assignment tests

Individual multiple locus genotypes are good candidates for establishing profiles to
recognise exclusive groups within a sample and for assigning individuals to the group
from which they are most likely to have been derived.
Power of assignment tests that use microsatellite multiple loci strongly depend on the
degree of genetic structure present among groups within a sample (Maudet et al, 2002).
Basically in assignment tests, the individual to be assigned is first removed from the
dataset, then the frequencies of all alleles at a locus in other individuals remaining in
nominated groups are compared (HWE in these groups is assumed). Then, the
likelihood of an individual’s genotype in each group is calculated. Assuming each locus
is independent the probability of an individual’s multi-locus genotype appearing in a
given population is computed as the ‘outcome’ of likelihood estimates calculated at
each of the loci. In the nominated group, absence of an allele will result in zero
possibility of the multi-locus assignment to that group. Artificially inserting a single
representative of endemic alleles to all samples where it is absent is an alternative
strategy that can be employed (Cornuet et al, 1999).

2.3.5.1 CERVUS analysis
CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al, 2007) was used to estimate the relative contributions of

potential broodstock parents to offspring cohorts using the matrix outputs that allows
searches of the progeny individually or by parental couple. The likelihood-based
method in CERVUS was employed to obtain the probabilities of the most likely parents
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of individual offspring in fry cohorts for comparison with the exclusion approach.
Critical values for the Δ statistics (relaxed confidence level at 80% and restricted
confidence level at 95%) were generated using 100,000 bootstrap cycles from
broodstock allele frequencies. All parents were sampled and genotyped and a default
genotyping error rate of 1% was used. Allelic frequencies for the reference were taken
from the wild NSW population using this program. Number of alleles, observed and
expected heterozygosities, polymorphic information content and the two exclusion
probabilities for each locus and for all loci were estimated in the allele frequency option
in the CERVUS 3.0 software. Paternity assignment potential was estimated when genetic
information from the other parent was unavailable (unknown). Estimation of exclusion
probabilities and simulation of Δ distributions depends on samples conforming to H/W
equilibrium.

2.3.6. Bottleneck tests
All populations were examined for potential loss of allelic variation at microsatellite
loci to identify any possible bottleneck that may have occurred. Hatchery cohorts were
also tested. In this study, hatchery individuals in particular, were tested as severe
bottlenecks are common events in hatcheries. Under bottleneck conditions, rare or low
frequency alleles are more likely to be lost in populations due to a large reduction in Ne.
In these populations, heterozygosity may also be reduced. It is expected that allelic
diversity reduction will be greater however than loss of heterozygosity across
independent loci (Cornuet et al, 1996). To test this difference, expected heterozygosity
(He) of observed alleles was compared with the equilibrium heterozygosity (Heq)
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estimated from the observed number of alleles in a sample with N size. It is assumed
that population size remains constant and mutation –drift equilibrium is present.
Significant excessive shared pattern of He compared with Heq among loci is
representative of a reduction in allelic
diversity at loci (Piry et al, 1999).
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CHAPTER 3
ASSESSMENT OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL SCALE AT WHICH
WILD MULLOWAY POPULATIONS MAY SHOW POPULATION
STRUCTURE DETERMINED FROM PATTERNS OF MTDNA
GENE FLOW

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Genetic dispersal represents the exchange of individuals and genes across the
geographical distribution of natural populations and affects probability of recolonisation
after local extinction events (Wade and McCauley, 1988). Natural populations are
unlikely to be structured if dispersal is not constrained by intrinsic or extrinsic factors.
On the other hand, populations may become geographically or genetically discrete or
semi discrete subpopulations as a result of a number of extrinsic and intrinsic factors
(Shaklee and Bentzen, 1998). In a population with extensive ongoing effective
dispersal, individuals and genes can be exchanged freely among sub populations
(panmixia). Alternatively, populations may be affected by isolation by distance, where
individuals and genes are interchanged at more local scales (Slatkin, 1985).

Phylogeographic and population genetic studies assess the geographical patterns of
genetic differentiation within species and document their population structure and
attempt to relate them to historical and contemporary processes. While gene flow
essentially acts to homogenise gene frequencies, very low, or a lack of dispersal among
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discrete or semidiscrete subpopulations allows major evolutionary forces like natural
selection and genetic drift to promote divergence (Slatkin, 1985).
Genes that evolve in a neutral fashion are commonly used as markers in gene flow
studies. Relative dispersal will influence the frequency of alleles in neutral genes as a
result of contemporary processes. Phylogeographic studies often employ data from the
geographical distribution of mtDNA lineages to estimate divergence among populations
(Avise et al, 1989). Given neutral evolution and a reference mutation rate, it is possible
to estimate the approximate timing of divergence among populations and to describe
processes that have influenced population subdivision (Avise et al, 1989).

Past gene flow and vicariance among populations are historical processes that can
influence contemporary biogeographical patterns of genetic differentiation (Avise,
2000; Nason et al, 2002). This history is often reflected in the patterns of genetic
structure and phylogeography of extant populations and can provide information about
the evolutionary processes that have produced the patterns and also can be used to test
biogeographical hypotheses that underly observed patterns of genetic variation.
Different models of gene flow and vicariance are likely to produce different genetic
signatures and phylogeographies. If gene flow is limited among populations, as exists in
many organisms, then genetic differentiation often increases as a result of increasing
geographical distance along the migration route (Slatkin, 1993).

Mulloway, A. japonicus, is a euryhaline fish with a natural distribution that includes
much of the temperate, continental shelf areas in the Pacific and Indian Oceans from
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Pakistan and India to China, Korea and Japan (samples were not available from the
northern hemisphere) including the southern coast of Australia and South Africa
(Griffiths & Heemstra, 1995). In Australia, the species has a natural range that extends
from the Burnett River in mid-eastern Australia, around the southern coastline, and
northward along the west coast to the Shark Bay area of Western Australia (Kailola et
al, 1993).

Mulloway are confined to the continental shelf adjacent to the mainland and will also
enter estuaries and the lower reaches of tidal rivers. So at least in Australia, has a linear
distribution around the southern coast but apparently, populations are not connected
across northern Australia as high water temperatures are not favoured. A related
tropical/subtropical scianeid species of Protonibia diacanthus (common name Black
Jew) replaces A. japonicus in northern Australian waters. Thus, gene flow in mulloway
is likely to occur in a linear fashion around the southern coast with wild populations in
the central areas of Western Australia and Queensland likely to show the greatest
potential for differentiation, due to isolation by distance.

While the term ‘population’ is used throughout this thesis to describe the scale at which
a species can be surveyed to reveal discrete sets of populations that may show complete
mixing (panmictic) and some fixed amount of exchange between them, in fact,
intraspecific structure can be more complex. In the near absence of any prior knowledge
about the extent of population structure in mulloway, the specific research questions
addressed in this component of the study were as follows:
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1. Are mulloway genetically homogenous across their natural distribution in southern
Australia?
2. If not, at what spatial / ecological scale are populations structured?
3. What is the extent of gene flow across southern Australia?

Investigating population genetic structure of a species at one point in time will usually
also reflect the extrinsic and intrinsic dynamics of populations that have existed at other
times in the past. Ecological and geological changes at an evolutionary time scale can
have significant effects on the population dynamics of species; particularly the
historical levels and patterns of dispersal among populations (Avise, 1992). Describing
the relationship between population genetic structure and historical processes can assist
an understanding of how populations have responded to past environmental change and
the evolutionary effects of historical barriers to movement patterns and gene flow
among populations (Hewitt, 2000).

Many recent molecular studies of plant and animal species, both terrestrial and aquatic,
have reported significant effects of environmental change on population structure and
relative dispersal potential during the Pleistocene (Schultheis et al, 2002). In addition,
significant phylogeographic structure among populations has been revealed in a number
of Australian species due to past climate and associated sea level changes during the
Tertiary and Quaternary periods (de Bruyn et al, 2004). Past glacial and interglacial
climatic fluctuations and sea level changes have also had a significant effect on eastern
Australian coastlines and river drainage basin configurations (Jones, 1992). It is likely
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therefore that, bioclimatic change, related to glacial-interglacial cycles could have had a
significant influence on the levels and patterns of dispersal among mulloway
populations in the past, particularly in eastern Australia. Consequently, the main
objective of this chapter was to document the broad scale historical population structure
of mulloway across the southern coast of Australia using a mitochondrial DNA marker
and to investigate the historical processes that may have influenced gene flow among
populations. Genetic information obtained here may also be used to infer the recent
evolutionary history of the species across the distribution area.

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1. Sampling
A total of 142 individuals from populations sampled from wild stocks were analyzed for
genetic variation in a mtDNA gene. The mtDNA ATPase gene fragment from
mulloway was sequenced to ascertain the extent of genetic variation and to evaluate
how genetic diversity was partitioned spatially.
Three Australian coastal ‘regions’ (eastern, southern and western) were treated as
separate geographical locations (Table3.1, fig 3.1). Although the regions are
contiguous, the different locations vary broadly in patterns of hydrology (e.g. currents,
temperatures etc). Thus, in theory the characteristics of the different regions could
influence the scale of genetic connectivity within and among A. japonicus in selected
regions. A South African individual (kob) was used as the out-group reference in all
TGGE analysis.
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Three hierarchical levels (divided into 5 regions) were assessed in the analysis:
1- Partitioning of genetic variance among major local rivers in NSW (major river
drainages with geologically ancient origins varying in environmental conditions)
Georges, Shoalhaven, Hawkesbury and Clarence Rivers in NSW.
2- Partitioning of genetic variance into groups of rivers versus bays in NSW to assess
potential for possible genetic differentiation at an ecological scale. For this reason,
mulloway individuals from selected areas were divided in two groups:
Group 1: Georges, Shoalhaven, Hunter, Hawkesbury and Clarence Rivers.
Group 2: Nelson Bay, Botany Bay, Sydney Harbour, Greenwell Point, Crowdy Head,
Evans Head and Cottage Point.
3- Partitioning of genetic variance among three geographical regions in NSW
(Northern, Central and Southern); Group one (Northern) included Clarence River,
Nelson Bay and Hunter R, group two included Georges R, Botany Bay, Sydney
Harbour and Hawkesbury R. (Central) and group three included Shoalhaven R. and
Greenwell Point (Southern).
4- Partitioning of genetic variance across the complete distribution of mulloway in
Australia, divided into eastern, southern and western regions. Eastern- major river
drainages and bays in NSW, Southern- Port Lincoln and Western- Carnarvon R.
5- Partitioning genetic variance at an international scale, Australia versus South Africa;
two groups combining all Australia wild populations versus a single population from
South Africa.
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NSW Rivers
NSW Bays
South Australia
Western Australia
South Africa

Figure 3.1 A. japonicus sample localities
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Table 3.1 A. japonicus populations and sample sizes used in mtDNA analyses

Species

A.japonicus
(wild)

Out Group

Population
1-Botany Bay
2-Clarence River
3-Cottage Point
4-Crowdy Head
5-Georges River
6-Greenwell Point
7-Hawkesbury River
8-Hunter River
9-Evans Head
10-Nelson Bay
11-ShoalHaven
12-Sydney
13-Port Lincoln
14-Carnarvon River
15-South Africa

Location
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
S.A
W.A
S.Af
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No’s of individuals
per Sample
11
1
1
5
12
3
2
12
1
13
12
4
15
30
20
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2

14
13

1285
7 3
10
11 1
649

15

Figure 3.2 Sampling sites for the Australian and South African A. japonicus. Numbered
sites represent locations where samples were collected (Refer to Table 3.1 for detailed
information about each site)
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3.2.2. DNA methods
Total genomic DNA was extracted as per section 2.2.1. DNA samples were then used
for PCR amplification of the targeted mtDNA gene (ATPase) as per section 2.2.2.
MtDNA fragments were amplified using the following PCR reaction; 2.5ul of Biotech
10XBuffer solution, 0.5μL of 10mM dNTP, 2μL of 2mM MgCl2, 0.5μL of Forward
primer, 0.5μL of Reverse primer, 0.1μL of Taq (Tth plus polymerase Taq- Biotech), 1
2μL genomic DNA (depends on concentration from 50ng/μL to 100ng/μL) and 18.9μL
ddH 2O. Genomic DNA concentration varied in quantity depending on the type of DNA
extraction method and protocol employed. In order to test for potential contamination, a
negative control including master mix without genomic DNA was included in all PCR
runs. Amplified mtDNA products were then checked on a 0.5% agarose gel with a size
marker to ensure that the correct PCR product had been obtained. Targeted amplified
fragments were then sequenced. DNA sequencing conditions and reaction mixtures
using a hot lid thermal cycler were as follows: 30 cycles of 3 minutes at 94°C; 30sec at
94°C; 30sec at 60°C; 30sec at 72°C; 10 minutes extension at 72°C.

To test for presence of amplified PCR product, 5μL of PCR reaction + 3μL of
Bromophenol blue 6X loading dye were loaded in a 0.5% 1XTBE agarose gel. To
determine if the correct size of fragment and intensity of product had been obtained, a
DNA size marker (174 Hae III) was loaded next to PCR products on the gel.

Temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE) with heteroduplex analyses (HA) was
employed to identify unique haplotypes. Examples of all unique haplotypes defined by
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these methods were sequenced in both directions using protocols outlined earlier
(Chapter 2.).

3.2.3. Temperature Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (TGGE), Heteroduplex analysis and
sequencing
TGGE was used to examine genetic variability and haplotype diversity among
mulloway populations. Details of TGGE and heteroduplex analyses procedures
undertaken in this study are presented in section 2.2.3. Initially an individual from the
Georges River in NSW was screened on perpendicular TGGE to determine both the
melting point for the gene fragment and to establish the optimum temperature gradient
for further analysis using parallel TGGE. The optimum temperature gradient for all
parallel gels ranged from 22.5°C to 55°C and duration of electrophoretic running was 3
hours and 80 minutes.

An initial TGGE was undertaken to identify the best reference individual for further
parallel TGGE gel experiments. For this reason, three individuals from different
locations were trialed; an individual from southeast Australia (4S); one from Western
Australia (15W.A) and one from South Africa (20S.A) were compared to identify the
best reference. The resulting TGGE indicated that the ‘kob’ (sample from South Africa)
provided the best resolution as a reference for all other sampled individuals. This
individual when heteroduplexed to all Australian samples showed the largest separation
between homoduplex and heteroduplex bands on all gels with high resolution.
Sequencing of the three individuals trialed as references showed an average, 12 base
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pair nucleotide difference between any Australian mulloway sample and the South
African kob individual selected as the reference.
TGGE experiments and heteroduplex analyses were carried out according to the
DIAGEN TGGE handbook. Silver staining outlined in section 2.2.3 was used to stain

TGGE gels.
Visual interpretations of mtDNA banding phenotypes were undertaken for each
individual to distinguish each unique haplotype. Two random individuals of each
unique haplotype on TGGE gels were then selected for sequencing in both directions in
order to confirm phenotypic designations.
Cleaning of PCR products and sequencing procedures are outlined in section 2.2.3.

Homoduplex
Heteroduplex

Reference homoduplex

Figure 3.3 Image of TGGE showing Homoduplex, Heteroduplex and reference
homoduplex
3.3. DATA ANALYSIS
3.3.1. Haplotype diversity estimate
Haplotype diversity (h) was computed for each sample site in order to compare mtDNA
diversity levels among sample locations. Estimating regional h and for pooled locations
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within and among regions allowed comparison of these statistics at different spatial
scales.

3.3.2. Population Structure

Levels of ATPase polymorphism within and among locations and regions were
estimated using a variety of statistical genetic approaches. Pair-wise FST was estimated
between all sample locations, providing comparative measures of sub-division between
locations. In order to examine the probability of panmixia (random distribution) among
population pairs, exact tests of population differentiation were employed (Raymond and
Rousset, 1995). Estimation of reported probability or (P) values for each pair-wise test
was performed using 10,000 steps in a Markov chain method (Rice, 1989).
Furthermore, analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was carried out to identify the
effects of spatial scale of sampling on population structure (Excoffier et al, 1992).
Haplotype frequency data (haplotype matrix) and percentage sequence difference
between unique haplotypes (nucleotide matrix) were used for AMOVA.

To describe the partitioning of genetic differentiation, AMOVA was used for 3
hierarchical analyses that dealt with genetic variation at 5 geographic levels; i) within
local rivers of NSW, ii) among samples from rivers and their adjacent offshore samples
in NSW, iii) among three groups in NSW by latitude, i.e. northern, central and southern;
iv) across southern Australia and; v) among continents, i.e. Australia versus South
Africa.
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More specifically, the three hierarchical analyses estimated ΦSC and ΦCT in order to
address the following questions:
1) Are populations in rivers ecologically differentiated from those found further
offshore due to habitat differences?
Where
ΦSC = genetic variation among sample sites within either rivers or offshore in NSW.
ΦCT = genetic variation between rivers and offshore
2) Are population structured by latitude?
Where
ΦSC = genetic variation among sample sites within either northern, central and southern
groups of sites (irrespective of whether they are river or offshore sites) or offshore in
NSW.
ΦCT = genetic variation between northern, central or southern groups of sites
3) Is there structure on a continental or oceanic scale?
b) I) ΦSC = genetic variation among samples within either eastern, southern or Western
Australia or southern Africa
II) ΦCT = genetic variation among among eastern, southern or Western Australia or
southern Africa.

3.3.3. Phylogenetic analysis
Inferred phylogenetic relationships among A. japonicus haplotypes across the species
natural distribution were constructed using a neighbor-joining tree. The distance
measure used for tree construction was the proportion of base pair differences among
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unique haplotypes. A pair wise genetic distance matrix was generated to examine the
genetic relationships among haplotypes.

3.4. RESULTS

3.4.1. Distribution of A. japonicus haplotypes
A total of 14 unique haplotypes from analysis of the ATPase gene fragment were
identified among the 15 sampled localities (Table 3.2). Results indicated higher
haplotype diversity in eastern Australia compared with other Australian locations. The
South Africa population possessed a unique set of haplotypes distinct from all
Australian haplotypes. Haplotype 1 was the only widespread haplotype shared among
most Australian sites. This haplotype was also found in the highest frequency in most
populations, even in populations of small sample size (locations in NSW, South
Australia and Western Australia). Haplotype 1 was completely absent however, from
South Africa. Haplotype 1 was the dominant haplotype (>90%) in all eastern Australian
populations (Table 3.3). As a result, across the entire sampled distribution, populations
partitioned into two distinct geographical clusters according to percent sharing of
haplotypes. The two groups were an Australian group and the population from South
Africa.
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Table 3.2 Haplotype distribution among Australian regions and South Africa

Haplotypes
Ht1
Ht2
Ht3
Ht4
Ht5
Ht6
Ht7
Ht8
Ht9
Ht10
Ht11
Ht12
Ht13
Ht14
Total

Populations
S.A
W.A
15
28
2

NSW
32
25
8
1
1
1
1
3
5

77

15

79

30

SAF

4
6
6
1
3
20
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Table 3.3 Haplotype distribution within and among eastern Australian locations (local Rivers and Bays)
Populations
Haplotypes

Georges

Shoal Haven

HWK

Clarence

Hunter

Nelson

Greenwell

Botany

Sydney

Crowdy

Evans

Cottage

River

River

River

River

River

Bay

Point

Bay

Harbour

Head

Head

Point

(12)

(12)

(2)

(1)

(12)

(13)

(3)

(11)

(4)

(5)

(1)

(1)

2

5

Ht1

8

4

Ht2

3

8

2

7
6

Ht3

3
3

4

4

Ht4

1

Ht5
Ht6
Ht7

1

3

1
1
1

Ht8

3

Ht9

5
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3.4.2. Nucleotide composition in haplotypes
424 bp of comparable sequence for all haplotypes was available from the 480 bp
ATPase gene fragment. Twenty-two variable sites were identified among the fourteen
unique haplotypes (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4 Variable nucleotide positions among unique A. japonicus haplotypes (1 to
14). Identical sites are shown by dots and variant sites by nucleotide substitution; (N)
number of each haplotype in sample
Haplotype

Hap_1
Hap_2
Hap_3
Hap_4
Hap_5
Hap_6
Hap_7
Hap_8
Hap_9
Hap_10
Hap_11
Hap_12
Hap_13
Hap_14

Nucleotide position

ACAGCCGAAGTAGCGTTGCTCACACAGC
G...........................
..........C.................
G........T..................
G.......GT..................
...........................G
...................C........
.G..........................
GG..........................
..G........G.TAACAT..GT..CA.
..G........G.TAAC.T..GT..CA.
..G........G.TAAC.T..GTG.CA.
..G....G...G.TAACAT..GT..CA.
G.G........G.TAAC.T..GT..CA.

(N)

75
27
8
1
1
1
1
3
5
4
6
6
1
3

3.4.3. Haplotype distribution and abundance
Fourteen divergent haplotypes were identified among the total of 142 wild A. japonicus
(Table 3.4). Haplotype 1 was the most common haplotype within all three Australian
regions. This haplotype was also most common within the eastern region. All
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haplotypes detected in Australia were exclusive and were not observed in the South
African population. Among the haplotypes identified in this study, four were found only
in single localities.

1.2

1

Ht1
Ht2
Ht3
Ht4
Ht5
Ht6
Ht7
Ht8
Ht9
Ht10
Ht11
Ht12
Ht13
Ht14

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
NSW

S.A

Regions

W.A

S.Af

Figure 3.4 Haplotype frequency distributions in Australian regional populations and
South Africa

3.4.4. Evolutionary relationships among A. japonicus haplotypes
The network of phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes (Figure 3.5) clearly shows
two divergent clades separated by a minimum of 12 bp difference (5.7% sequence
divergence). Crandall and Templeton (1993) suggested that the most recent common
ancestral haplotype within a network should possess both the most extensive
geographical distribution and the most number of haplotype connections. In this study,
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therefore the most likely ancestral candidate within clade 1 was haplotype 1 (see Fig
3.5).
The NJ tree (Figure 3.6) shows that clade 1 contains a set of closely related haplotypes
found only in Australia, while clade 2 haplotypes were limited exclusively to South
Africa.
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Hap 5
Hap 8

Hap 6
Hap 1
Hap 9

Hap 7

Hap 3

Hap 2

Hap 4

12 bp

Australia

South Africa

Figure 3.5 Phylogenetic network among unique A. japonicus haplotypes. Haplotypes
are connected by the minimum number of substitutions between all probable sequence
comparisons. Haplotypes are separated by a single bp mutation; Haplotypes (1 to 14)
are categorized as in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 marked according to regional distribution.
Size of haplotypes indicates their relative frequency within samples (less than 5 = small
circles; between 10 to 40 = intermediate circles; more than 50= large circles). Different
colours inside circles of the Australian clade represent different haplotypes.
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Hap 1
Hap 5
Hap 4
62
Hap 6
Hap 9
53
100
Hap 8
Hap 3
51
62

Hap 7
Hap 2

New South Wales

Hap10
81

South Australia

Hap11
100

Western Australia
81
South Africa

Hap14
Hap12

Hap13
0.005

Figure 3.6 Neighbour-joining tree of genetic relationships among mulloway haplotypes
in Australia and South Africa (numbers above nodes correspond to bootstrap support).
To achieve the coalescent histories for clades 1 and 2, observed maximum percent
sequence difference (dMAX) was converted to most recent common ancestor (MRCA)
within a clade, to units of time over which events may have occurred. Divergence time
between the two groups were thereby estimated as: T=dMAX/2u where u represents the
rate of nucleotide substitution. The researchers that developed the original ATP 6 & 8
primers (Bermingham et al, 1997) calibrated the rate of divergence for marine fish for
ATP 6 at 1.3% per million years. Based on Bermingham, divergence rate, maximum
coalescent events relative to the MRCA within each clade for A. japonicus was
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approximately 400 k years bp. The between clades estimate of time to coalescence was
approximately 4 Myr.’s bp.

3.4.5. Genetic diversity estimates
Several diversity indices including; nucleotide diversity, different population parameters
and theta (θ), were estimated. Table 3.5 shows the summary of results among rivers in
NSW. Results of nucleotide diversity estimates show that estimates were very similar
for the Georges, and Shoalhaven Rivers, while results were different for the
Hawkesbury and Clarence Rivers (zero values indicating only one haplotype found).
This difference most likely resulted from low sample sizes in the last two rivers and was
not considered a biological issue warranting further examination.

A comparison of molecular diversity indices between three local rivers in NSW namely
the Georges, Shoalhaven and Hunter Rivers were undertaken comparing several types
of θ. θk is an estimation of θ obtained from the observed number of haplotypes. This
comparison suggested that mulloway individuals in the Hunter and Georges Rivers
were not different for θk (Table 3.5). θS is an estimation of θ obtained from the observed
number of segregating sites. Based on results in Table 3.5, observed number of
segregating sites were higher in mulloway individuals in the Hunter River compared
with the Georges and Shoalhaven Rivers. θπ (an estimation of θ obtained from the mean
number of pairwise differences π) showed that Hunter River was higher in the number
of pairwise differences compared with the Georges and Shoalhaven Rivers.
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Tests of neutrality (Tajima’s D and Fu’s Fs) generally indicated that individuals in the
Georges River had an excess of low frequency derived haplotypes (negative value of Fs
= -0.3) with a slightly higher value in the Shoalhaven River (1.06), while the reverse
was apparent for Hunter River (1.67) (Table 3.6). The Hunter River therefore, was the
exception among the local rivers in NSW, with higher genetic variation compared with
other local rivers in NSW.

Analysis of molecular diversity was also compared for rivers and bays in NSW. While
differences were apparent, they most probably related to the small sample sizes that
were available from some sites. Thus, nucleotide diversity was essentially similar for all
localities. Tests of Neutrality (Tajima’s and Fu’s) were also undertaken for individuals
from rivers and bays in NSW. Mulloway individuals from Hunter River showed higher
genetic variation compared with individuals from other areas in NSW (Table 3.6).
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Table 3.5 Analysis of Molecular diversity indexes among rivers in NSW populations
Statistics
Theta_k
Theta_H
Theta_S
Theta_pi

Georges R
0.933
0.844
0.662
0.575

Shoalhaven R
0.392
0.702
0.331
0.484

Hunter R
0.933
1.897
0.993
1.500

HWK R
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Clarence R
N.A
N.A
0.000
0.000

Mean
N.A
N.A
0.397
0.512

s.d.
N.A
N.A
0.386
0.546

Table 3.6. Analysis of Neutrality tests (Tajima’s D and Fu’s FS tests) among rivers in
NSW populations
Statistics
Tajima’s D test
Sample size
S
Pi
Tajima’s D
Tajima’s D
p-value
Fu’s FS test
No.of
alleles(unchecked)
Theta_pi
Exp no. of alleles
FS
FS p-value

Georges
R

Shoalhaven
R

Hunter
R

HWK
R

Clarence
R

Mean

s.d.

12
2
0.575
-0.381
0.296

12
1
0.484
1.065
0.910

12
3
1.5
1.672
0.955

2
0
0.000
0.000
1.000

1
0
0.000
0.000
1.000

7.80
1.20
0.51
0.47
0.832

5.153
1.166
0.548
0.770
0.270

3

2

3

1

1

2.000

0.894

0.575
2.374
-0.361
0.288

0.484
2.193
1.00
0.593

1.500
3.793
1.574
0.831

0.000
0.000
0.000
N.A

0.000
0.000
0.000
N.A

0.512
1.672
0.443
N.A

0.548
1.473
0.725
N.A
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3.4.6. Assessment of population structure

Genetic variation within and among populations was assessed at three scales of
hierarchical sampling, in ARLEQUIN. Table 3.7 shows population diversity and genetic
structure at each spatial scale of sampling. The first scale was to determine genetic
diversity among local rivers in NSW. Individuals were included from major local rivers
including Georges, Shoalhaven, Hunter, Hawkesbury and Clarence Rivers in NSW to
assess differentiation at this spatial scale. Pair-wise FST estimates indicated no
significant genetic variation among local rivers of NSW at this scale of sampling (P>
0.001) (Table 3.7), however, significant FST of individuas in Clarence and Hawkesbury
Rivers can be as a result of small sampling sites.

Table 3.7 Pair-wise FST estimates at the first spatial scale (within local rivers of NSW).
Population pair-wise FSTs (distance method: Tamura& Nei) (below diagonal) and FST P
values (number of permutation 100) (upper diagonal)

GR

GR

ShR

HuR

HWK

ClR

0.000

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.153

0.072

ShR 0.205

-

HuR 0.325

0.348

-

0.000

0.000

HWR -0.190

0.414

0.191

-

0.081

ClR 0.566

0.707

0.380

1.000

-

GR; Georges River, ShR; Shoalhaven River, HuR; Hunter River, HWR; Hawkesburry River and ClR; Clarence River.
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Sample sites in NSW were divided into rivers versus bays to identify genetic
differentiation between populations exposed potentially to different ecological
conditions at the time of sampling. For this reason, individuals were grouped as below:
Group 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Georges River
Shoalhaven River
Hunter River
Hawkesburry
Clarence River

ΦCT P = 0.80059

Group 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

ΦSC P > 0.001

Nelson Bay
Botany Bay
Sydney harbour
Greenwell point
Crowdy head
Evans head
Cottage point

ΦSC P > 0.001

Statistical analysis in ARLEQUIN (pair-wise FST estimates and P values) indicated no
significant genetic differentiation between rivers vs bays (P > 0.001) (Table 3.8).

Table 3.8 shows significant genetic differentiation for individuals of Crowdy head,
Evans head and Cottage point. Therefore these individuals were removed from analysis
to ensure that this fact is as a result of small sampling sites. Statistical analysis in
ARLEQUIN showed that genetic differentiation at this scale of sampling was not

significant after removing small sample sizes.
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Table 3.8 Pair-wise FST estimates (among samples from rivers and their adjacent
offshore samples in NSW). Population pair-wise FST (distance method: Tamura& Nei)
(below diagonal) and FST P values (number of permutation 100) (upper diagonal)
Locations
GR

ShR

HuR

HWR

ClR

NlB

BB

SyH

GrP

CrH

EvH

CoP

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

ShR 0.204

-

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.99

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

HuR 0.326

0.350

HWR -0.190

0.414

0.192

GR

-

-

0.513
-

0.027

0.040

0.990

0.198

0.045

0.135

0.216

0.018

0.036

0.596

0.018

0.117

0.333

0.135

0.162

0.360

-

0.342

0.42

0.072

0.648

0.360

0.513

0.360

-

0.135

0.378

0.189

0.153

0.000

0.522

0.081

ClR

0.568

0.709

0.379

1.00000

NlB

0.012

0.001

0.323

0.122

0.631

BB

0.088

0.162

0.199

-0.047

0.340

0.086

-

SyH 0.068

0.038

0.219

-0.081

0.166

0.002

0.011

-

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.990

0.489

0.058

0.332

1.000

1.000

0.297

0.250

0.076

-

0.990

0.297

0.072

CrH 0.022

0.525

0.3426

0.000

1.000

0.280

0.147

0.230

1.000

-

0.000

0.000

EvH 0.309

-0.454

0.052

1.000

1.000

-0.000

-0.100

-0.666

0.000

1.000

-

0.162

CoP -0.727

0.272

-0.058

0.000

1.000

-0.166 -0.466

-0.666

1.000

0.000

1.000

GrP

0.063
0.360

0.036
0.396

NlB; Nelson Bay, BB; Botany Bay, SyH; Sydney Harbour, GrP; Greenwell Point, CrH; Crowdy Head, EvH; Evans Head,
CoP; Cottage Point.
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Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) (Table 3.9) showed that 78.7% of the
variation was partitioned within populations. The among population variance
component of genetic variation was negative (-4.03%), while the variance component
among populations within groups was 25.3% indicating that although moderate levels
of haplotype variation was present among habitats, it was mostly shared within the
constituent populations.
AMOVA analysis two groups, (habitat; rivers versus bays) (inshore and offshore)
Group 1: "Georges River"
"Shoalhaven River"
"Hunter River"
"HWK"
"Clarence River"
Group 2: "Nelson Bay"
"Botany Bay"
"Sydney harbour"
"Greenwell point"
"Crowdy head"
"Evans head"
"Cottage point"

Table 3.9 Hierarchical analysis of molecular variance; habitat is divided into either
river or offshore samples in NSW
Source of Variation
Among habitat
Among sites within
habitat
Among all sites

Percentage of
Variation
-4.03
25.3
21.3

Φ Statistic

P-value

ΦCT =-0.0402
ΦSC =0.24346

P = 0.80059
P < 0.0001

ΦST =0.21299

P < 0.0001

Variation across regional sites in NSW was examined as group one (Northern)
including Nelson Bay and Hunter River, group two George River, Botany Bay, Sydney
Harbour and the Hawkesbury River (Central) and group three including Shoalhaven
River and Greenwell Point (Southern). The analysis showed some structure but this was
most likely an artifact of the small sample sizes available in some populations. No
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divergent haplotypes were evident and any differences among sites were determined by
the relative frequency of rare haplotypes in large samples that were absent in sites of
small sample sizes. If larger samples had been available at these sites, rare haplotypes
may have been detected.
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Table 3.10 Pair-wise FST estimates among three groups in NSW by latitude, i.e.
northern, central and southern. Population pair-wise FSTs (distance method: Tamura&
Nei) (below diagonal) and FST P-values (number of permutation 100) (upper diagonal)
Locations

NlB

NlB

HuR

GR

BB

SyH

HWK

ShR

GrP

-

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.000

0.333

0.153

0.036

0.216

0.360
0.738

HuR 0.323

-

GR

0.326

0.0126

-

0.045

0.414

0.315

0.396

BB

0.199

0.086

0.088

-

0.171

0.504

0.990 0.396

SyH 0.192

0.122

-0.190

-0.047



0.027

0.180 0.099

HWK 0.219

0.002

0.068

0.011

-0.081

ShR 0.350

0.001

0.204

0.162

0.414

0.038

GrP -0.058

-0.166

-0.727

-0.466

0.000

-0.666

-

0.000 0.279
0.272

0.000
-

NlB; Nelson Bay, HuR; Hunter River, GR; Georges River, BB; Botany Bay, SyH; Sydney Harbour, HWK; Hawkesburry, ShR;
Shoalhaven River, GrP; Greenwell Point.
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Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) (Table 3.11) across Australia showed
77.47% of genetic variation to be present within populations while the percentage of
genetic variation among populations within groups was (20.57%). The lowest amount
of variation was evident among populations (1.96%).

AMOVA analysis three groups (Latitude; Northern, Central and Southern) including:
Group 1 (Northern):"Nelson Bay"
"Hunter River"
Group 2 (Central): "Georges River"
"Botany Bay"
"Sydney harbour"
"HWK"
Group 3 (Southern):"Shoalhaven River"
"Greenwell Point"

Table 3.11 Hierarchical analysis of molecular variance among three groups in NSW by
latitude, i.e. northern, central and southern
Source of Variation
Among latitude
Among sites within
latitude
Among all sites

Percentage of
Variation
1.96
20.57

Φ Statistic

P-value

ΦCT =0.01961
ΦSC =0.20985

P = 0.27664
P < 0.0001

22.53

ΦST =0.22535

P < 0.0001

The second level in the hierarchy compared A. japonicus populations across the natural
distribution of the species within Australia and included combined eastern (NSW
samples), southern (South Australian samples) and Western Australia. Statistical
analysis (population pairwise FST and FST P-values) showed no significant genetic
differentiation across this distribution (Table 3.12).
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Table 3.12 Pair-wise FST estimates across Australia. Population pair-wise FSTs (below
diagonal) and FST P-values (number of permutations = 100) (upper diagonal)
Location
NSW

WA

SA

NSW

0.000

0.1622

0.000

WA

0.05

0.000

0.459

SA

0.14

0.04

0.000

NSW; New South Wales, WA; Western Australia, SA; South Australia

The third level in the hierarchy screened genetic variation between all populations
(combined) in Australia and a single site in South Africa. For this reason `populations`
originating from the three major geographical regions in Australia (eastern, southern
and western) were compared with a single population from South Africa (known as
`kob`). Statistical analysis at this scale of sampling revealed highly significant genetic
differentiation between populations either side of the Indian Ocean (Table 3.13).
Table 3.13 Hierarchical analysis of molecular variance at the third spatial scale
(Australia versus South Africa)
Source of Variation
Among populations
Among populations
within groups
Within populations

Percentage of
Variation
92.77
1.01

Φ Statistic

P-value

ΦCT =0.92766
ΦSC =0.13935

P < 0.0001
P < 0.0001

93.77

ΦST =0.93774

P < 0.0001
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3.5. DISCUSSION
3.5.1. Levels and Patterns of Population differentiation and historical gene flow

Analysis of ATPase variation in A. japonicus populations sampled from across the
species natural range indicates clearly that dispersal has been extensive both historically
and in recent times across southern Australia, but is non-existent between Australia and
South Africa. The data show clear and long-term, divergence (referred to as clade 1 and
clade 2 populations) (Figure 3.5 and 3.6) between all Australian and all South African
A. japonicus samples. The two divergent clades contain discrete sets of haplotype
groups that had an estimated minimum sequence divergence of 5.7%. The level of
divergence infers an approximate 4 Myr’s isolation from a common ancestor between
the two A. japonicus clades (Australia vs South Africa). The discrete distributions of the
two clades indicate that each has had a different demographic history since they last
shared a common ancestor and the two clades have been evolving independently since
this time.

Factors that have been hypothesised to have affected the population genetic structure of
a number of marine taxa in the Pacific region, particularly during the late Pleistocene
are likely to have affected the population structure and patterns of dispersal in A.
japonicus as well. The network of haplotype relationships (Figure 3.5) indicates that all
individuals in Australia share the same MRCA with respect to the South African
samples (Haplotype 1, Table 3.2) and this ancestral haplotype is currently widespread
across the natural distribution in Australia. Low levels of sequence divergence within
clade 1 also suggest a relatively recent derivation for the modern distribution of A.
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japonicus populations across the Southern Indian Ocean. If the molecular clock
estimates for the cumulative mutation rate are accurate, then the approximate time of
genealogical coalescence for all haplotypes in clade 1 dates back to the late Pleistocene.
While the existance of some unique haplotypes at low frequency in populations around
Australia indicate that maternal gene flow may have been insufficient to overcome all
effects of local adaptation and genetic drift, low sample sizes and hence low statistical
power at some sites could have resulted in failure of detection of rare haplotypes where
they may have been present.

Alternatively, some limited effective maternal gene flow among sites may have been
sufficient to result in restricted distributions for some rare genotypes among populations
(Neigel and Avise, 1986). In addition, if local effective population sizes were low at
times in the past and populations were exposed to bottlenecks this could have resulted
in a reduction in haplotype diversity at some locations. Periodic fluctuations in Ne can
provide the opportunity for local haplotypes to become fixed, particularly when gene
flow from neighboring populations is insufficient to homogenise gene frequencies
(Neigel and Avise, 1986).

The extensive distribution of the most common haplotype (1) in clade 1 across southern
Australia confirms however, that broad scale gene flow has probably linked A.
japonicus populations across the southern coast of Australia, at least historically. The
inferred pattern of gene flow in A. japonicus does not correspond however, with present
day ocean currents across this region. Currents in fact, flow in reverse directions from
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West to East (from Western to eastern Australia and north to south on the east coast)
(see Figure 3.7). This suggests that gene flow from east to west was most likely
influenced by differences in major ocean current patterns in the region in the past
(Benzie and Williams, 1997), or may affect an ongoing ability of mulloway to disperse
effectively against the direction of major oceanic currents. Given that mulloway can
reach very large size and are strong swimmers, this is a likely possibility.

Figure 3.7 The directions of warm and cool currents across the southern Australian
coast

Periodical changes in major ocean currents and sea level changes during the Pleistocene
however, could have affected patterns of A. japonicus dispersal across the southern
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coast of Australia. Ongoing gene flow may have facilitated both connectivity and the
rapid spread of common haplotypes among locations. Therefore, ongoing high levels of
gene flow may have ensured near panmixia across the southern coast while still
permitting same rare haplotypes to develop more restricted distributions. Mulloway are
absent from Tasmania suggesting that water temperatures are probably too cold there
for the species. Thus when Tasmania was connected to Australia during recent
Pleistocene glacial periods, the land bridge could have isolated eastern and western

Tasmania connected
Tasmania separated

Pleistocene glacial maxima

Modern interglacial

Major inshore currents

Figure 3.8 Historical and modern current patterns around Tasmania
ancestral A. japonicus populations or more likely the ancestral population evolved either
in the east or the west and then spread to other regions when temperatures increased and
the opening of Bass Strait provided a modern dispersal pathway.
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Clade 2 A.japonicus haplotypes are currently restricted only to South Africa. A
comparison of clade 1 and 2, suggests that clade 2 has been stable within South Africa
for a considerable amount of time. Isolation of clade 1 and clade 2 cohorts to either side
of the Southern Indian Ocean/ Southern Ocean may relate to Pleistocene sea level and
tectonic fluctuations (Chappel 1976; McManus, 1985). Whether the pattern evolved
however, from a once off colonisation event either east to west or in the reverse
direction to Australia, or if ancestral populations evolved elsewhere in the region, is not
possible to determine from the Neighbour-joining tree (Fig 3.6). Certainly, the break
between all Australian populations and South Africa occurred however, well before late
Pleistocene climate and sea level changes could have influenced patterns of genetic
diversity in Australia, thus South African populations have been on an independent
evolutionary trajectory from Australian A. japonicus stocks for a long time, potentially
for more than 4.0 million years.

3.5.2. Mulloway evolution
The results of this study suggest that genetic diversity is highest in NSW (the east) and
lower in the west, with a `star like` phylogenetic relationship among haplotypes in
Australia. The split between Australian and South African stocks is reflected in the
divergence of the mitochondrial DNA phylogenetic tree (Figure 3.6). The major
haplotype found in eastern Australia appears in all other studied areas except South
Africa. This suggests that eastern Australia may have provided the ancestral origin for
Australian mulloway. Many marine fishes have conspecific (sibling) species with
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distributions either side of the Australian continent (i.e. East vs West), and originally
this seemed a likely possibility for A. japonicus or at least the possibility of divergent
lineages. No evidence was observed for past or present divergence on either side of
Australia as A. japonicus populations from both sides constitute a single phylogenetic
grouping and share haplotypes. New South Wales populations showed higher genetic
diversity levels compared with the South Australian population, thus genetic diversity
may decline from east to west. This suggests a possible pattern of range expansion from
an ancestral population in eastern Australia to contemporary populations away from the
point of original evolution. Available inshore habitat for mulloway is limited (if not
absent) from western South Australia to Western Australia’s southern coast, particularly
across the Nullabor Plain region where steep cliffs and large southern ocean swells
produce unfavourable conditions for mulloway over a large region of coastline (~ 500
K’s). Even given this large area of apparent poor habitat for mulloway however, it does
not appear to have affected at least historical gene exchange between east and west.

3.6. SUMMARY

The mtDNA data suggests, in management terms that, all Australian wild A. japonicus
populations most probably constitute a single population for stock management
purposes.
Results presented in this chapter suggest that historically, mulloway populations may
have expanded around the southern coast of Australia and produced a single panmictic,
modern natural distribution. In contrast, the absence of any shared haplotypes between
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Australian and South African populations indicates that mulloway (Australia) and kob
(South Africa) constitute independent evolutionary units. To fully understand however,
the extent of gene flow and the influence of historical and/or contemporary dispersal,
larger sample sizes will be required. Based on results in this study, therefore, genetic
separation of Australian and South African A. japonicus populations may have resulted
from periods of population partitioning associated with pre-Pleistocene sea level
changes and tectonic processes.
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CHAPTER 4
ASSESSMENT OF THE EXTENT OF CONTEMPORARY GENE
FLOW AMONG WILD A. JAPONICUS POPULATIONS BASED ON
nDNA (microsatellite) MARKERS

4.1. INTRODUCTION
Patterns of gene flow among populations can provide evidence for impacts of specific
life history traits and extrinsic factors that influence dispersal potential (Slatkin, 1994).
A large number of studies have documented population genetic structure in a diverse
array of species using multilocus nDNA genetic markers and they have provided
independent and comparable information for estimating the relative impacts of genetic
drift and gene flow across sample distributions (Slatkin, 1994). In particular, this
approach has provided significant insights into the population dynamics and the ecology
of many aquatic species over the last years (Slatkin et al, 1994). In many cases, these
insights would not be possible from ecological studies in isolation. Over recent years,
microsatellite genetic markers have been developed for a large number of fish species
and have been used for a wide range of applications, including population genetics,
evolutionary biology and ecology (Estoup and Angers, 1998). Characterising the
geographical distribution of nuclear alleles and their frequencies in a target species can
also be useful for assessing population structure and for identifying discrete local
populations where they may be present (Estoup and Angers, 1998).
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Highly polymorphic microsatellites have also become a powerful tool for assessing
recent population histories (Zhang & Hewitt, 2003), but their relative utility over longer
evolutionary timescales however, has been questioned (Paetkau et al, 1997). Recent
empirical and simulation studies indicate that microsatellites can resolve even relatively
ancient population divergence and can provide effective resolution of discrete groups
within major phylogenetic lineages (Estoup et al, 2002; Hänfling et al. 2002; Koskinen
et al. 2002).

Although mtDNA has proven a useful marker in genetic studies of fishes and many
other organisms (Liu and Cordes, 2004), limitations exist on the utility of this molecule
in genetic diversity studies. Limitations mainly result from a maternal mode of
inheritance that provides a sex-biased life history profile of the target species (i.e.
female-biased). Patterns of mtDNA variation are also more informative about historical
rather than contemporary evolutionary processes (Avise, 1987). The relative impact that
historical and contemporary processess may have imposed on modern genetic structure
in any species is an important consideration for understanding evolutionary change, and
is often important information for conservation and management of target species.
Knowledge of the past and present connectivity among populations can also assist
conservation of populations at risk and allow assessments to be made of the long-term
evolutionary potential of populations as a whole (reviewed by Avise, 2000).

Rapid mutation rates leading to high levels of variation and a wide genomic distribution
have made nuclear microsatellites important genetic markers for studies of parentage,
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genetic connectivity (linkage), and contemporary population structure in a large number
of organisms (Norris et al, 1999). Mutation rates in microsatellites have proven to be
generally an order of magnitude faster than equivalent mtDNA markers making them
important for inferring evolutionary events that have occurred in modern times (late
Pleistocene to today). This same rapid evolutionary rate means that evolutionary
patterns in microsatellite markers that occurred earlier in the evolutionary history of
species can sometimes be masked by homoplasy and/or recombination events in modern
populations. Human studies undertaken by Goldstein et al (1995) estimated divergence
time for microsatellites, and showed allelic changes on the scale of tens of thousands of
years. A high level of divergence therefore, makes microsatellite markers appropriate
for genetic diversity questions involving recent environmental change or humaninfluenced manipulation effects on target populations. In this respect, they have proven
to be very valuable markers in studies of marine and freshwater fish species (Park and
Moran, 1995; Volckaert and Hellemans, 1999; Fishback et al, 1999; Neff et al, 2000;
Jackson et al, 2003 and Brown et al, 2005).

In marine fish species, the low levels of genetic differentiation commonly observed
among wild populations have usually been attributed to historically large population
sizes combined with substantial ongoing gene flow among subpopulations in otherwise
continuous marine environments (DeWoody and Avise 2000). Large effective
population size is a common characteristic of many marine populations and is likely to
contribute to buffering of any local adaptation or genetic drift effects among
populations. Hence, levels of gene flow among populations of marine species will
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impact on the observed level of differentiation, but large effective population sizes can
often explain a low degree of divergence even in the absence of gene flow (Simmons et
al, 2000). Microsatellite analyses of many species have revealed that marine and
freshwater populations often have contrasting population histories. Marine eukaryote
species are generally less differentiated and contain, on average, more microsatellite
diversity than equivalent freshwater conspecifics (Gyllensten, 1985 and Ward et al,
1994). The low levels of genetic differentiation often present among marine populations
relative to fresh water conspecifics, arises from higher rates of gene flow and larger
effective population sizes when compared with equivalent freshwater populations.

In contrast, high genetic differentiation among populations of many freshwater aquatic
species compared with marine species often results from isolation after initial
colonisation of habitats and relative small effective population sizes. Lake and river
populations of aquatic eukaryote species are typically often geographically isolated
from each other. This allows natural selection and genetic drift to alter allele
frequencies independently over time without the homogenising effect of gene flow.
Within river systems, genetic differentiation may on average be lower than among
lakes, indicating that exchange of migrants occurs more frequently among habitats
within rivers. Mutation is often an important contributor to population differentiation,
but in some regions, where freshwater populations are present after recent glacial
periods (last 10,000 years), the effects of mutation has generally been rather weak
(Chenoweth et al, 1998). In contrast, in some areas, mutation is an important factor that
has influenced population differentiation related to ocurrance of colonization events and
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range expansions during the Pleistocene (Keenan, 1994; Chenoweth et al, 1998).
Microsatellites have also proven to be a valuable tool for resolving phylogenies and for
assessing recent population divergence, but observed patterns are not always
straightforward (Wirth and Bernatchez 2001).

Important life history characteristics of many marine species, including extensive larval
dispersal phases and relatively high adult fecundity, can be influenced strongly by
oceanographic and climatic factors. Nevertheless, some marine organisms show limited
dispersal in time and space. Patterns of isolation by distance have been observed
repeatedly, particularly in estuarine marine species (Burton, 1998). In addition, if
spawning time is a function of geographical location, then spatial or temporal isolation,
can easily be confounded or misinterpreted.
Even among widely distributed species, only a limited number are ever totally
panmictic. Most species are divided into subgroups in a pattern that can be described by
one or other of the array of classical population models. These include; island model,
stepping-stone model, isolation by distance (IBD) model etc (Rousset, 1997). Thus, the
genetic structure of natural populations results from the interactions of a variety of
factors including extrinsic factors, population size, individual dispersal potential, social
and mating behaviour, relative reproductive success and relative offspring survival
(Rousset, 1997; Avise, 2004). For populations to diverge, strong, temporally stable
barriers to gene flow are required to prevent gene flow via migrants. If separation is
partial, some level of gene flow may occur between spatially adjacent populations,
creating a pattern of isolation by distance (Rousset, 1997).
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Data from mtDNA genetic analysis of mulloway populations (Chapter 3) reflect the
widely-held view that observed levels of population genetic differentiation are often
very low among populations of abundant and widespread marine fish species. The
apparent homogenity of mtDNA haplotypes of A. japonicus wild populations across
southern Australia most probably results from factors that minimise accumulation of
genetic differences among populations; a large effective population size that limits
genetic drift effects (DeWoody and Avise, 2000) and life history characteristics that
favour extensive dispersal (e.g. planktonic eggs and larvae, juveniles and relatively high
adult mobility) in a dynamic, relatively stable, oceanic environment with few effective
barriers to dispersal (Waples, 1998). There is abundant evidence however, from
research in recent years that common marine fish species that are homogenous for
mtDNA gene can often show weak but significant population structure at neutral
nuclear loci (Waples, 1998). Nuclear microsatellites, in particular, have proven to be
informative for recognising subtle levels of differentiation in a wide range of marine
species (e.g. Hutchinson et al, 2001; Knutsen et al, 2003) when previously a species had
been considered panmictic based on less variable markers.
In the present study, microsatellite loci specific for A. japonicus were developed and
screened in samples to characterise levels and patterns of genetic variation and to assess
contemporary population structure of representative populations collected from across
southern Australia and a single population collected in South Africa. These data also
formed the foundation on which estimates of mean levels of wild genetic variation in
hatchery stock could be based. Patterns of microsatellite variation were also compared
with data from mtDNA analysis obtained earlier from the same sample set. Such
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information can assist the development of effective stock management and conservation
practices for wild mulloway populations and identify the scale at which wild stock
enhancement should be practiced.
The major objective of this component of the study was to determine if mulloway
population structure detected using mtDNA was also reflected in patterns of highly
variable nuclear loci. In particular, was the homogeneity of Australian mulloway
populations that was evident in the mtDNA analysis, also reflected in the hypervariable
nuclear DNA analysis? Given that long periods of isolation appear to have produced
extensive divergence in mtDNA among Australian and South African mulloway
populations either side of the South Indian Ocean, it was expected that frequency and
distribution of alleles at microsatellite loci would also be divergent either side of the
southern Indian Ocean. If however, A. japonicus populations have been isolated
historically, but modern gene flow now links the eastern and western sides of the Indian
Ocean (even at a limited scale) then patterns evident in the two marker types could be
divergent.

4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1. Sampling
A total of 142 wild A. japonicus individuals collected at three hierarchical levels;
screened previously for mtDNA variation (Chapter 3), were examined to document
genetic variation and population structure in multi-locus nuclear markers. For this
reason, populations were grouped into 3 spatial scales for assessment in 3 geographic
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levels, namely; i) among NSW populations, ii) across southern Australia and iii) among
continents, i.e. Australia versus South Africa. Sample locations and sample sizes for
these analysis were the same as those given in Table 3.1. and Figure 3.1.
An hierarchical sampling approach assisted identification of patterns of population
structure and allowed estimation of relative diversity among sampled sites.

4.2.2. Microsatellite library construction and amplification

Development and characterization of microsatellite DNA markers in A. japonicus was
undertaken. While there has been little molecular analysis of diversity in A. japonicus to
date, DNA marker research and related molecular analysis have been applied
successfully, and have proven valuable, in other closely related species (Gold and
Richardson, 1991). In this study, primer sequences and amplification conditions for 15
polymorphic microsatellite loci were developed to provide data on allelic diversity at
microsatellite loci in 6 populations of mulloway (A. japonicus) in order to investigate
their suitability as molecular genetic markers for wild and cultured stocks (detailed in
Chapter 2).

4.2.3. Microsatellite data analysis

A total of 142 wild specimens from 15 populations were screened for genetic diversity
at fifteen microsatellite loci. Primer sets UBA3, UBA5, UBA6, UBA91, UBA851,
UBA853, UBA854, UBA40, UBA42, UBA44, UBA46, UBA49, UBA50, UBA53 and
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UBA54 were used to amplify alleles as described in the method section (Chapter 2).
Gelscan images for a subset of Australian (mulloway) and South African (kob)
individuals for locus UBA42 are given in Figure 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.

DNA marker
Figure 4.1 Gel scan image of genetic variation in Australian A. japonicys samples at
UBA42 locus

DNA marker
Figure 4.2 Gel scan image of genetic variaton in South African A. japonicus samples at
UBA42 locus
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Genetic diversity was estimated for each sample population as 1) number of alleles per
locus (A) and 2) observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He) calculated in
ARLEQUIN. ARLEQUIN was also used to test for deviations from conformation to Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) at each locus, within and among populations. Whenever
applicable, the significance of P-values were corrected using Bonferroni sequential
corrections for multiple simultaneous statistical tests (Rice, 1989). Significant values
were estimated using a Markov chain approach with 1000 iterations (Guo and
Thompson, 1992). Reduction in the average proportion of heterozygote genotypes
within populations (FIS) was computed to assess HWE deviations in each population.
The value for each population at each locus was calculated in FSTAT.
GENEPOP was used to calculate FIS values for each population at each locus (Raymond

and Rousset, 1995). Positive FIS values indicate significant deviations from HWE due to
a homozygote excess while negative FIS values represent a heterozygote excess. In
order to test for scoring errors and the possibility of null allele occurrence that can
produce heterozygote deficiencies, expected frequency of presumed null alleles were
estimated using the `MICROCHECKER `program.

Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) was used to investigate how microsatellite
variability was partitioned at various hierarchical spatial scales of sampling as per the
mtDNA analysis. Sample locations were grouped at three hierarchical levels and
examined for the proportion of overall genetic diversity allocated to each level in the
AMOVA. Genetic differentiation among sites was calculated based on the number of
different alleles in each sampled population using two methods, FST and RST (Slatkin,
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1985). FST estimation (theta) is per pair of samples and R-statistics are specially
designed for microsatellites that evolve as stepwise mutations. While FST is the fraction
of the variance in heterozygosity between populations, RST is the fraction of the
variance in allele size between populations (Valdes et al, 1993; Slatkin, 1995).
Therefore, both FST and RST can provide useful information. For RST the size of alleles
in bp were converted to number of repeats by deducting the known length of flanking
sequence from the length of each microsatellite allele. Using these approaches, genetic
structure indices were calculated at different hierarchical levels using the program
ARLEQUIN. The significance of variance components related to the different levels of

genetic structure was tested using nonparametric permutation procedures (10000
permutations). Relationships among populations were calculated from differences in
allele frequencies (FST). Pair wise differences were estimated in ARLEQUIN.
MtDNA haplotype diversity (a sub set sample used here) were analysed in AMOVA
(see chapter 3), to provide a direct comparison with microsatellite results.

4.3. RESULTS
4.3.1. Allelic diversity and relative heterozygosity estimates

All fifteen microsatellite loci were polymorphic in the A. japonicus sampled populations
with a total of 141 alleles observed across all loci. The number of alleles per locus
ranged from 2 to 20 alleles. Three small microsatellites with less than 13 repeats
(UBA49, UB6, and UBA91) had an average of 14 alleles, while two loci with more than
30 repeats (UBA44 and UBA853) had an average of 11 alleles.
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All NSW sampled populations were first combined into a single population for
comparison of nDNA genetic variation, H/W conformation, linkage disequilibrium and
null alleles. The reasons for adopting this action were as follows:
1) Numbers of individuals per site in NSW were generally small. This would lead to
deviations from H/W equilibrium at microsatellite loci simply as a consequence of
sample size and high allelic diversity per locus.
2) All NSW populations shared the same microsatellite allele set.
3) There was no evidence of local population differentiation within NSW in the mtDNA
analysis.

The NSW combined population contained 141 alleles across the 15 loci, ranging from 3
to 18 alleles per individual locus. Mean observed and expected heterozygosity values
were 0.74 and 0.70, respectively. Most loci showed significant deviations from H/W
equilibrium in this combined population (Table 4.1) with both a heterozygote deficit
and an excess observed at individual loci.

For the South Australian population, a lower number of alleles per locus were observed
(106 alleles total), ranging from 2 to 12 alleles per locus. Mean observed and expected
heterozygosity values were 0.75 and 0.7, respectively. Some loci in this population
showed departures from H-W equilibrium due to both a deficit and an excess of
heterozygosity (Table 4.1).
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In the W.A population a total of 115 alleles were observed ranging from 2 to 20 alleles
per locus. Mean observed and expected heterozygosity values were 0.77 and 0.70,
respectively. Most loci showed significant deviations from H/W equilibrium as for other
Australian regional populations (Table 4.1).

Analysis of the South African population (with 20 individuals) showed a total of 130
alleles, ranging from 4 to 15 alleles per locus. Only a single locus in the South African
population showed a deviation from H-W equilibrium (UBA851).

In the eastern Australian population, observed heterozygosity (HO) ranged from 0.17 to
1 (Table 4.1) and expected heterozygosity (He) of wild populations of A. japonicus
varied with locality, with overall values ranging between 0.27 in UBA91 and 0.91 in
UBA42. Average intrapopulation diversity varied among loci, both in number of alleles
per locus and heterozygosity estimates (Table 4.1). Significant heterozygote
deficiencies were evident in some populations at some loci including UBA40, UBA42,
UBA44, UBA46, UBA49, UBA50, UBA53 and UBA54 (Table 4.1).

Basic analysis of genetic diversity at microsatellite loci in mulloway indicate that while
populations did not satisfy H/W equilibrium in many instances, this was most likely a
result of the relatively small sampled population sizes available for analysis and the
relatively high allelic diversity observed per locus. No large allele drop out, null alleles
or error scoring were evident at any locus except for locus (UBA6). MICROCHECKER
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analysis suggested that locus UBA6 could have been affected by null alleles, at least in
some Australian populations.

Pairwise examination of linkage disequilibrium among the 15 markers in four regional
population sets including eastern, southern, western Australian and South African
populations revealed that some pairs of microsatellite loci showed significant linkage
disequilibrium (P<0.05). However, no consistent patterns were identified that could
indicate physical linkage on a chromosome for any locus pair.

For the AMOVA analysis, locus UBA6 was first excluded from the analysis and then
compared with data when the locus (UBA6) was included, subsequently. While patterns
were similar with and without UBA6 included in the analysis, this locus was excluded
from all further analyses due to possible null allele problems. Basic statistical analysis
for all microsatellite loci are summarised in Table 4.1.
4.3.2. Genetic differentiation among wild mulloway populations
Figure 4.3 (parts a, b and c) provide relative allelic frequency pie charts at in all fifteen
microsatellite loci in regional mulloway populations. Full details of population allelic
frequencies can be found in Appendix I. Qualitative assessment of the obvious pattern
that emerges from Figure 4.3 (parts a, b, c) is that regional populations across Australia
show similar allelic frequencies at all loci compared with the South African population
that is divergent at all loci.
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Figure 4.3.a Allele frequencies in UBA3, UBA5, UBA6, UBA40, UBA42 loci in four
regional wild populations of A. japonicus.
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Figure 4.3.b Allele frequencies at UBA44, UBA46, UBA49, UBA50, UBA53 loci in
four regional wild populations of A. japonicus.
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Figure 4.3.c Allele frequencies at UBA54, UBA91, UBA851, UBA853 and UBA854
loci in four regional wild populations of A. japonicus.
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Table 4.1
Number of alleles per locus (N), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), probability of significant deviation from Hardy-Weinberg and
number of individuals evaluated (n) for 15 microsatellite for 4 regional populations of wild A. japonicus
UBA3

UBA5

UBA6

UBA40

UBA42

UBA44

UBA46

UBA49

UBA50

UBA53

UBA54

UBA91

UBA851

UBA853

UBA854

n

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

N

6

3

10

6

16

15

6

8

18

10

9

3

9

9

13

Ho

0.71

0.48

0.37

0.93

0.88

1

1

0.77

1

0.97

0.86

0.17

0.7

1

0.91

He

0.78

0.61

0.86

0.64

0.91

0.89

0.75

0.68

0.9

0.8

0.81

0.27

0.72

0.89

0.76

P

0.003

0.006

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.005

0.01

0.002

0.000

0.04

0.68

0.001

0.02

n

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

N

6

3

8

4

12

10

5

5

11

9

8

2

8

7

8

Ho

0.66

0.4

0.26

0.93

0.8

1

1

0.6

1

1

0.8

0.26

0.86

1

1

He

0.72

0.65

0.83

0.60

0.91

0.88

0.7

0.65

0.91

0.78

0.78

0.33

0.78

0.8

0.78

p

0.04

0.03

0.000

0.007

0.000

0.003

0.006

0.01

0.11

0.008

0.006

0.45

0.55

0.07

0.27

n

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

N

6

3

9

5

13

12

6

5

11

10

8

2

8

8

9

Ho

0.75

0.4

0.4

0.9

0.8

1

1

0.65

1

1

0.85

0.25

0.85

1

1

He

0.73

0.60

0.83

0.63

0.9

0.91

0.71

0.64

0.9

0.79

0.75

0.29

0.77

0.83

0.8

p

0.04

0.01

0.000

0.004

0.000

0.005

0.007

0.005

0.7

0.03

0.15

0.46

0.18

0.01

0.04

n

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

N

10

11

13

7

10

12

Did not

15

9

5

5

4

10

12

7

Ho

0.8

0.9

1

0.85

0.65

0.6

amplify

0.9

1

0.25

0.95

0.5

0.95

1

0.95

He

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.82

0.68

0.81

0.93

0.85

0.81

0.71

0.6

0.9

0.9

0.79

p

0.07

0.49

0.22

0.17

0.23

0.000

0.002

0.01

0.03

0.02

0.17

0.09

0.95

0.001

Location

Eastern
Australia

Southern
Australia

Western
Australia

South
Africa
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AMOVA was conducted at three scales of hierarchical sampling; 1) Among rivers
within NSW, 2) at a regional scale around Australia (NSW, S.A and W.A), and 3)
Australia versus South Africa at the largest special scale. Fixation indices for each
hierarchical sampling level within AMOVA for all Australian populations were small
and not significant. This result was observed regardless of the statistical approach
adopted (FST) or using a stepwise mutation model (RST).
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Figure 4.4 First spatial scale of sampling, within local rivers of NSW
The first scale (1) was to determine genetic diversity among local rivers in New South
Wales. For this reason individuals were compared among major rivers including the
Georges, Shoalhaven, Hunter, Hawkesbury and Clarence Rivers in NSW to assess
differentiation at this spatial scale. Pairwise FST of mulloway individuals and FST P
values revealed no significant spatial genetic variation at this scale of sampling (Table
4.2). Some of thePairwise FSTs were significant. This can be as a result of small
sampling sites in Clarence and Hawkesbury Rivers. Removing individuals from Clrence
and Hawkesbury Rivers did not change the results of analysis.
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Table 4.2 Pair-wise FST estimates at first spatial scale (within local rivers of NSW).
Population pair-wise FST (below diagonal) and FST P values (number of permutations =
100) (upper diagonal)
GR

ShR

HuR HWR

GR
0.990 0.990 0.990
0.045 0.243
ShR 0.037
0.009
HuR 0.038 0.046

HWR 0.029 0.043 -0.024
ClR -0.053 0.014 0.023 -0.128

ClR
0.990
0.243
0.027
0.036


GR; Georges River, ShR; Shoalhaven River, HuR; Hunter River, HWR; Hawkesburry River, ClR; Clarence River
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The second spatial scale in the hierarchy compared A. japonicus populations regionally
across the natural distribution of the species within Australia and included samples from
eastern, southern and Western Australia.

Figure 4.5 2nd spatial scale of sampling, regional (NSW, S.A, W.A) across Australia.
The size of circles is related with sample size.

A global test of differentiation among sampled populations was carried out in
ARLEQUIN. Results of this analysis revealed no significant differentiation among all pair

wise population comparisons across regional Australia (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3 Pair-wise FST estimates at the 2nd level in the hierarchy; eastern, southern
and western in Australia. Population pair-wise FSTs (below diagonal) and FST P values
(number of permutations = 100) (upper diagonal)
NSW
NSW 0.0000
WA -0.00465
SA
-0.00860

WA

SA

0.61261 0.81982
0.0000 0.98198
-0.02010 0.0000

NSW; New South Wales, WA; Western Australia, SA; South Australia

The third level of spatial scale in the hierarchy was to screen genetic differentiation
between all Australian populations (combined) and South Africa. For this reason,
`populations` originating from the three major geographical regions in Australia
(eastern, southern and western) were compared with a single population of mulloway
from South Africa. Population pair-wise FST estimates at this spatial scale (eastern,
southern and western Australia versus south Africa) revealed significant genetic
differentiation between populations either side of the Indian Ocean (FST range 0.156
0.165) (Table 4.4).
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Figure 4.6 3rd spatial scale of sampling, Australia versus South Africa
Table 4.4 Pair-wise FST estimates at the third spatial scale (Australia versus South
Africa). Population pair-wise FSTs (below diagonal) and FST P-values (number of
permutation 100) (upper diagonal)
NSW
WA
SA
SAF

NSW
-0.0019
-0.0055
0.1652

WA
0.6126
-0.017
0.1603

SA
0.7747
0.9819
0.1560

SAF
0.000
0.000
0.000
-

NSW; New South Wales, WA; Western Australia, SA; South Australia, SAF; South Africa

Table 4.5 Hierarchical analysis of molecular variance at third spatial scale of sampling;
combined Australia versus South Africa.
Source of Variation
Among groups
Among populations
Within groups
Within populations

Percentage of
Variation
17.04
-0.50

ΦStatistic

P value

ΦCT = 0.17041
ΦSC = -0.00598

P = 0.00000
P = 0.85728

16.54

ΦST = 0.16545

P < 0.0001
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The AMOVA revealed that while most variation was present within populations
(>83%), ~17% was present between Australian populations and South Africa and this
was highly significant (P=0.000) (Table 4.5). The level of differentiation observed
reflects a similar pattern seen earlier for mtDNA diversity in the same comparison. In
order to identify which microsatellite locus or loci contributed most to the observed
differentiation, differences were then investigated on a locus by locus basis (Table 4.6).
The locus that contributed most to the observed differentiation between regional
Australian populations and the South African population was locus UBA91 (FST = 0.61).
Most locus specific FST estimates were however, relatively high. 12 of 14 estimates
were highly significant. This confirms a general trend across a set of unlinked nuclear
markers. Thus the pattern of variation is unlikely to reflect significant impacts of
selection acting at a single or a few loci to a significant degree.

Table 4.6 AMOVA analysis locus by locus across all populations
Locus
UBA3
UBA5
UBA6
UBA91
UBA851
UBA853
UBA854
UBA40
UBA42
UBA44
UBA46
UBA49
UBA50
UBA53
UBA54

df
FST
1
0.09816
1
0.16802
1
0.03000
1
0.61029
1
0.16284
1
0.11678
1
0.18942
0.23002
1
1
0.13778
1
0.13603
removed from analysis
1
0.18343
0.05657
1
1
0.17431
1
0.02826
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P
0.00098
0.00000
0.07136
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.10557
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Based on Slatkin’s (1995) RST approach, microsatellites not only carry frequency
information but also information about allele size, i.e. the number of repeat units per
allele. The AMOVA analysis for RST data for Australia versus South Africa populations
showed that Australian populations were essentially homogenous for RST, but all were
highly differentiated from the single South African population (Table 4.7).

Table 4.7 Population pairwise FSTs (Distance method: Sum of squared size difference (RST))
NSW

SA

WA

NSW

SA
-0.011

WA -0.013 -0.027
SAF 0.618 0.608 0.603

SAF

-

P-value = 0.0000

FST values of less than 0.05 in general indicate low levels of genetic differentiation
among Australian regional populations. Exact tests for differences in allelic distribution
among sample locations grouped hierarchically (by regions) were not significant (P >
0.05) within Australia. Exact test results indicated however, that combined populations
from Australia were all significantly different from the South African population.

4.4. DISCUSSION

4.4.1. Microsatellite polymorphisms in wild A. japonicus populations
Relatively high levels of nDNA polymorphism were observed in the sampled mulloway
populations and this agrees with what is commonly observed in most marine fish
species with large natural populations and extensive geographical ranges e.g. seabass
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(Garcia de Leon et al, 1998), Japanese flounder (Sekino et al, 2003) and Barramundi
(Lewis et al, 2006).
In this study, a relatively large number of alleles per locus (from 2 to 20 alleles per
locus) and high heterozygosity were observed at the loci developed and screened here in
mulloway. Highly polymorphic microsatellites sometimes reveal statistically highly
significant outcomes even when real differentiation is low. Where this pattern is
observed, it does not always imply meaningful divergence (Hedrick, 1999) but can be
an artifact of variable loci in relatively small samples. This was apparent here when
comparisons were trialed at small spatial scales but does not imply that the variation is
of biological significance.
Large allele drop out was observed in the South Australian population at some of the
studied loci. A factor that may have contributed to this outcome was the relatively low
number of samples available from Port Lincoln. Low sample numbers were due to the
difficulty in obtaining a large number of fish from this area. Although number of
individuals was small, the population collected in South Australia showed relatively
high genetic variability H = 0.88, for most of the sampled loci.

4.4.2. Relative genetic variability among wild Australian mulloway populations
Observed heterozygosity in the studied populations varied from 0.17 at locus UBA91 to
1.0 at the UBA44, UBA46, UBA50 and UBA853 loci in the Western Australian
population. Locus UBA6 had the highest frequency of null alleles among the 15 studied
loci. Presence of null alleles is a likely explanation for observed heterozygote
deficiencies (Brookfield, 1996).
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Apart from considering the possible impacts of null alleles, heterozygote deficiencies
can result from a number of causes. These factors include; breeding between closely
related individuals, selection acting at a locus or undetected occurrence of population
structure. Selection is unlikely to explain homozygote excesses in multiple unlinked loci
as were screened here, so it was not considered further. Variance analysis (AMOVA)
revealed that > 83% of the variation was present within populations (Table 4.5).
Furthermore, the allele frequency analysis showed significant differentiation among
pairwise population comparisons, but only for the Australia vs South African
comparison.

4.4.3. Comparison of microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA data
MtDNA studies of A. japonicus reported earlier showed no significant population
structure across the natural distribution of the species within Australia. This pattern was
repeated for the nDNA data. Thus, significant structure in nDNA identified here was
limited to that present between all Australian populations (combined) and the single
South African population. The fact that significant genetic differentiation was observed
for both molecular marker types between Australia and South Africa indicates that
ongoing gene flow has been non-existent for considerable evolutionary time and this
has continued into modern times (Birky et al, 1983). The estimated time since the last
common ancestor between Australian and South African populations is approximately 4
million years ago or before the major climatic perturbations that affected sea levels and
land connections due to glacial and interglacial cycles in the Pleistocene. Thus,
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Pleistocene climate change has not impacted significantly on patterns of genetic
variation in Australian A. japonicus populations.

4.4.3.1 MtDNA versus microsatellite genetic structure
The geographical distribution of microsatellite alleles among Australian A. japonicus
populations was homogenous. The results show clearly that more allelic variation was
present within rather than between sampled localities. In addition, observed
heterozygosity estimated for each of the sample locations was high with little or no
evidence of significant frequency differences in allelic variation among sites.

A slight difference in population structure between the two kinds of genetic markers
was evident in how the respective AMOVA’s assigned genetic diversity among the
different spatial sampling scales. Genetic separation of the two major clades in
Australia and South Africa resulted from a relatively old division (~ 4 Myr’s bp.) that
occurred in the past of the species. The Australian and African continents were
geographically and physically closer together around 4 Myr’s ago but have not been
connected since independent separation from Gondwanaland (approximately 70 million
years bp).

It has been assumed that under specific conditions, the effects of historical or
contemporary processes an population genetic structure can be hidden in microsatellites
as a result of allelic size homoplasy in conjunction with limitations on evolution of
maximum allele size (Garza et al, 1995). Limitation on maximum allele size in
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microsatellites with high mutation rates can lead to evolution of back mutations
(homoplasy) that homogenise the distributions of allele size among populations.
Therefore, alleles sampled from distinct populations may appear the same in state but
may be different by descent and calculations of genetic diversity among populations
may be falsely low, even in the absence of gene flow among populations (Orti et al,
1997). Low differentiation in nDNA can mean either presence of a single discrete
population without divergence across the natural distribution or may result from there
having been only a short time of population isolation that has yet to affect genomic
DNA variation in the species. The data for A. japonicus here however, are more likely
to fit the former rather than the latter possibilities. This implies ongoing extensive gene
flow across southern Australia without any physical barrier or obstacles to dispersal
producing effective population homogenisation. Thus, there is no evidence in these data
to suggest that mulloway stocks in Australia are significantly sub-divided at any spatial
scale and so can be treated as a single reproductive population at a continental scale.

The set of microsatellite markers screened here thus provide an appropriate tool for
investigation of population substructuring and genealogical relationships in this
commercially important species with respect to the species biogeography and
demography. Considering the relative high level of variation and number of loci and
low number of null alleles present at the 15 loci (except UBA6), this makes them also a
potentially useful tool for application to cultured populations as well. Utility in
parentage analysis, for monitoring inbreeding levels, use in selective breeding and Ne
estimates are important hatchery/aquaculture applications. The data shows that the
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marker set contain sufficient genetic diversity to be applied for broodstock
management, fine-scale population analysis and for stock management purposes. In
addition, the markers show potential for use in wild and cultured stock applications in
kob in South Africa.

As the mulloway culture industry expands and wild stock enhancement is considered to
replenish depleted populations in some parts of the natural distribution in Australia, the
utility of these markers in culture stocks needs to be examined to assess whether they
can be useful for improving productivity in hatchery operations.
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CHAPTER 5
GENETIC DIVERSITY IN HATCHERY STOCKS OF A.
JAPONICUS IN NSW INFERRED FROM mtDNA AND
MICROSATELLITE MARKERS

5.1. INTRODUCTION
Results of the mtDNA variation study of wild A. japonicus stocks in Australia indicate
that contemporary A. japonicus populations probably originated from an historical
population expansion that most likely occurred during the Pleistocene under specific
conditions that allowed geographical dispersal to expand across southern Australia.
Presence of the same alleles at similar gene frequencies at nDNA loci across all
sampled locations in southern Australia indicate that current gene flow among locations
is ongoing and extensive. In contrast, dispersal of A. japonicus at a trans-oceanic scale
(Australia versus South Africa) occurs only rarely or is absent in modern populations of
this species.
While it is not possible to refute the possibility that Australian A. japonicus populations
may contain some minor levels of sub structuring, in general, the data were clear that
there is no reason to consider any Australian populations as discrete. Thus, the genetic
data indicate unambiguously, that the culture industry for this species within Australia
is unlikely to require development of discrete broodstock populations representative of
independently evolving wild `stocks`. Rather a single broodstock that has been
established to reflect a broad range of the genetic diversity present in any local
population would be appropriate for supplying a culture industry anywhere in Australia.
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Many aquaculture practices can be detrimental to the ‘genetic health’ of hatchery stocks
and to the quality of stock used in enhancement and/or selective breeding programs.
Levels of genetic variability in hatchery populations can be negatively impacted as a
direct consequence of hatchery practices, including the use of small effective
broodstock population sizes, biased broodstock sex ratios, differential broodstock
contributions to offspring and/or differential brood survival (Boudry et al, 2002; Elliott
and Reilly, 2003). Additionally, unintentional selection of traits in broodstock by animal
breeders can also reduce genetic variation and/or change gene frequencies in
maladaptive ways. An example would be unintentional selection favouring docile
individuals as broodstock because they are easier to spawn on demand (Boudry et al,
2002; Elliott and Reilly, 2003). While this trait may be advantageous to the animal
breeders, it can provide maladaptive phenotypes in fry cohorts destined to be restocked
in wild populations and is likely to reduce overall levels of genetic variation in the
hatchery. Monitoring genetic diversity in broodstock and offspring provides an effective
mechanism for avoiding or limiting these potential problems.

When small numbers of parents are used in hatcheries, or the reproductive participation
of parents is unequal, or closely related individuals are bred together, genetic diversity
can decline rapidly (Boudry et al, 2002; Elliott and Reilly, 2003). Such problems have
occurred particularly where hatchery-reared broodstock have been used to produce fry
independently of a controlled genetic breeding program (Hahn, 1989). An example is
the loss of genetic variation that has been reported in some first generation hatchery
populations of cultured Atlantic salmon (Verspoor, 1988). Recent microsatellite
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analysis of wild and cultured populations of Atlantic salmon have shown that reduction
in genetic diversity in cultured stocks often impacts on allelic diversity more than
heterozygosity at least during the initial phases of the program (Norris et al, 1999).

Often the number of broodstock used in hatcheries to produce fry are relatively small in
number, regardless of whether the aim is to produce seed for commercial growout or fry
for wild stock enhancement (Doup and Recher, 1999). The small populations used for
this purpose are often only representative of a very limited component of the total
genetic diversity present within an equivalent natural population (Doup and Recher,
1999). For this reason, quantifying the amount of genetic variation in founder
broodstock and their wild source populations can provide an important reference for
conserving genetic variation available for future wild stock enhancement or selective
breeding programs (Perez-Enriquez and Takagi, 1999). In general, one of the important
issues in aquaculture that has not been widely reported, is that genetic variation can
decline significantly as a result of common hatchery practices that influence spawning
effectiveness, or that result in variation in relative larval or juvenile family viability
(Takagi et al, 1999).

Problems associated with breeding individuals consistently, and the fragility of larval
stages in many important aquaculture species, implies that hatcheries can often be very
hostile environments, where stochastic events can significantly influence relative
contributions by individual broodstock that participate in spawning events. Because
costs and complexities of maintaining pedigree information for broodstock are high,
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ongoing declines in genetic variation often go unnoticed and have the potential to reveal
themselves in subsequent generations as increased rates of inbreeding and potentially,
related negative outcomes of inbreeding depression, and loss of population fitness
(Doup and Recher 1999; Wang, Hard et al, 2002; Liu, Chen et al, 2005).

Detailed pedigree information kept on a broodstock can assist the conservation of
founding levels of genetic variation in hatchery populations (Evans, Barlett et al. 2004;
Jerry, et al, 2004). Collection of the relevant genetic information about broodstock and
growout cohorts has been a significant problem however, for many aquaculture species.
This was particularly true before initiation of modern molecular DNA parentage
assignment procedures especially when larvae or small juveniles were involved, or
where cohorts were mass spawned (Wilson and Ferguson, 2002). Application of
molecular DNA markers and in particular microsatellites, has simplified the
quantification of genetic diversity and molecular based pedigree assignment (Liu and
Cordes, 2004). Microsatellites therefore, can provide a powerful tool for determining
the impact that management practices have on genetic diversity in hatchery populations
subjected to different breeding approaches (Villanueva et al, 2002).

As these markers essentially represent a form of biological tagging and exist in all
individuals at birth, there is no need for parent-offspring relationships to be determined
before implementation. Such markers can also be used to calculate the level of genetic
variation that is present in a population both before and after establishment of reliable
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hatchery procedures. Thus, they provide a powerful technique for detecting the effects
of population bottlenecks on genetic diversity during the production cycle.
Another issue is that many marine and some freshwater aquatic species, unlike
terrestrial farmed animal species, have evolved breeding behaviours where mature
individuals require spawning groups or aggregations to reproduce successfully. Where
this behaviour is present, hatchery practices are often developed to mimic, as closely as
possible, the natural breeding conditions, but in doing so, information about relative
contributions of individual breeders to the resulting juvenile cohorts is usually lost. In
most cases contributions are assumed to be equal, but this is rarely tested
experimentally. If relative investment by parents in offspring has a high variance, the
combination of use of only a small number of breeding individuals (determined by cost
and facilities) and high variance in individual reproductive success can in theory,
impose severe genetic bottlenecks on the offspring and result in random changes in gene
frequencies.

Microsatellite markers have been applied successfully to analyse the impact that
hatchery practices have had on genetic diversity in a number of high value aquaculture
species including Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus ippoglossus) (Jackson et al, 2003),
Japanese flounder (Paralychthys olivaceus) (Hara and Sekino, 2003; Sekino et al, 2003)
and gilthead sea bream (Sparus aurata) (Brown et al, 2005). Such studies have
suggested that management practices commonly employed in hatcheries can have
significant negative effects on genetic variation levels in hatchery populations. Factors
that have been shown to cause such declines include; differential broodstock
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participation in reproduction and consequently small effective breeding numbers,
differential ratios of larval and juvenile survival per parent and simple effects of random
genetic drift.
Populations that show a recent decrease in Ne also usually experience reductions in
allele number and in some instances a decline in heterozygosity at polymorphic loci
(Piry et al, 1999). In populations at mutation-drift equilibrium however, if the effective
population size remains constant, there is an equal possibility that post-bottlenecked
microsatellite loci can exhibit a heterozygote excess or deficit (Piry et al, 1999).

Mulloway have been cultured in Australia for more than 15 years. To increase
protection of wild fish stocks, legal size limits were introduced in NSW but commercial
catches in New South Wales have declined from 154 t in 1992/93 to 88 t in 1997/98
(ABARE, 1995; 1998). Consequently, there is interest in developing techniques for
production of mulloway in hatcheries to enhance wild stocks and for aquaculture of
table-fish. Currently, the mulloway hatchery-breeding program run by NSW Fisheries
for the industry at Port Stephens Research Centre (PSRC) involves spawning 8 female
and 5 male broodstock in a 1000L tank to produce fry. (Fielder et al, 1999). This is the
maximum number of broodstock that can be included in communal spawning tanks
because broodstock are large in size and tanks must be of limited size to capture
resulting fertilised eggs after spawning.
Female mulloway are highly fecund and individual can produce more than one million
eggs depending on individual body weight at spawning, with maturation of oocytes
usually induced via hormone induction (Battaglene and Talbot, 1994; Fielder and
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Bardsley, 1999; O’Sullivan and Ryan, 2001). High fecundity of mature females, and the
relatively high survival rates of juveniles produced in the culture environment ensure
that plenty of seed are available from each PSRC production cycle even though only a
relatively small number of broodstock individuals are employed each cycle.

At PSRC, individual broodstock are left overnight to spawn naturally and their eggs are
collected the next day. Mulloway are mass spawners so this does not allow progeny of
specific broodstock pairs to be produced and so reproductive contribution made by
individual breeders to a cohort have not been quantified directly in the past, as would be
the case if spawnings were conducted between pairs of individuals in individual tanks.
Therefore, currently no data are available on how hatchery practices may influence the
levels of genetic variation in this species, and where, and if, genetic variation may be
potentially lost as a consequence of the practices used routinely to produce fry at PSRC.
When the mulloway hatchery was established at PSRC, the large size of mature fish and
restrictions on holding facilities, limited the number of wild fish that could be
maintained there and developed as broodstock. In addition, requirements for spawning
(tanks), further limit the number of mature males and females that can be included in
each spawning run. Commonly around 13 individuals are used. In the current study, 3
cohorts of juveniles produced sequentially over 3 nights from the same broodstock
`pool` i.e. the same 13 adult fish (8 females and 5 males) were used to generate 3
fingerling cohorts. Broodstock individuals were first genotyped for both their mtDNA
haplotype and then for their individual multi-locus genotypes at each of the 15
microsatellite marker loci used to screen variation in wild A.japonicus populations.
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Following this, a random sample of each juvenile cohort were sampled (Table 5.1) and
fry genotyped for the same marker set to assess relative parental contributions to fry
during reproduction. The data were scored and analysed to characterise genetic
variation fry from each discrete spawning run. The general aim of this study was to
assess the impacts that current breeding protocols employed at PSRC have on levels and
patterns of genetic variation in the fry produced for culture and /or wild stock
enhancement and to suggest options to optimize genetic diversity levels, if current
practices were reducing genetic variation significantly.

5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fry produced in the PSRC hatchery are used primarily for aquaculture grow-out in sea
cages in local bays. Relative broodstock contribution to fingerling cohorts was assessed
in offspring resulting from mass spawns over three consecutive nights in three spawning
tanks at PSRC using the same set of broodstock.
Initially, the broodstock tank was drained and female broodstock were cannulated.
Females were then implanted with LHRH (leutinizing hormone releasing. hormone)
pellets to induce ovulation. Depending on the maturity stage of individual female fish
(i.e. initial size of oocytes), spawning usually takes place 3-7 days after cannulation.
Broodstock (n=13) were left to spawn naturally in the dark in a single brood tank.
Fertilised eggs were collected the next morning and incubated in a separate tank. Tissue
samples were taken from the caudal fin from all broodstock individuals for genotyping
and samples stored in 70% ethanol until required for genetic analysis (Table 5.1).
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Eggs collected from the three spawning events (Cohort 1, 2 and 3) were incubated in
separate tanks. Larvae from the three spawning events were maintained and reared
separately until post-metamorphosis, an event that takes place approximately 27 days
after hatching. At this time, juveniles from each cohort were sampled randomly from
each tank and preserved in 70% ethanol in individual numbered vials (Table 5.1).
In order to determine the relative genetic contributions of each broodstock individual to
each cohort, all sampled broodstock and juveniles were screened individually for both
their mtDNA haplotype and multi-locus genotypes at 15 microsatellite loci.

Table 5.1 Sample and sample sizes of hatchery individuals used in analysis
Sample
Broodstock (Parents)
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3

Sample Size
13 (5 males & 8 females)
100
50
57

5.2.1. DNA Extraction
Genomic DNA from broodstock and juvenile finclips were extracted using a
Phenol/Chloroform (1:1) method as described earlier (Chapter 2).

5.2.2. PCR amplification of mtDNA

Broodstock and hatchery individuals were screened for the ATPase mtDNA marker
used earlier (Chapter 3). Results of DNA sequencing and data analysis in the sampled
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cohorts revealed four new mtDNA haplotypes that had not been recorded in wild
mulloway populations previously. This suggests that the sample sizes taken from east
coast wild sites had not been sufficient to sample all potential haplotypes present in the
region. New haplotypes were only 1bp divergent from haplotypes seen previously in
wild NSW individuals.

5.2.3. PCR amplification of microsatellite loci

Broodstock and juvenile cohorts were genotyped at the same 15 microsatellite loci as
screened earlier. All 15 loci were polymorphic and variable in the broodstock
population.
PCR protocols were the same as used in chapter 4.

5.3. DATA ANALYSIS

5.3.1. Genetic diversity estimates

Genetic variability of broodstock and each juvenile cohort were estimated from 15
microsatellite loci and compared with the diversity present in a reference sample of wild
mulloway taken from the east coast. Relative genetic variability was estimated based on
the number of alleles per locus, observed (Ho), and expected (He) heterozygosity and
tests for deviation from Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) within samples were
calculated using GENEPOP Ver. 3.2 (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). Scoring errors, large
allele drop out and null alleles were checked employing the program MICROCHECKER
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(Van Oosterhout, 2004). Relative microsatellite polymorphism was quantified using the
following statistics; allelic richness and gene diversity in FSTAT (Goudet, 1995). Exact

P values for testing conformity of genotypes to Hardy-Weinberg proportions and
linkage disequilibrium were estimated using a Markov chain method (1000
dememorisation steps, 1000 batches, and 1000 iterations per batch) in GENEPOP. The
statistical significance of FST values between sample pairs (the significance of
population differentiation) was estimated in ARLEQUIN using the following settings: 100
permutations for significance, 10,000 steps in a Markov chain. Levels of significance
for multiple tests were corrected using sequential Bonferroni adjustments (Rice, 1989).

5.3.2. Temporal changes in genetic diversity and Ne in cultured populations of
mulloway

Changes in allele number, allelic richness and observed and expected heterozygosities
were assessed to investigate the effects of hatchery practices on levels and patterns of
genetic diversity in culture cohorts. The program BOTTLENECK (Piry et al, 1999) was
used to test for changes in microsatellite allelic frequency distributions among three
replicate offspring cohorts. At each polymorphic locus, 1000 simulations were carried
out for two microsatellite mutation models; SMM, Stepwise Mutation Model and the
IAM, Infinite Allele Model assuming mutation-drift equilibrium.

Effective breeding size, Ne, was calculated based on the number of broodstock males
and females used to produce the next generation (using the following formula

Ne=4NmNf/ (Nm+Nf) (Wright, 1993). Analysing Ne across multiple generations is
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usually estimated from the harmonic mean of the Ne values of the contributing
generation. In this study, multiple generations were not available. Therefore only the
broodstock and first generation offspring in three replicate tanks were included in the
estimate. The rationale employed was that the larger were the frequency changes among
cohorts, the smaller was the effective population size (Ne) of breeders that produced
individual cohorts (Max Ne =12.3).
Several approaches were applied to estimate Ne; an internal temporal method, moments
based F-statistics (Waples, 1990) and two external temporal methods, a Bayesian
approach in TM3 (Berthier et al, 2002) and pseudo-likelihood approach in MLNE
(Wang, 2001) were calculated in NeEstimator 1.3 (Peel et al, 2004). In TM3, it is
assumed that gene frequencies come from a closed population that has been sampled at
two time points with negligible mutation between sampling times (Berthier et al, 2002).
MLNE in contrast, assumes a large source population and uses a likelihood approach to
estimate Ne from temporal genetic variance (Wang, 2001).
To determine the impact of genetic drift on Ne in mulloway hatchery cohorts, the data
were analysed using a temporal change method (Waples, 1990). In this study Ne was
estimated using the equation of Nei and Tajima (1981): Ne= t/2(Fk-1/2S0-1/2St), where t
is the number of generations that have elapsed between time points, Fk is the
standardised variance in allele frequencies for each locus and a weighted mean across
all loci is estimated using methods described in Waples (1990), and S0 and St are sample
sizes of the wild and hatchery populations, respectively (Li et al, 2007).
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There are various temporal methods available to estimate Ne for cultured populations.
In this study, the formula (4NmNf/Nm+NF) was used to estimate Ne based on temporal
variance in microsatellite frequencies. In the formula, Nem is the mean value of the
estimate, Nm and Nf are numbers of female and male broodstock used, Ncensus is the
total number of broodstock and Ne is the estimated effective numbers of broodstock
corrected for sex ratio, respectively. Estimation of Ne based on familiar contributions
should be the most appropriate under the experimental design.

The inbreeding coefficient (FIS; Weir and Cockerham, 1984) for each population and
locus were calculated to estimate HWE deviations in FSTAT 2.9.3 (Goudet, 2001).
Single-locus testing for genetic population heterogeneity was calculated by comparing
the allele frequency distribution for each population pair. ARLEQUIN was used to assess
the extent of population differentiation among cohorts in order to calculate conventional

FST values (Weir and Cockerham, 1984). Values of FST were tested for significant
departure from zero using random permutation precedures (10,000 permutations).
Correction of significance level for multiple tests was performed following the
sequential Bonferroni procedure (Rice, 1989).

5.3.3. Parental assignment and statistical analysis
Microsatellite data are now used widely as powerful genetic markers for identifying the
parentage of an individual and to monitor genetic diversity in hatchery stocks (Evans et

al, 2004; Jerry et al, 2004). The CERVUS program (version 3.0) (Marshall et al, 1998)
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was used to perform parental assignments for the three mulloway cohorts examined
here. A candidate maternal parent and then a candidate paternal parent were assigned
for each offspring. The number of progeny contributed by an individual or mating pair
to each spawning event was verified and used to estimate an individual parent’s percent
contribution to the total cohort. Chi square analysis was performed to determine if
contribution levels were significantly different among sampling events.

5.4. RESULTS

5.4.1. Genetic variability

Allele frequencies at 15 microsatellite loci in three hatchery cohorts (Co1, Co2 and
Co3) and the parental broodstock pool (Br) used to generate them are presented as pie
charts in figure 5.1. a, b and c, respectively. Total number of alleles observed in the four
populations, ranged from 2 for locus UBA5 to 15 for locus UBA42 and UBA44,
respectively. Number of alleles, observed (Ho) and expected (He) heterozygosities at the
15 loci are summarized in Table 5.3 All microsatellite loci were polymorphic in all
populations, while degree of variability varied among loci. Mean number of alleles per
locus detected in the broodstock and three hatchery cohorts were 7.6, 5.7, 5.1, and 3.9,
respectively. As expected, all estimates were lower than those in all wild Australian
populations (9.4 in eastern Australia; 7 in southern Australia; 7.6 in Western Australia,
respectively). Effective number of alleles at each locus were lower compared with
number of observed alleles and allele frequencies in each cohort were substantially
different.
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Mean expected heterozygosity in the reference wild eastern Australian population was
0.75, while in the hatchery these values ranged from 0.77 in the broodstock; 0.68 in
cohort 1; 0.66 in cohort 2 to 0.61 in cohort 3, respectively. Linkage disequilibrium was
assessed in all samples and departure from equilibrium levels were detected in some
samples. Genotype proportions for all wild and cultured samples were assessed to test
for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at each locus (Table 5.3). Eight of the
fifteen loci tested, differed significantly from Hardy-Weinberg expectations after
sequential Bonferroni correction.
A significant difference in expected heterozygosity was evident between the wild and
cultured populations (P<0.05). Expected heterozygosity in hatchery populations was
significantly reduced compared with wild populations (P<0.05). In both wild and
hatchery populations, deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were observed at
some loci (detailed in Table 5.3) after sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple tests
(Rice, 1989). Both heterozygote deficiencies and excesses were evident.
Genotypic data were examined for linkage disequilibrium but no significant
disequilibrium was detected for any locus pair in any of the populations analysed
(P>0.05) in all cases. Therefore it was assumed that all loci represent independent
genetic markers, as was the case for wild populations.
Pairwise comparisons of allele frequencies between the broodstock and 3 fry cohorts
and analysis of genetic differentiation between pairs of samples based on estimates of

FST were calculated. Population pairwise FST estimates (below diagonal) showed
significant genetic differentiation between the broodstock and the three cohorts (Table
5.2).
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Table 5.2 Population pairwise FST of mulloway individuals (broodstock and three
hatchery cohorts in NSW)
Br

Co1

Co2

Co3

Br
Co1 0.120 Co2 0.115 0.107 Co3 0.156 0.157 0.122

-

Br; Broodstock, Co1; Cohort 1, Co2; Cohort 2, Co3; Cohort 3.

P-value = 0.000
MICROCHECKER was used to check for presence of null alleles, large allele drop out and

/or stutter bands in all broodstock and hatchery populations. Evidence for null alleles
was identified only at locus UBA6 (as in Chapter 4) and there was evidence that stutter
bands may have resulted in minor scoring errors at some loci, but there was no evidence
of large allele dropout at any locus.
Allele frequencies scored in 15 loci across the broodstock and three hatchery cohorts are
presented as frequency pie charts in Figure 5.1 (a, b and c).
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Figure 5.1.a
Allele frequencies for locus; UBA3, UBA5, UBA6, UBA40 and UBA42 loci in
broodstock and three cohorts of farmed stock of A. japonicus at PSRC.

Locus

Br
UBA3BR

Co 1
UBA 3H1

Co 2
UBA3H3

Co 3
UBA3H2

UBA3
UBA5BR

UBA 5H1

UBA5H2

UBA5H3

UBA5
UB A6BR
UBA6H1

UBA6H2

UBA6H3

UB A40H1

UBA40H2

UBA40H3

UB A42H1

UBA42H2

UBA42H3

UBA6
UBA40BR

UBA40
UBA42BR

UBA42
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Figure 5.1.b
Allele frequencies for locus; UBA44, UBA46, UBA49, UBA50 and UBA53 loci in
broodstock and three cohorts of farmed stock of A. japonicus.

Locus

Br
UBA44BR

Co 1
UBA44H1

Co 2
UB A44H2

Co 3
UBA44H3

UBA44
UBA46BR
UBA 46H1

UB A46H2

UBA46H3

UBA46
UBA49BR

UBA49H2

UBA49H3

UBA50H2

UBA50H3

UBA 49H1

UBA49
UBA50BR
UBA 50H1

UBA50
UBA53H2
UBA53BR

UBA 53H1

UBA53
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Figure 5.1.c
Allele frequencies for locus; UBA54, UBA91, UBA851, UBA853 and UBA854 loci in
broodstock and three cohorts of farmed stock of A. japonicus.

Br

Locus

Co 1
UBA54H1

Co 2
UBA54H2

Co 3
UBA54H3

UBA54BR

UBA54
UBA91BR

UBA91H1

UBA91H2

UBA851BR

UBA851H1

UBA851H2

UBA91H3

UBA91
UBA851H3

UBA851
UBA853BR

UBA853H1

UBA854BR

UBA854H1

UBA853H2

UBA853H3

UBA853

UBA854
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In the broodstock, number of alleles ranged from 3 at locus UBA5 to 16 at locus

UBA44. In Co 1, number of alleles ranged from 2 in UBA5 to 11 in UBA44 and UBA53.
The number of alleles in Co 2 ranged from 2 in UBA5, UBA54, and UBA91 to 12 in

UBA42 and UBA44. In Co 3, the number of alleles ranged from 2 in UBA5, UBA40,
UBA49, UBA50, UBA54 and UBA854 to 11 in UBA44.
As an example across the three fry cohorts, 8 alleles were detected at locus UBA50 (4 in
cohort 1, 8 in cohort 2 and 2 in cohort 3). These numbers compare with 21 alleles at
locus UBA50 in 18 wild stocks and 12 in the broodstock. This example is indicative of
the relative level of allelic dropout observed in the fry cohorts with the major impact
seen on loss of rare alleles. All alleles lost in individual fry cohorts (Co 1 to 3) were
present at frequencies of less than 0.07 in the broodstock.
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Table 5.3. Number of alleles (N), observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He), and number of surveyed specimens (n) at 15
microsatellite loci examined in hatchery stocks
UBA3

UBA5

UBA6

UBA40

UBA42

UBA44

UBA46

UBA49

UBA50

UBA53

UBA54

UBA91

UBA851

UBA853

UBA854

n

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

N

6

3

6

6

15

16

8

5

12

11

4

4

7

6

5

Ho

0.53

0.69

0.84

0.61

1.00

0.84

0.84

1.0

0.92

1.0

1.0

0.84

1.0

1.0

0.76

He

0.77

0.80

0.72

0.64

0.73

0.82

0.67

0.76

0.91

0.92

0.83

0.67

0.90

0.86

0.62

P

0.01

0.21

0.03

0.02

0.60

0.29

0.21

0.01

0.22

0.25

0.35

0.39

0.08

0.33

n

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

N

5

2

4

5

9

11

6

4

4

11

4

4

6

6

5

Ho

0.53

0.17

0.57

0.53

0.78

0.82

0.92

0.85

1

0.96

0.67

0.28

0.25

0.67

0.42

He

0.72

0.26

0.75

0.60

0.83

0.90

0.83

0.63

0.86

0.92

0.65

0.52

0.34

0.92

0.55

p

0.09

0.03

0.000

0.70

0.003

0.008

0.11

0.10

0.06

0.09

0.006

0.000

0.005

0.000

0.01

n

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

N

3

2

4

4

12

12

3

3

8

10

2

2

4

4

4

Ho

0.75

0.53

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.96

1

0.64

0.96

0.96

0.96

0.92

0.89

0.64

1.0

He

0.67

0.42

0.63

0.45

0.71

0.76

0.74

0.48

0.87

0.90

0.55

0.54

0.84

0.86

0.50

p

0.04

0.38

0.08

0.01

0.002

0.000

0.000

0.29

0.08

0.03

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

n

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

56

N

3

2

3

2

9

11

3

2

2

3

2

3

6

6

2

Ho

0.82

0.50

0.75

0.78

1.0

0.96

1.0

1.0

0.89

0.92

0.57

0.96

1.0

0.35

1.0

He

0.65

0.44

0.54

0.69

0.81

0.81

0.50

0.50

0.81

0.89

0.60

0.50

0.50

0.44

0.50

p

0.20

0.67

0.02

0.13

0.005

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.06

0.03

0.05

0.000

0.000

0.14

0.000

Sample

Broodstock

0.50

Cohort 1

Cohort 2

Cohort 3
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5.4.2. Genetic differentiation
Pairwise FST values were calculated between the wild reference sample (eastern
Australia) and the four cultured cohorts (Br and Co-1, 2 and 3). Significant
differentiation was detected between all population pairs (P < 0.001). In the broodstock,
a total of 114 alleles were observed across the sampled loci and this reduced to 86, 77
and 59 alleles in Co-1, 2 and 3, respectively. This constitutes a mean allelic loss of
around 40%. The largest allele decline occurred in Co-3 (number of alleles 59).
Population pairwise FST estimates showed that all hatchery cohorts were significantly
different (P<0.001) from the wild eastern Australian reference population and the
parental broodstock (Br) used to produce them, indicating that fry cohorts were not
random samples of their source populations.
In a second analysis, hatchery and wild populations were compared via AMOVA to
quantify the degree of genetic differentiation among them. The measure of
differentiation between wild versus hatchery combined (FCT) was (P<0.001), and
differentiation among the hatchery samples (Co-1, 2 and 3) (FSC) was also P<0.001.
The main objective of this study was to assess genetic diversity in the hatchery-reared
cohorts for future culture growout or potential restocking practices (if individuals from
the three fry cohorts were combined together). Therefore, there was interest in the total
amount of genetic variation available in culture across an entire year class as well as
within each individual spawning cohort. Individuals from each of the three cohorts were
pooled as a single sample and a pair wise FST was estimated against the reference wild
population. This approach provided a more precise assessment of the relative reduction
in genetic diversity that has occurred in the fry relative to a wild reference population
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from which they had been derived. The combined fry cohort was also significantly
different from the wild population (P<0.001).

5.4.3. Temporal changes in allele frequencies and effective population sizes in
cultured mulloway

A significant test and mode shift test (in BOTTLENECK) were applied to the data and the
results demonstrated no significant departure in any group from allele frequencies
expected under mutation-drift equilibrium under an IAM model. Under the SMM
model, Cohort 3 was apparently the most bottlenecked of the 3 cohorts after application
of the Sign test compared with Cohorts 1 and 2. Only a single male and 3 female
parents contributed fry to Cohort 3.

Table 5.4 Ne estimate for the 3 fry cohorts
Ne
Cohort 1

10.6

Cohort 2

7.1

Cohort 3

3

5.4.4. Parentage assignment results
CERVUS 3.0 (Kalinowski et al, 2007) was used to estimate the relative contributions by

potential parents (n=13) to offspring cohorts using the matrix outputs that allows
searches of the progeny by parental couple or individually. The likelihood-based
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method in CERVUS was employed to obtain the probabilities of the most likely parents
of individual offspring in fry cohorts for comparison with the exclusion approach.
Critical values for the Δ statistics (relaxed confidence level at 80% and restricted
confidence level at 95%) were generated using 100,000 bootstrap cycles from
broodstock allele frequencies. All parents were sampled and genotyped and a default
genotyping error rate of 1% was used. Allelic frequencies for the reference were taken
from the wild NSW population. Number of alleles, observed and expected
heterozygosities, polymorphic information content and the two exclusion probabilities
for each locus and for all loci were estimated in the Allele frequency option in CERVUS
3.0 software. Paternity assignment potential was estimated when genetic information
from the other parent was unavailable (unknown).

Table 5.5 Genetic diversity estimates (N: number of alleles; Ho: observed
heterozygosity; He: expected heterozygosity; PIC: polymorphic information content;
Excl: probability of exclusion with one parent known, for the 15 loci analyzed in the
broodstock calculated by CERVUS 3.0.

Locus

N

Ho

He

PIC

Excl

UBA3
UBA5
UBA6
UBA40
UBA42
UBA44
UBA46
UBA49
UBA50
UBA53
UBA54
UBA91
UBA851
UBA853
UBA854

6
3
6
6
15
16
8
5
12
11
4
4
7
6
5

0.53
0.69
0.84
0.61
1.00
0.84
0.84
1.00
0.92
1.00
1.00
0.84
1.00
1.00
0.76

0.77
0.80
0.72
0.64
0.73
0.82
0.67
0.76
0.91
0.92
0.83
0.67
0.90
0.86
0.62

0.76
0.78
0.71
0.63
0.71
0.80
0.66
0.74
0.90
0.91
0.81
0.65
0.89
0.85
0.60

0.52
0.23
0.41
0.44
0.56
0.50
0.42
0.55
0.78
0.75
0.52
0.37
0.69
0.52
0.50
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Probability of exclusion at individual loci ranged from 0.23 to 0.78 at locus UBA5 and

UBA50, respectively and was correlated with relative allelic diversity per locus. The
exclusion power for the combined 15 loci was close to 0.999. Microsatellite profiles
across the 15 loci were used to trace the paternity of individuals in each of the three fry
cohorts. All offspring were assigned to their parental couples using a simple exclusion
method. In order to confirm the accuracy of the results, single mismatches between
parents and offspring (4.23%) were regenotyped. Some `mismatches` were identified as
false exclusion due to null alleles, especially at locus UBA6. In fact, null alleles were
the main source of false exclusion and were responsible for single mismatches. Other
potential sources of error including non-specific amplification, allele drop out or
incorrect data input were not observed.

Table 5.6 Effective number of breeders that contributed to each fry cohort (genotype
assignment using 15 microsatellite loci)
Sample
Cohort 1
Cohort 2
Cohort 3

Effective no. of breeders F/M
8/4
7/2
3/1
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Figure 5.2 Relative contribution of broodstock to fry produced in each cohort (genotype
assignment using 15 microsatellite loci)

Male contribution

Female contribution
Co 1

Co 1

Br 7
8%

Br 10
3%

BrF 12
5%

BrF 13
5%

BrF 11
14%

Br 6
14%

BrF 3
45%
BrF 9
4%
BrF 8
5%
Br 1
75%

BrF 5
12%

BrF 4
10%

Co 2

Co 2
BrF 13
3%
BrF 12
5%

Br 6
37%

BrF 3
39%

BrF 11
25%

Br 1
63%
BrF 8
11%

BrF 5
7%

Co

BrF 4
10%

Co 3

BrF 13
33%

1
100%

BrF 3
40%

BrF 12
27%

Based on Table 5.6 and Figure 5.2; i) relative contributions decline both for males and
females, ii) dominant male remains constant, iii) dominant female remains constant but
number of secondary females decline and iv) some individuals make no contribution to
fry.
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5.5. DISCUSSION

5.5.1. Genetic diversity
Allelic variation at 15 microsatellite loci was used to investigate the impact that mass
spawning of mulloway had on relative levels and patterns of genetic diversity in three
fry cohorts produced over three nights from the same parental pool (n=13). Outcomes
included, allelic diversity levels in the cohorts declined significantly, and large changes
were evident in allele frequencies between the fry cohorts and their parents. This
illustrates clearly the impact that genetic drift can have on reducing genetic diversity as
a consequence of practices in fish hatcheries. Heterozygosity was not affected to the
same degree however, as allelic diversity, an observation that has been reported
elsewhere (Li et al, 2007). Allele-frequency variance comparisons showed that loss of
alleles varied widely among the three hatchery cohorts. The most likely explanation for
this differential loss of alleles was the random impact of genetic drift as a result of
variable contributions by individual broodstock members to the 3 cohorts and/or
difference in the relative survival of offspring from multiple parents. Unfortunately, the
experimental design used here was not able to distinguish among these possible
explanations as juveniles were not marked individually.

When each fry cohort was examined independently, loss of alleles within cohorts
relative to broodstock was significant. When cohorts were combined, the effect was
significantly reduced. Thus, the current hatchery practice at PSRC of dealing with fry
cohorts from different spawning events from the same parents as independent cohorts,
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compounds genetic drift effects on the offspring. The simplest explanation for this
pattern is that only a limited number of the potential breeders (n=13) contributed
gametes to an individual spawning event, on any night. When the same broodstock
group spawned over multiple nights, variation in which individuals actually contribute
to each spawning event resulted in genetic drift due to small Ne altering the gene
frequencies in the resulting broods in random ways.

Relative loss of alleles from hatchery stocks has been identified as a more informative
statistic for assessing relative impact of genetic drift effects on genetic diversity
compared with estimates of loss of heterozygosity. This is because heterozygosity is not
always as sensitive to genetic changes that may happen in hatchery stocks particularly
in the first generation of culture (Hedgecock and Sly, 1990). Total extinction of alleles
in populations is also generally considered more problematic to long-term adaptive
potential than a simple reduction in overal heterozygosity (Vuorinen, 1984).
Random loss of alleles among cohorts also contributed to the relative degree of genetic
differentiation observed among the three fry cohorts. Loss of alleles or significant
changes in their frequency can also affect the amount of genetic diversity available for
future stock improvement or stock enhancement programs. Observed heterozygosity
values for cultured and wild samples were similar at most loci, with no significant
heterozygosity reduction observed in some cohorts. Previous reports suggest that loss of
rare alleles without any significant reduction in heterozygosity can indicate that impact
of population bottlenecks has been temporary as any loss of heterozygosity in theory
can be recovered but rare alleles can not (Nei et al, 1975; Allendorf, 1986). This can
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often be the case during establishment of new hatchery strains. Loss of alleles in the
hatchery cohorts is also likely to have affected coding loci, potentially compromising
the adaptive potential of individual cohorts and hence their ability to respond positively
in the future in breeding programs.

No significant genetic differentiation was detected among wild populations of A.

japonicus collected widely around Australia earlier, while in contrast, hatchery
broodstock and fry cohorts were significantly genetically differentiated from both wild
populations and from each other. A similar pattern has been reported in multiple
generation hatchery and wild stocks of brown trout, Salmo trutta (Rayman and Stahl,
1980). Thus, allelic diversity can be compromised when little attention is paid to genetic
diversity levels during development and management of hatchery stocks in aquatic
species. The apparent random nature of these changes can be a major concern and
implies that random genetic drift can have significant effects on diversity even among
multiple cohorts from the same set of parents.

Based on the neutral nature of microsatellite loci, loss of alleles from cultured
populations is in itself not a major issue. A decline in variability at neutral markers
however, indicates that a loss of genetic diversity in coding regions is also probably
occurring. In hatchery breeding programs it is important to minimize this reduction, as
this source of genetic diversity may also be important for QTL’s including growth rate
and/or disease resistance (Vuorinen, 1984). When allelic diversity is lost in the founding
generation of the culture stock, it cannot be recovered in subsequent generations or
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future offspring within a closed breeding program. The only way to recover it in the
short term, is by introducing new wild individuals, which is not a preferred option for
many hatchery managers due to cost, disease and parasite concerns.
Another concern is when changes occur in the frequency of specific alleles, particularly
changes in the frequency of common alleles. In this study, any major change in allele
frequencies at neutral markers is also likely to be reflected in coding regions and where
this occurs it may influence population fitness in cultured cohorts (Conover, 1998).
Genetic analysis of the 3 hatchery cohorts suggest that hatchery practices employed
currently at the Port Stephens hatchery at the time of sampling are also likely to increase
the level of inbreeding if future broodstock are sourced from within the hatchery. If so
this could overtime possibly also lead to variance in the relative productivity among
cohorts produced from the same parental set, simply by chance outcomes in which
alleles survive from the potential gene pool, each cycle. If the same practices are
employed into the future at PSRC, the genetic diversity will be eroded, if new
broodstock are not sourced from the wild repeatedly. This outcome has been reported
for Japanese flounder (Sekino et al, 2003). Sekino et al (2003) used pedigree data
analysis to show that only a small proportion of flounder broodstock actually
contributed to hatchery progeny. Large differences between the actual number of
breeders used and those that actually participate in progeny production needs to be
considered in both commercial production and stock enhancement programs. Genetic
attributes in cultured stocks can be quickly impacted in largely random ways as a result
of this process.
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Low effective population size is a critical issue in virtually all fish hatcheries (Brown et

al, 2005) and almost impossible to control in mass spawning species without
conducting pedigree analysis. A DNA based parentage analysis of mass spawning fish
species can assist in identification of differential genetic contributions to progeny
cohorts by broodstock (Hara and Sekino, 2003). In Japanese flounder, (Paralichthys
olivaceus), as an example, genetic contribution to offspring by six males was highly
complicated. In this case, 99% of larvae from a mass spawning were sired by a single
male, while less than 1% of contribution was from the other two males in the broodtank
(Sekino et al, 2003). A comparable outcome was observed for mass spawned mulloway
here, with 1 of 4 potential sires for Cohort 1 siring approximately 80% of progeny.
While in Cohort 2, two males contributed to all the offspring (100%), while in Cohort 3
only a single male contributed to the fry (Table 5.6). This effect (declining male
contributors) over sequential spawnings may reflect a dominance effect. Different size
or age can be other factors that need consideration. Analyses of parentage assignment
indicated that males contributed differentially to fry cohorts and their contribution to the
offspring cohort was not equal. Difference in relative contributions by males may be
due to natural male mating behavior. Alternatively, sperm competition by one or more
males due to variation in sperm quality could affect relative male contributions.
Previous work on Pacific salmon has revealed that sperm competition can significantly
reduce Ne from expected levels based on known male broodstock numbers (Campton,
2004). Since sperm quality has not been assessed in mulloway to date, it remains an
unknown factor.
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A similar result was observed for female contribution to each cohort, with 8 females
contributing to Cohort 1, 7 to Cohort 2 but only 3 to Cohort 3 (Table 5.6). Based on
Figure 5.2, the blue male (Br1) was dominant. This individual maintained or increased
his relative contribution across cohorts. The blue female (BrF3) however, started off
most dominant but her relative contribution did not change overtime. The most
important point here is that genetic diversity rapidly decreases due to changing relative
contributions overtime. Thus, among cohort variance in male/female contribution can
vary widely and so it is not easy to either predict future contributions, or to design
simple approaches to optimising more equal male/female broodstock contributions
when fish are mass spawned (Figure 5.2). Factors such as age, weight and size probably
impact on relative contributions to fry and dealing with these factors in mass spawning
is often difficult.
As a result, Ne and co-ancestral estimation differed significantly among the three
spawning cohorts. The results demonstrate that Ne and broodstock contributions for
mulloway can vary widely among spawning events. In all three cohorts, broodstock
males and females made different contributions. Therefore, if this is a consistent
outcome of sequential spawnings in cultured mulloway and the breeding system cannot
be modified easily to address this problem and retention of genetic diversity remains an
important concern, hatchery managers may need to consider pooling groups of progeny
produced from sequential spawning from the same broodstock over nights to optimize
diversity from group spawned breeders for grow-out. However, if data are not collected
on the relative contributions of individual broodstock, pooling the samples from
consecutive spawning events may

complicate optimizing individual genetic
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contributions by broodstock and potentially thereby lower effective population sizes in
future cohorts. So, knowledge about relative contribution of breeders is the only sure
way to address the problem. This will require a pedigree-based mating system to be
developed that considers the specific issue of mass spawning in the species and / or
development of an in vitro process spawning system.

5.5.2. Effective population size in cultured mulloway

Estimating the effective population sizes of mulloway breeding groups in three hatchery
cohorts was a major objective of this study. Results here show that, in all comparisons

Ne was lower than Ncensus and markedly so in cohort 3. This can result from highly
skewed sex ratios (as in the broodstock) or differences in family sizes.

Studies have suggested that high allelic diversity observed at microsatellite loci
combined with high heterozygosities are more sensitive than most other marker types to
changes in effective population sizes and can provide precise estimations of Ne
(Koljonen et al, 2002). In cultured Atlantic salmon, Ne’s have been estimated with
greater confidence intervals based on temporal microsatellite allele frequencies
compared with other genetic markers like allozymes (Reilly et al, 1999). Basically, the
critical issue is the lack of concordance between Ne (Ncensus corrected for sex ratio)
and genetically estimated Ne. In this study, there is no certainty that all parents that
actually contributed to individual cohorts were fully ripe and able to spawn or fertilize
successfully, when spawning took place.
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In breeding programs that continue across multiple generations, Ne often declines as the
breeding programs proceed. This results from a highly skewed sex ratio in the parents
that produce each generation. Unequal sex ratio will reduce Ne and under these
circumstances, the rate of inbreeding largely depends on the relative number of the less
numerous sex (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Here, we had an uneven sex ratio in our
broodstock; 8F/5M. Ne can be increased by increasing broodstock numbers in future
spawnings and/or by employing multiple small spawning groups with equal numbers of
male and female broodstock and then combining the fry cohorts to produce a combined
fry generation (suggested by Gaffney et al, 1992; Beaumont and Hoare, 2003). Equal
numbers of males and females directly used in mass spawning can increase Ne,
assuming adequate numbers of both sexes are available in culture. Alternatively, if
resources are available, and the biology of the species allows, the best method is to
undertake multiple single pair matings and then pool the progeny of all brood pairs used
in equal numbers.

Microsatellite analyses here demonstrate that there are some critical points in hatchery
production of mulloway that obviously can lead to genetic bottlenecks and result in loss
of genetic diversity. Therefore, improved knowledge of the potential for significant
losses of genetic variation and increased awareness of where this genetic variation is
probably being lost through the spawning cycle during hatchery production could now
be used to develop improved hatchery strategies to optimize effective size of the culture
population. The results here, suggest that modifications to the breeding protocol should
focus on balancing the relative genetic contributions of broodstock in spawning cohorts
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first, and in decreasing the potential effect of differential family contribution and
survival during early life stages.

One interesting observation from the current study is that relative parental contribution
to spawning cohorts may decrease with number of spawning events. This may possibly
result from social dominance by certain broodstock individuals over time, exerting a
greater effect, but because there was only one replicate available in this study, this
possibly needs to be examined more closely in future work.

Average allelic richness also decreased across cohorts while heterozygosity remained
constant. This is because rare alleles in general probably make little contribution to
overall mean heterozygosity (Allendorf, 1986; Piry et al, 1999; Launey et al, 2001). So
when rare alleles are lost, they often do not impact greatly on heterozygosity.
The decline in the number of microsatellite alleles in the cohorts probably reflects the
relative rarity of many alleles. This is because rare alleles will usually be lost before
common alleles by drift. Loss of genetic diversity and reduction in the number of alleles
present in subsequent hatchery populations compared with parents have been recorded
commonly in cultured finfish (for instance, Salmo salar, Verspoor, 1988; Reilly et al,
1999; Cyprinus carpio, Aliah et al, 2000; Salmo trutta, Was and Wenne, 2002;

Paralichthys olivaceus, Sekino et al, 2002; Oncorhynchus mykiss, Ward et al, 2003). In
one study (Evans et al, 2004) loss of alleles at a microsatellite locus was observed in F1
progeny in abalone species (Haliotis rubra and Haliotis midae) with no associated
decline in heterozygosity.
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The three mulloway hatchery cohorts in the current study clearly lost genetic variation.
It is not just the number of alleles per locus that is crucial however, but also the relative
frequencies of extant alleles that remain compared with their founding population
(Beamont and Hoare, 2003). When alleles are common and in approximately equal
frequencies, this will contribute to maintenance of heterozygosity. If heterozygosity
levels are maintained, this can reduce detrimental effects associated with inbreeding to
some extent. Therefore in the mulloway hatchery cohorts, if common alleles decline in
frequency or are lost, then this is an issue of potential concern as the same process is
also likely to influence adaptive alleles at coding loci. To prevent any significant
genetic variation loss in mulloway culture stocks overtime, a program of regular
monitoring of genetic variation levels in both parents and offspring would be beneficial
and provide a method for evaluating any changes to the breeding strategy that may be
trialed as an outcome of the present study.
The set of highly polymorphic microsatellite markers developed here can provide the
technology for investigating some of the critical issues identified above for mulloway,
and also provide a foundation for routine monitoring of genetic diversity in future
culture cohorts.
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5.6. SUMMARY
Results here demonstrate the effectiveness of the highly polymorphic microsatellite
markers specifically designed for mulloway as a means to monitor genetic diversity in
wild and cultured populations of mulloway. Significant changes in allele frequencies
were observed in hatchery cohorts compared with a wild control population, with
common alleles becoming rare and rare alleles becoming more common in some
instances. Considering the possible potential of local adaptation in this species, such
large changes in microsatellite allele frequency most likely also reflect similar changes
affecting coding genes. Overtime this can impact on the fitness of culture stocks, and
stocks used to enhance wild populations. Genetic differentiation was also relatively
large between sibling cohorts implicating the relative impact that genetic drift can have
among breeding events. The estimated number of effective breeders in each cohort
varied and was in each instance, below the absolute potential Ne. As a result, the data
produced in this study highlight the need for future genetic monitoring of mulloway
hatchery production to ensure that the number of individual broodstock that contribute
to each cohort remains high and does not compromise stock quality over generations.
Implementation of this approach can ensure that potentially effective and valuable
genetic diversity will not be lost from the system.
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSION

6.1. GENETICS OF WILD AND HATCHERY POPULATIONS OF
MULLOWAY AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR A SUSTAINABLE
CULTURE INDUSTRY IN THE FUTURE
In this study, mtDNA and nuclear DNA were used to investigate levels and patterns of
genetic diversity within and among wild and cultured mulloway populations in
Australia, and to make inferences about the likely evolutionary processes that produced
them. In addition, the study evaluated the impact of current hatchery practices on levels
of genetic diversity in cultured stocks in NSW and made suggestions for appropriate
actions to offset any negative outcomes.
Neutral markers can provide very important information on genetic structure, gene flow
and population bottlenecks, which is relevant both to understand natural evolutionary
processes as well as to get information for fisheries management or capturing genetic
diversity useful for aquaculture. However, they can hardly provide data on adaptive
variation. This can be got in comparative genomic screening with type I or type II
markers, which were beyond the scope of this research. On the other hand, quantitative
characters are the most relevant to understand adaptation and evolution, as well as to
introduce genetic variants of interest for aquaculture industry.
A crucial stage in choosing a broodstock for aquaculture is capturing a fair
representation of the genetic diversity present in wild populations, and to this end, the
extent of within vs between population genetic variation was first examined to
determine if representative sampling of genetic diversity for mulloway had achieved
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this goal. An initial geographical study of wild genetic variation is important to evaluate
how diversity is distributed within and among populations and to consider the extent of
dispersal that occurs naturally between wild stocks at various spatial scales. The degree
to which the culture stock has levels and patterns of genetic variability truly
representative of the species in the wild can influence long term stock productivity and
the ability of that stock to respond positively in breeding programs. Recent work on
wild populations of the bluegill sunfish (Neff, 2004) based on direct evaluation of
genetic relatedness of parents to offspring produced practical evidence for the
detrimental effects that inbreeding and outbreeding depression can have on fitness and
how assortative mating can sustain optimal levels of genetic diversity and phenotypic
variation. These issues were evaluated for mulloway to investigate potential negative
outcomes on existing hatchery populations.

6.2. MANAGING WILD MULLOWAY STOCKS
6.2.1. Review of genetic results

The genetic data obtained from the mtDNA marker (ATPase) suggested that modern
mulloway may have evolved in southeastern Australia approximately four million years
ago and then dispersed later to other areas in southern Australia. Following this, the
species most likely spread east and west along the southern coastline to establish the
present day distribution of mulloway in Australia. The genetic relationships among
sampled populations of the species obtained here indicate that in Australian waters,
mulloway constitutes a single panmictic population for management purposes. When
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the Australian ‘stock’ was compared with South African A. japonicus, however,
relatively high genetic divergence was evident between the two groups and two highly
divergent clades were recognised. Haplotypes in eastern Australia are shared among all
populations across Australia, but no haplotypes were shared with populations in South
Africa. The inference key showed a single panmictic population present across the
southern coast of Australia and possibly a pattern of range expansion radiating out from
this region towards South Africa. The scenario that mulloway constitute a single
population around Australia was also supported by nDNA data (microsatellite) in the
second part of the study. Microsatellite analysis consistently showed that the South
African population was most divergent for nDNA from all other populations collected
in Australia.
Although genetic structure was evident for both markers, mtDNA patterns showed a
greater level of structuring than did the microsatellites. This is most probably due to
differences in their modes of inheritance and relative rates of mutation of the two types
of DNA. Microsatellites undergo recombination and are biparentally inherited. While,
mtDNA markers do not normally recombine. Therefore mtDNA phylogenies commonly
reflect evolutionary processes that have influenced gene frequencies in the historical
past while microsatellite variation often reflects more contemporary events. This is
because population differences or past isolation may be hidden in nDNA by
recombination and back mutation of alleles as time extends (Di Rienzo, 1994).

Both markers (mtDNA and microsatellites) suggest that ongoing gene flow in mulloway
is extensive around the southern coast of Australia. Combining haplotype (mtDNA
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analysis) and nDNA genotypic data (microsatellite analysis) allow more power in
testing for genetic/geographical associations and provides greater precision for
estimating gene flow parameters across natural distributions. Combining the two data
sets together for mulloway allowed a dynamic, temporal reconstruction of how
population structure and historical events have probably been interwoven to influence
the genetic composition of modern mulloway populations. The interpretation that
results is that wild mulloway populations are essentially a single population and show
high current gene flow across southern Australia. The genetic data also suggest that
colonisation and range expansion most likely have occurred between Australia and
South Africa in the past. The relatively large genetic differentiation and restricted gene
flow between the two continents most probably results from ongoing major
geographical barriers to gene flow by mulloway/kob across the southern Indian Ocean.
Mulloway are not an oceanic species. They occur mainly in coastal embayments and
estuaries and also on continental shelves and on inshore reefs to depth of about 100 m.
Individuals are known to disperse only relatively short distances (less than 400km)
depending mainly on water temperature and spawning season. During periods of flood
and heavy rain, mulloway tend to congregate at river mouths or in surf gutters adjacent
to major rivers (e.g. the Coorong River in South Australia). Thus, intra-continental
dispersal is likely to be a rare event in this species, if it occurs at all.
During the last iceage (~8,000 yrs ago), Tasmania was joined to the mainland by a land
bridge. Waters around the southern part of Tasmania may have been too cold at this
time for historical A. japonicus populations. Modern South Australian and Western
Australia populations could have resulted from recent dispersal through Bass Strait
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when the ice-age ended, potentially opening up a dispersal route to the west. While
sample sizes were small, relative diversity east versus west across Australia suggests
this process. Circumstantial evidence that supports this hypothesis include:
a) Genetic diversity is higher in east coast populations compared with the west coast
b) Fewer rare alleles were observed on the west coast
c) The same common alleles are present on both the east and west coasts
d) The position of alleles in the mtDNA network, can help to resolve whether patterns
result from historical vicariance versus recent dispersal. The hypothesis outlined above
closely mirrors what has been proposed for species such as barramundi (Chenoweth et

al, 1997) and mudcrabs (Guperenko et al, 1999) across northern Australia with the
opening of land bridges linking PNG to Australia during the Pleistocene associated with
sea level changes. Timing of the events are approximately the same in these species, as
for mulloway. If true, this would be some of the first evidence to suggest that
Pleistocene climatic change has affected marine species in similar ways across both the
northern and southern coastlines of Australia.

During the most recent Pleistocene iceage

Post ice-ages

mulloway

water too cold
for mulloway to disperse to west

mulloway disperse to west
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6.2.2. Wild stock enhancement programs
Mulloway are considered a good candidate and a species of interest for wild stock
enhancement. To date, the focus by fisheries agencies has been directed at developing
optimum culture technologies for production of juveniles mulloway in a hatchery using
a multidisciplinary approach. Many different aspects of hatchery production, from
broodstock selection, through larval nutrition to nursery requirement in the hatcheries
must be considered carefully. Efficient release programs require a supply of disease-free
hatchery-reared juveniles that are not only genetically representative of the target wild
populations, but that are also morphologically, behaviourally and ecologically
competent to survive and grow at similar rates as their wild conspecifics (Davis et al,
2005). These are demanding requirements for juvenile cohorts in any stock
enhancement program. Definitions of juvenile quality, or `ecological strength`, can
involve health status, morphology, predator avoidance, feeding behavior and genetic
attributes. All of these factors will determine the ability of hatchery-reared juveniles to
cope with natural environments after release (Tsukamoto et al, 1999). Genetic
management strategies for broodstock therefore, are key areas for both research and
practical applications to allow development of husbandry techniques that optimize
physical and behavioural quality of juveniles in captivity (Fushimi, 2001).

In stock enhancement programs, releasing fry that are genetically similar to the natural
population is highly desirable. Studies of some aquaculture species (e.g. sea bream and
Atlantic salmon) show that even where broodstock are genetically similar to local wild
populations of a species, offspring cohorts produced for release often possess a different
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genetic composition, this commonly results from low effective number of broodstock
that contribute to the progeny (Perez et al, 1999). In Atlantic salmon, significant
changes in allele frequencies between wild and cultured populations have been
identified as resulting from genetic perturbations related to hatchery management
practices (Tessier et al, 1997). There is growing concern that wild stock gene
frequencies can be swamped by hatchery genes reducing the relative fitness/adaptive
potential of many wild salmonid stocks (Delong, 1998).

Stock enhancement programs for mulloway should be monitored to see if divergent
hatchery gene frequencies are affecting the genetic structure of wild receiving
populations. The 15 microsatellite markers developed here can provide the fundamental
resource to undertake this evaluation. Therefore, in order to maintain optimum genetic
diversity in mulloway populations produced for aquaculture and commercial purposes,
a recommendation from the current study would be to initiate an ongoing program of
genetic monitoring of the levels and patterns of genetic variation in the fry for release
overtime relative to a control wild population.

6.2.3. Management of mulloway genetic resources
Outcomes of this study can have important implications for wild stock management and
conservation of wild genetic resources and also for translocation policies for
aquaculture and stock enhancement programs for this commercially important species
in Australia.
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Management strategies should be designed for any wild release program so that
detrimental genetic effects on wild stocks are minimal. If genetic variability of
hatchery-reared individuals is low, their release can lead to declines in genetic variation
in wild populations and an increased risk of inbreeding (FAO, 1993). Studies have been
conducted on species including abalone (Takamai et al, 2005), red drum (Renshaw et

al, 2006) and sea bream (Alarcon et al, 2004) to monitor genetic composition and
relative diversity in hatchery-reared organisms. For commercial aquatic species,
investigations of effects of inbreeding and small population size have shown that,
declines in population genetic diversity can decrease overall genetic fitness of a
population and impact on important traits (FAO, 1993). Therefore, conserving genetic
diversity in a species, not only can result in less negative impacts on wild recipient
populations but can also enhance adaptation to changing environmental conditions and
thus can influence population persistence (Meffe and Carroll, 1997). The objective of
modern fishery management is to develop ecologically sustainable fisheries and this
should incorporate population genetic data into decision-making processes when
considering the scale of management units. Management units refer to discrete
populations of fish that have different recruitment patterns, population sizes, different
spawning and/or nursery grounds and therefore will require separate management for
ongoing, sustainable commercial or recreational fisheries (Moritz, 1994). This model
can be used to define management units for mulloway using genetic criteria. Across the
Australian range, the data here suggest that mulloway for management purposes
constitute a single management unit. This includes stocks across the entire southern
Australian coast. Mulloway populations that inhabit discrete biogeographical zones
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(east vs west coast) are sufficiently similar, genetically to allow them to be treated as a
single management unit. This implies that if local declines occur due to local overfishing, dispersal from other areas of the natural distribution should be sufficient to
allow recovery providing population declines are not a general phenomenon. If local
declines occur and /or stock enhancement is considered from a population genetic
perspective, fry produced in any Australian hatchery could be released Australia wide
without compromising stock integrity.

6.3. GENETICS OF HATCHERY PRODUCTION
6.3.1. Genetic diversity in the hatchery
Long-term population persistence will depend, in part, on maintenance of evolutionary
potential that in turn requires adequate genetic diversity (Frankel and Soule, 1981).
Equally, high genetic diversity in fish hatchery stocks ensures that inbreeding is
controlled and populations are better able to respond to stock improvement programs.
Assessments of relative genetic differentiation test if broodstock are truly representative
of the wild stocks from which they were founded (Koljonen et al, 2002).

In this study, significant genetic diversity appears to have been lost when mulloway
were first brought into the hatchery and has been further compromised as fry were
generated subsequently. The study identifies the likely factors and stages where genetic
diversity was most likely lost between the wild and the hatchery. They include the size
of the founding population and the reproductive process required to produce fry in tanks
(i.e. multiple spawners, differences in reproduction contribution etc).
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In hatchery populations, genetic bottlenecks can happen when only a limited number of
breeders (pairs) produce large numbers of offspring that comprise the genetic diversity
in the subsequent generations (Allendorf and Ryman, 1987). Reductions in effective
population size result from a number of factors including a biased sex ratio and
differential contributions to the young. Other studies where more balanced sex ratios
were used have not reported as large a reduction in genetic diversity with respect to the
adult wild populations (Gonzalo et al, 2007) as was observed here for mulloway.
Management practices for mulloway broodstock at the PSRC may need to be modified
to maximize the effective number of breeders that contribute to fry and to adjust their
relative contributions where possible. A key point will be to trial increasing the number
of male breeders to create a balanced sex ratio of the broodstock to see if this simple
measure can improve Ne.

6.3.2. Breeding system and genetic diversity problems in the hatchery
Artificial breeding in fish hatcheries often utilise small numbers of broodstock. This is
mostly due to cost and the high fecundity of most fish species (Taniguchi, 2004).
Mature female mulloway can produce more than 1 million eggs per individual during a
spawning event. This means that sufficient eggs for each year’s production can be
produced from only a very small number of parents, if survival rate of juvenile
mulloway in culture is high. When small numbers of brood fish are used to produce
growout cohorts, random changes in allelic diversity, genetic drift and reduced levels of
genetic diversity are likely and can change the genetic characteristics of the stock
compared with their source wild population.
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Effective population size is a key parameter because the rate of inbreeding, and thus
also the rate at which heterozygosity is lost, is proportional to the inverse of the
effective number (Crow and Kimura, 1970). Theoretically more than 99% of genetic
variation can be maintained if the effective size of the broodstock is larger than 50
(assuming equal sex ratios and equal contribution of breeders to progeny) (Allendorf
and Ryman, 1987). A critical issue for mulloway in hatcheries will be to find simple
practices that allow numbers of breeders to be increased per reproduction cycle and/or
ways to better equalise their relative contributions to the fry.

The effect of reduced numbers of alleles per locus is considered a more crucial issue
than declines in heterozygosity. Heterozygosity is generally not as sensitive to the
significant genetic fluctuations that may occur in the F1 progeny (Hedgecock & Sly,
1990). For mulloway, observed heterozygosity and mean number of alleles declined in
the fry cohorts, but the reduction in heterozygosity was not significant compared with
allelic loss.

6.4. SUGGESTED OPTIONS FOR INCREASING GENETIC DIVERSITY IN
MULLOWAY HATCHERY FINGERLINGS (TO TRIAL)

Negative genetic effects on mulloway hatchery fry identified here can be reduced in a
variety of ways; using larger numbers of broodstock with a more even sex ratios,
regulating the contributions of individual breeders to the fry and combining spawns
when multiple spawning events are generated from the same sets of parents over several
days.
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6.4.1. Reducing inbreeding and pedigree mating
To minimize the risk of inbreeding, changes to the mating system should be considered.
In some cases, there is a significant risk of loss of within-population genetic diversity
during the mating phase (except in species that have spawning aggregations). Therefore,
it is important to apply a spawning strategy for mulloway that generates offspring that
are representative of the phenotypic and genetic variability of local wild source
populations. Several crucial stages in the mating design should be considered. First,
broodstock selection for mating will depend on the patterns of natural population
genetic structure; second, mating designs should take into account logistical constraints
and mating behaviour of the target species. Finally, a paired mating system can
guarantee equal sex ratios, and equal contributions of broodstock individuals to fry.
Within each group of adult individuals that are ready for spawning on a given day,
mating should be carried out randomly, with regard to size and other phenotypic
characteristics. Ideally, for all individuals selected as hatchery broodstock, the mating
strategy should be designed to maximize effective population size. In mating pair set
ups, within each group of ripe males and females on a given day, a single male should
be crossed with a single female. Alternatively, if one sex is in excess, gametes from
individuals of the less abundant sex should be divided to allow crosses with all adults of
the more-abundant sex.

6.4.2. A management scheme for mulloway
Based on the results reported here, the following plan has been developed for
consideration/trial for fry production in mulloway hatcheries. Broodstock for the
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hatchery can be sourced from any major regional area across the distribution providing
numbers are reasonable and sex ratio is equal. Before introducing selected individuals
to the hatchery system as broodstock, fish should be tagged and information recorded
on date of entrance to the hatchery, size, age, sex, microsatellite profile and the original
site of capture. In the next stage, the usual process of spawning, reproduction, egg
collection and offspring rearing should be undertaken. A random sample of hatcheryreared mulloway fry should be sampled for genotyping each production cycle and from
each fry cohort. At this stage, the microsatellite profile will be used to estimate the
effective population size, the actual number of parents that contribute to fry, rate of
inbreeding and the genetic composition of the culture stock for release into natural
environments (i.e. if stock enhancement is considered).
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Wild Population
mtDNA and phylogenetic analysis

Microsatellite analysis

Determine wild stock population structure

Genotyping individuals randomly from each cohort

Broodstock selection from natural distribution of species

Analysis of pedigree info, Ne estimate,
Bottleneck tests,
Inbreeding

Indvs tagging (finclips and/or tissues)
Interpretation of genetic analysis
Selecting appropriate broodstock for hatchery
e.g. (Unbiased sex ratio,
increase numbers of breeders)

Genetic characterization

Multiple spawning cohorts

Juvenile production for release into wild

Management decisions and plans

release into wild

Stock enhancement in a sustainable way

Figure 6.1 Proposed management plan for hatcheries.
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6.5. CONCLUSIONS

The current management practices at Port Stephens Research Centre in NSW for
mulloway should consider making a basic division between practices for translocation
of mulloway for commercial aquaculture and those for stock enhancement programs.
Genetic data indicate that broodstock mulloway to be used for aquaculture and for
hatchery purposes can be sourced from any locality around Australia, as a single
panmictic unit implies that as long as numbers used are relatively high, potential for
‘genetic pollution’ is minimal. For stock enhancement programs, broodstock with
similar adaptive potential to local wild fish should be sourced, as they possess a
common evolutionary history (Thorn, 2002).
Both genetic and ecological criteria should be considered, when selecting appropriate
populations as the basis for a breeding program. The idea of exchangeability is that
individuals can disperse between populations and will utilize similar ecological
conditions successfully. This ability to exchange ecologically can be inferred by
extensive gene flow among populations (as is the case here). Essentially, the genetic
data for Australian mulloway populations suggest that any ecological differences
between geographical areas where mulloway occur naturally, have not been sufficient to
drive divergence of regional populations and populations have been large enough
historically and modern dispersal is extensive, to essentially homogenize diversity. The
goal of management to maintain evolutionary processes in wild stocks should be to
preserve the natural system of genetic connectivity between populations. This will
guarantee that the processes that preserve adaptive diversity and evolutionary potential
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are protected. To preserve adaptive variation, populations with the highest genetic
diversity within the species should be a high priority for conservation programs.

Recommendations for hatchery programs
A) Broodstock selection
In order to reduce loss of rare alleles and also to avoid bottleneck effects in already
small populations, a minimum number of 50 spawners, including preferably equal
numbers of males and females should be considered. In addition, adult individuals
should be collected for broodstock that constitute an unbiased sample of the natural
wild donor population regarding spawning time, sex ratio, age and size and any other
characteristics identified as essential for long term fitness.

B) Hatchery rearing of progeny
To reduce risk of inbreeding, individuals in captivity should probably be maintained for
one generation, ideally with the same rearing conditions for all families, simulating as
closely as possible, the natural environment of spawner individuals and early stages.
Prior to release, families from sequential spawns should be mixed and released as a
single stock.

C) Release of hatchery-reared individual (Progeny release)
Future development of effective stock enhancement programs will basically depend on
sustained and continued improvement in understanding the genetic consequences of
release of hatchery-reared juveniles on wild populations.
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Assessment of hatchery and nursery management practices should be ongoing and
designed to optimize genetic diversity relative to wild controls and to minimize changes
in marker gene frequencies.

D) Breeding practices
Trials should be instigated to clarify the natural reproductive practices that lead to
allelic loss and changes in wild gene frequencies. Experimental manipulations should
follow that trial in different combinations of conditions to optimise Ne in fry.
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APPENDIX
Appendix I: Allele frequencies at fifteen microsatellite loci in four regional wild
populations of A. japonicus.
Allele Size (bp) eastern Australia
UBA3
158
164
166
168
0.211
170
0.300
172
0.255
174
0.155
176
0.033
178
0.044
180
UBA5
143
145
147
149
151
153
0.477
155
0.377
157
0.144
159
161
163
UBA6
157
159
161
163
165
167
169
0.011
171
0.033
173
0.244
175
0.122
177
0.144
179
0.088
181
0.133
183
0.155
185
0.044
189
0.022

South Australia

Western Australia South Africa

0.400
0.333
0.133
0.033
0.033
0.066
-

0.275
0.425
0.150
0.050
0.050
0.050
-

0.050
0.225
0.200
0.200
0.100
0.025
0.075
0.025
0.050
0.050

0.466
0.300
0.233
-

0.500
0.375
0.125
-

0.025
0.050
0.150
0.200
0.150
0.125
0.075
0.150
0.025
0.025
0.025

0.033
0.033
0.266
0.200
0.066
0.133
0.233
0.033
-

0.025
0.050
0.050
0.100
0.325
0.100
0.150
0.175
0.025
-

0.025
0.075
0.025
0.025
0.075
0.075
0.100
0.075
0.150
0.050
0.225
0.050
0.050
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Appendix I continued
Allele Size (bp) eastern Australia
UBA40
163
165
167
0.022
169
0.288
171
0.511
173
0.044
175
177
181
0.111
183
0.022
UBA42
153
157
159
161
0.077
163
0.066
171
0.188
173
0.111
175
0.122
179
0.066
181
0.055
183
0.055
185
0.066
187
0.066
191
0.022
193
0.022
195
0.011
197
0.022
207
0.022
211
0.022
UBA44
205
0.011
209
0.033
211
0.011
213
0.144
215
0.066
217
0.033
219
0.044
221
0.177
223
0.166
225
227
0.022
229
0.055
231
0.011
235
0.077
241
0.011
245
0.033

South Australia

Western Australia

South Africa

0.400
0.500
0.066
0.033

0.350
0.500
0.025
0.075
0.050

0.250
0.275
0.125

0.125
0.075
0.125
0.025
-

0.100
0.066
0.200
0.033
0.133
0.033
0.133
0.100
0.066
0.033
0.066
0.033

0.075
0.125
0.250
0.025
0.075
0.025
0.100
0.100
0.050
0.050
0.025
0.050
0.050

0.025
0.125
0.075
0.550
0.025
0.025
0.075

0.025
0.025

0.050
-

0.050
0.025
0.125
0.125
0.025
0.075
0.075
0.175
0.100
0.050
0.025
0.150
-

0.025
0.050
0.400
0.025
0.050
0.025
0.050
0.075
0.050
0.025
0.100
0.125



0.033
0.200
0.200
0.066
0.033
0.166
0.100
0.066
0.033
0.100
-
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Appendix I continued
Allele Size (bp) eastern Australia South Australia Western Australia South Africa
UBA46
156

158
0.022
0.050
160
162
0.122
0.066
0.050
164
0.233
0.133
0.125
166
0.333
0.366
0.375
168
0.277
0.400
0.375
170
0.011
0.033
0.025
UBA49
233
0.025
235
0.022
0.025
243
0.075
245
0.022
0.100
247
0.277
0.233
0.275

0.025
0.050
249
0.055
0.033
251
0.088
0.166
0.150
0.125
253
0.477
0.533
0.525
0.025
255
0.075
257
0.075
259
0.022
0.033
0.025
0.075
261
0.025
263
0.033
0.125
265
0.075
273
0.100
275
0.025
UBA50
167
0.011
171
0.133
0.133
0.100
0.025
173
0.022
0.150
175
0.100
0.133
0.100
0.275
177
0.200
179
0.075
181
0.100
183
0.055
0.066
0.125
185
0.011

187
0.022

189
0.033
0.100
0.125
0.050
191
0.122
0.100
0.175
0.075
193
0.211
0.200
0.150
0.050
195
0.033
0.033
0.025
197
0.033
0.033
0.075
199
0.077
0.066
0.075
201
0.011

203
0.022
0.100
0.025
205
0.011

207
0.055
0.033
0.025
217
0.033
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Appendix I continued
Allele Size (bp) eastern Australia
UBA53
199
0.066
201
0.022
205
0.033
217
0.022
219
0.177
221
0.333
223
0.200
225
0.088
227
0.044
229
0.011
231
UBA54
215
0.022
223
0.166
225
0.288
227
0.255
229
0.077
231
0.066
233
0.033
235
0.055
237
0.033
UBA91
171
173
0.133
175
0.844
177
0.022
UBA851
226
0.022
232
0.044
234
0.022
236
0.055
238
0.466
240
0.177
242
0.166
244
246
0.022
248
250
252
0.022
254
256
258
260
-

South Australia

Western Australia

South Africa

0.066
0.033
0.033
0.033
0.233
0.400
0.133
0.033
0.033
-

0.075
0.025
0.050
0.025
0.150
0.400
0.150
0.075
0.025
0.025
-

0.083
0.083
0.250
0.333
0.250



0.033
0.166
0.300
0.333
0.033
0.033
0.066
0.033

0.025
0.100
0.275
0.400
0.050
0.025
0.100
0.025

0.350
0.375
0.175
0.025
0.075



0.200
0.800
-

0.175
0.825
-

0.100
0.525
0.350
0.025

0.033
0.033
0.033
0.366
0.266
0.166
0.066
0.033
-

0.025
0.025
0.100
0.375
0.275
0.125
0.050
0.025
-





0.075

0.150
0.200
0.100
0.125
0.100
0.100
0.050
0.075
0.025
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Appendix I continued
Allele Size (bp) eastern Australia South Australia Western Australia
UBA853
178
180
182
184
186
188
190
0.011
192
0.022
0.025
194
0.022
0.033
0.050
196
0.166
0.200
0.100
198
0.166
0.166
0.250
200
0.155
0.133
0.225
202
0.255
0.300
0.200
204
0.133
0.133
0.125
206
0.066
0.033
0.025
UBA854
169
171
0.022
173
0.044
0.033
0.050
175
0.066
0.066
0.150
177
181
183
189
0.133
0.133
0.100
191
0.455
0.433
0.375
193
0.022
195
0.022
0.033
0.025
203
0.011
205
0.022
207
0.044
0.100
0.025
209
0.066
0.025
211
0.077
0.133
0.175
217
0.011
0.066
0.075

211

South Africa
0.025
0.100
0.125
0.100
0.225
0.075
0.075
0.125
0.075
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.075
0.025
0.025
0.350
0.125
0.200
0.200








